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SOPRANO EILEEN DAVIS
TO PERFOBM IN CONCERT

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)
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NEWS PEOPLE: For further information
contact JUDy VICK, 373-7515

Works by Mozart, Brahms and Strauss will be featured in concerts by lyric

soprano Eileen Davis Friday, Oct. 14, in Duluth, and Saturday, Oct. 29 in Minneapolis.-.....-;...

Davis, who joined the University of Minnesota-Twin Cities, music department voice

faculty in 1976, was born in England and trained at the London College of Music. She

has performed in recitals and in many leading roles throughout the United States and

Europe. liost recently she performed Bach's ''Mass in B Minor" with the Bach Society

of Minnesota in February, 1977.

She will be accompanied by pianist Paul Freed, music professor at the University

of Minnesota-Twin Cities.

Davis' concert in Duluth will be at 8 p.m. at the Marshall Performing Arts

Center, University of Minnesota-Duluth. In Minneapolis she will perform at 8 p.m.

in Scott Hall auditorium on the Twin Cities campus.

-UNS-
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TENOR CLIFrON WARE IN RECITAL

(FOR IMHEJ)IATE RELEASE)

Tenor Clifton Ware will perform in reciul Monday, Oct. 24, at 7:30p.m. in

Scott BaU auditorium, University of Minnesota-'l'w1n Cities.

Th1swill be the fi,st recital in nearly four years for Ware, an associate

professor of music at the University, and a well-known soloist in the Twin Cities

area, as well as thr6ughout the United States. Local organizations he has appeared

With include the Minnesot.. Orchestra, the St. Paul Chaber Orchestra and the

Minnesota Opera Company.

A g~oup of rarely performed works of various styles, periods and nationalities

vill make up the program for his Scott Ball concert. He will sing in the languages

of Italy, Franee. England, Spain and Germany. Composers represented in the program

include Scarlatti, Bandel, Duparc, MUhaud, Binkerd, Schumann, Turina and Wakefield-

Cadman.

AccompanyiD& him will be pianist Bettye Ware, his wife. The event is part of

,t1:lemus~departmentfaculty recital series.

Ware vill present the same program in a recital Sunday, Oct. 9, at 4 p.m. at

Plymouth Congregational Church, 1900 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis.

-UNS-
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ABUNDANCE OF RICHES COLLECTED
FOR WOMEN'S HISTORY SURVEY

By Ronae1e Sayre
University News Service

For nearly three years the University of Minnesota Social Welfare History Ar-

chives has been tracking down material that many people never believed eXisted.

Letters, diaries, pictures, personal papers of all sorts, documenting the lives

of American women from the colonial period until now, were the objects of the search.

"In much of written historical records, women were not considered significant.

There was a dearth of primary sources," said Andrea Rinding, curator of the archives

and co-director of the nationwide survey of sources on women's history, now nearing

completion.

The search was remarkably successful. Supported by the National Endowment for

the Humanities (NEH) and the University of Minnesota--which provided about one fourth

of the $500,000 needed--the project will conclude with the publication next fall of

a three-volume reference work, outlining the available material and where it can be

found in 20,000 collections across the country. The index alone will include a half

million entries.

The idea for the project grew from a women's history conference five years ago

in New York that made the creation of a listing of primary-source information for

research in women's history and women's studies a top priority.

Clarke Chambers, director of the Social Welfare Archives, and Rinding were asked

to submit a proposal to NER. The first request was rejected, but the staff of NEB

encouraged Rinding and Chambers to submit the proposal again in modified form.

Rinding said the researchers met with little resistance in their search.

"It came close to the Bicentennial, when people were more conscious of hiatori-

cal things," she said. "Archivists were ready to provide the information because

they had been beseiged by people, and many curators of archives are women."

(MORE)
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The information, from questionnaires sent to 10,000 known repositories and

gathered by 20 fieldworkers in visits to every state but Alaska, brought forth an

abundance of riches, Rinding said.

Large libraries devoted staff time and recruited volunteers to examine their

collections for appropriate material, and small community libraries and archives

spent many hours examining their material.

"Individuals with the smallest repositories were incredibly generous with their

time, " Rinding said.

The Arthur and Elizabeth Schlesinger Library on the History of Women at Rad

cliffe College provided the largest number of listings from one library, with

approximately 1,000 collections to be listed in the survey.

Although the questionnaire identified the types of information being sought,

such as the papers of individual women, records of women's organizations, or groups,

institutions or movements in which women played a significant part, some libraries

did not realize the value of the information they held.

One library, for instance, apologized for having no "really historical mater

ial,1\ offering instead "just" the diaries of 17 women from the revolu.t1onary period.

The number of collections to be listed had to be limited to 20,000 because of

production costs and the amount of work required to put the reference work together.

"It just skims the surface of the 200,000 to 300,000 that actually exist,"

Rinding said. Material not included in the original will be published in a supple

ment that seems certain to be necessary.

The listing of collections alone is a chronicle of the influence of women and

their views of what was happening as the country grew.

The Gloucester County Historical Society of Woodbury, N.J., houses the papers

of Anna Blackwood Howell, 1769-1855, a housewife who also headed the Howell Shad

Fisheries. The Lane County Pioneer Museum of Eugene, Ore., has the diary of a 16

year-old girl, written as she crossed the plains with her parents in the mid-1800's.

(MORE)
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Numerous entries from Minnesota include a collection of the papers of Hannah

Jensen Kempfer, 1880-1943, who was a state representative for 18 years. She came

to the area as a milkmaid, and was a teacher before election to the legislature.

Her papers are housed at the Otter Tail County Historical Society at Fergus Falls.

Although the actual survey work has been completed, the production phase is

under way and is turning out to be a "monumental task, II according to Hinding,

occupying three workers full-time and three part-time.

"About one-fourth of the 20,000 entries are completed. It should go faster

now since we did the hardest ones first," said Ames Bower, editor for the material

that will appear in the publication.

While its goal was merely to collect historical information, the women's his

torical sources survey made a little history of its own in some communities.

The curator of a small town archives on the East Coast wrote Hinding that the

arrival of the questionnaire led to her suddenly discovering that their manuscript

collections had neglected to catalogue much of the women's activities, if any. The

material was limited to the proceedings of the local garden club and church mission

ary society.

But all that has changed, she wrote. After she became aware of how seldom

women were taking an active role in town politics, "We got women to join the fire

department, got a woman First Selectman and women elected to all the boards in the

town government. II

-UNS
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U. S. MIDEAST POLICY
TOPIC OF U OF M CONFEtu:NCE

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

"u.s. Mideast Policy at a Crossroads" will be discussed at the Midwest Regional

Conference of the American Professors for Peace in the Middle East (APPME) Oct. 8

and 9 on the University of Minnesota-Twin Cities campus.

At 7:30 p.m. Saturday, Oct. 8, in Mayo Auditorium, Edward Luttwak, associate

director of the Washington Center for Foreign Policy Research at Johns Hopkins

University, will speak on "The Arab-Israeli Conflict: A Military Assessment." His

talk will be followed by John Stoessinger, professor of political science at Hunter

College, City University of New York, speaking on "The Middle East Conflict: Where

Do We Go From Here?"

At 1:30 p.m. Sunday, Oct. 9, in Health Science Building A 2-520, a panel will

discuss prospects for a Middle East peace.

All sessions are open to the public with no admission charge.

-UNS-
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U. S. MIDEAST POLICY
TOPIC OF U OF M CONFERENCE

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

IIU.S. Mideast Policy at a Crossroads" will be discussed at the Midwest Regional

Conference of the American Professors for Peace in the Middle East (APPME) Oct. 8

and 9 on the University of Minnesota-Twin Cities campus.

At 7:30 p.m. Saturday, Oct. 8, in Mayo Auditorium, Edward Luttwak, associate

director of the Washington Center for Foreign Policy Research at Johns Hopkins

University, will speak on "The Arab-Israeli Conflict: A Military Assessment." His

talk will be followed by John Stoessinger, professor of political science at Hunter

College, City University of New York, speaking on "The Middle East Conflict: Where

Do We Go From Here?"

At 1:30 p.m. Sunday, Oct. 9, in Health Science Building A 2-520, a panel will

discuss prospects for a Middle East peace.

All sessions are open to the public with no admission charge.

-UNS-
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U OF M RESEARCHERS
GET CANCER GRANTS

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Three University of Minnesota researchers have received grants from the American

Cancer Society totaling $203,526.

Dr. Ronald Ferguson, medical fellow in surgery on the Twin Cities campus, re-

ceived $65,427 to investigate immune responses to tumors. Dr. Joseph Lakowicz,

assistant professor at the Freshwater Biological Institute, received $73,041 to test

his theory that the final effect of carcinogens depends on the manner of exposure.

Dr. Jon Schmidtke, associate professor of surgery and microbiology on the Twin Cities

campus, received $65,058 to study how macrophages, scavenger cells that swallow

bacteria and cell debris, relate to the immune system's response to tumors.

To stimulate the immune system's response to tumors, Ferguson first incubates

lymphocytes with tumor cells and then administers the sensitized lymphocytes to mice

that have received small amounts of tumor cells.

Preliminary results indicate that the technique apparently inhibits tumor

growth, but Ferguson said timing is critical and a large number of lymphocytes, 12

trillion cells for humans, are necessary for success.

Lakowicz is designing experiments to test the idea that particulate material

increases the cell's chances of exposure to cancer-causing substances.

IlThere is reason to believe," he said, "that when asbestos particles, for

example, are present in the air along with the harmful chemicals in cigarette smoke,

they may act together to induce cancer, where either alone would not.

IlAsbestos workers who smoke have a much greater probability of contracting lung

cancer than either nonsmoking asbestos workers or smokers not exposed to asbestos,"

he said.

-OOS-
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UNIVERSITY OF HINNESOTA, 11IHNEAPOLIS AlID ST. PAUL CAMPUS EVElfrS
Oct. 9-15

Sun., Oct. 9---St. Paul Student Center Galleries: . Watercolors by Helene Zemjanis,
North Star Gallery~ Photographs of Afric.a by Jay Sautter, Rouser Room Gallery;
Nigerian Cork Bark carvings by Jay Sautter, display cases. 8 a.m.-lO p.m.
Mon.-Sat., noon-lO p.m. Sun. Through Oct. 28. Free.

Sun., Oct. 9---Panel Discussion:
Sciences Unit A. 1:30 p.m.

Prospects for a Middle East Peace.
Free.

2-520 Health

Sun.,' Oct. 9---University Gallery: "Hudson D. Walker: Patron and Friend." Northrop
Aud. 11 a.m.-4 p.m. Mon., Wed., and Fri., 11 a.m.-8 p.m. Tues. and Thurs.,

. 2-5 p.m. Sun. Through Dec. 6. Free.

Sun., Oct. 9---The Whole Coffeehouse: Sonny Rollins and Fenix. Coffman Union.
Doo~s open 7:30 p.m. $4. Tickets on sale at MSA TOO, Positively 4th Street,
and at!the door.

Sun., Oct. 9---Concert: James l1cGuire and Jeffrey Van: An Evening of Guitar Solos
and Duets. Scott Hall aud. 8 p.m. Free.

Mon., Oct. lo---Coffman Gallery. Studio Arts Faculty Exhibition: Sculpture,
Painting and Mixed Media~ Gallery I, Painting, Drawing, Prints and Photography,
Gallery II•. 10 a.m.-4 p.m. Hon.-Frio Through OCt. 30. Free.

Mon., Oct. 10---Cartoons:"Bui:k Rogers." Theater-lecture hall, Coffman Union.
11:10 a.m. and 12:05 p.m. 25¢.

Mon., Oct. 10---Concert: 1iusic by Dakota Dave Hull and Sean Blackburn. Terrace
Lounge, St. Paul Student Center. Noon. Free.

Mon., Oct. lO---Lecture: "The Hudson D. lo1alker Collection: A Scholar's View" by
Percy North, George Mason University. University Gallery, Northrop Aud.
2:30 p.m. Free. .

Mon., Oct. lo---U Film Society: IICatsplay.1I Bell Huseum of Natural History aud.
7:30 and 9:30 p.m. Discussion between showings. $2.

Tues., Oct. ll--Demonstration:
Paul Student Center. Noon.

Backpacking by Demi laller.
Free.

Terrace Lounge, St.

Tues., OCt. ll---Shakespeare Film Festival:
lecture hall, Coffman Union. 7:30 p.m.

lIA lfidsuDIDer's Night Dream. II Theater
Students free, $1 non-students.

Tues., Oct. ll---U Film Society: "Letter From an Unknown Woman. 1I Bell l1.useum of
Natural History aud. 7:30 and 9:30 p.m. $1.75.

(OVER)
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Wed., Oct. 12---Nova Film Series: "Whales, Dolphins and Hen." North Star Ball
room, St. Paul Student Center. Noon. Free.

Wed., Oct. l2---Italian Film Festival:
History aud. 2:15 and 7:30 p.m.

"The Decameron."
$1. 75.

Bell Huseum of Natural

Wed., Oct. l2---Open House: Native Americans. Hen's Lounge, Coffman Union.
3-5 p.m. Free.

Wed., Oct. l2---Women in Hodern Film Series: "Persona." Theater-lecture hall,
Coffman Union. 7 and 8:30 p.m. $1.50 students, $2 public.

Thurs., Oct. l3---U Film Society: "The Salamander." Bell Huseum of Natural History
aud. 7:30 and 9:30 p.m. $1.75.

Thurs., Oct. 13---B1ack Cultural Affairs Film: "The Education of Sonny Carson."
Theater-lecture hall,. Coffman Union. 8 p.m. $1.50.

Fri., Oct. 14---U Film Society: "1'1other Kuster Goes to Heaven." . Bell l1useum of
Natural History aud. 7:30 and 9:30 p.m. $2.

Fri., Oct. l4---The Whole Coffeehouse:
Union. Doors open 8:30 p.m. $4.
4th Street, and at the door.

Dexter Gordon and Art Resnick. Coffman
Tickets on sale at MSA TOO, Positively

Sat., Oct. 15---U Film Society: "l1other Kuster Goes to Heaven." Bell Museum of
Natural History aud. 7:30 and 9:30 p.m. $2.

Sat., Oct. l5---Concert: East Indian Music by Asad Ali Khan, been instrumentalist,
and Gopaldas, pakhawaj percussionist. Scott Half aud. 8 p.m. Free.

Sat., Oct. 15~--Dance: ~linnesota Dance Theatre. Northrop Aud. 8 p.m. $7, $6,
$5, $4.50, $3.50.

Sat., Oct. 15---The Whole Coffeehouse:
Union. Doors open 8:30 p.m. $4.
Street, and at the door.

(AO;B1;F2)

Dexter Gordon and Art Resnick. Coffman
Tickets on sale at MSA TOO, Positively 4th
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INDIAN CLASSICAL MUSIC AT 'u'

(FOR DDlEDIATE RELEASE)

A concert of North Indian classical music will be presented Saturday, Oct. 15,

at 8 p.m. in Scott Hall auditorium, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities.

Perforaing artists will be Asad Ali Khan on the been, a stringed instrument,

and Gopa1das, pakhawaj percussionist. As is customary, their instrumental melodies

and ragas will be selected the evening of the performance.

The been is the oldest classical instrument of India, and the pakhawaj, or

barrel-drum, is the most ancient percussion instrument of India. These instruments

are forerunners of the sitar and tabla.

Both ar·tists are fran Indian families of musicians.

The event, o~n to the public with no admission charge, is sponsored by the

departments of music, South Asian studies and concerts and lectures.

-UNS-
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JAZZ QUARTET. STRING QUARTET
TO PRESENT JAZZ CONCERT AT 'U·

(F(ll IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Pianist Reginald Buckner and members of his jazz quartet. accompanied by a

string quartet of members of the Minnesota Orchestra. will present a concert of

music by John Lewis and the Hodem Ja&z Quartet SUIld!y. Oct. 23, at 7 p.m. in Scott

Hall auditorium at the Univer8ity of Kinnesota-Twin Citie8.

The event is part of the mu8ic department faculty performance series and is

open to the public with no admi88ion charge.

Works on the program inelude "D and E Blue8," "Skati. in Central Park," "The

Cylinder." "Django." "Vendame, II "Two Degrees East, Three Degre88 West," "Milano,"

"Three Windows," and "Sttetch," all cClDp08ed by John Aaron Lewi8.

Buckner i8 an assistant profes80r 1ln the University department8 of music,

music education and Afro-American studies.

-tJNS-
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MEMO TO NEWS PEOPLE

Students and faculty from the University of Minnesota Technical College at

Waseca will discuss their concerns with members of the Board of Regents at the monthly

regents' meetings in Waseca Thursday and Friday (Oct. 13 and 14).

Students will meet with the regents' student concerns committee at 3 p.m. Thurs

day, and faculty members will meet with the full board over breakfast at 7:30 a.m.

Friday. Both meetings will be in the main campus building.

Formal presentations on the Southern Experiment Station and the Waseca technical

college also will be made to the board by the heads of those areas.

Supt. Richard Anderson will discuss the Southern Experiment Station with the

board at a 12:30 luncheon Thursday in the dining hall. Provost Edward Frederick will

discuss the two-year Waseca technical college with the regents' committee of the whole

at 8:30 a.m. Friday in room 145 of the main building.

The committee of the whole also will discuss faculty collective bargaining, £all

quarter University enrollment, the 1978 capital request to the legislature, and the

possibility of adding student representation to the committee of the whole.

University President C. Peter Magrath and Board Chairman Wenda Moore will have

a news conference, primarily for local reporters, at 9:45 a.m. in the student activi

ty link of the main building.

The regular monthly board meeting will follow the news conference. It should

begin about 10:15 in room 145.

The regents' committees will meet Thursday afternoon.

The physical plant and investments committee will meet at 1:30 in room 145 to

discuss Duluth campus housing and hear a report on the University's liability insur

ance program, including the captive insurance company.

The faculty and staff affairs committee will meet at 1:30 p.m. in room C234.

Discussion will include faculty consulting policy, teacher evaluation and how searches

are conducted for candidates to fill major University positions.

The student concerns committee will meet at 3 p.m. in room 145. Besides the

discussion with Waseca students, the committee will hear reports on services for

handicapped students. and the presidential scholars program.

The educational policy and long-range planning committee will meet at 3 p.m. in

C234. The group will hear a review of Twin Cities campus boundaries and a report on

educational programs.

Board members and other University officials will meet with community leaders at

a reception and dinner beginning at 6:30 p.m. at the Lakeside Club.
(AO,I,34;Bl,10) -UNS-
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CHAMBER RECITAL AT ·U·

(FOB. DMEDIATE RELEASE)

A chamber recital will be presented at the University of Minnesota-Twin Cities

Saturday, OCt. 22.at 8 p.m.

Performing in Scott Ball auditorium will be John Anderson, clarinetist;

Alexander Braginsky, p:f.anist; Richard Massmann, violinist ,and Tanya ReDienikova,

cellist. AU except Br4linsky are Udversity music faculty members.

The program will include trios by Beethoven, Brahms and Schubert. The recital

i8 open to the public with no admission charge.

-UNS-
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MEDIA FUTURE TO BE
MUCH MORE VISUAL

,
1 :

By Jeannie Hanson
University News Service

Some 365 new magazines were launched in 1976, and more will begin production in

1977 •

The future will bring pornography to television, mostly because of changes in

video equipment.

Television "clubhouse comedies"--programs where all of the action occurs in one

or two rooms--will give way to mobile, more natural comedies.

Such comments on the future of the media, and "state of the art" assessments of

magazines, films, television, newspapers and photography were offered by 18 national

speakers at a recent conference sponsored by Continuing Education and Extension at

the University of Minnesota-Twin Cities, the Minneapolis College of Art and Design,

and Media Loft, Inc.

HNow is a great time to try new approaches in media,1I said Otto Fuerbringer,

one of the founders of People Magazine, citing the women's movement and improvements

in media technology as two key reasons. "Women have more interests now and more

money, which helps magazines, and printing and satellites can process information

better than ever for newspapers and television. 1i

Self, a new magazine for women, is scheduled to come out next year, and will be

an attempt to capitalize on these factors, he said. It will focus on women reaching

their full potential, and is set to begin with a circulation of a half million.

Editorial responsibility to the public is improving too, Fuerbringer said, citing

better reporting on "quality of life issues," such as health, welfare and family

matters, as an example.

Fuerbringer said more information is contained in the mass media now than ever

before, and 1s balanced with visual images to a greater degree. The way a specific

medium selects the balance of information and image can provide a distinct slant to

a story, he said.

He gave the example of the Bert Lance controversy. "The emphasis in newspapers

was on information about Lance, and the information was appalling. But the emphasis

on television was on a jovial underdog fending off attackers," he said.

Television is at a crossroads now because people have reached a maximum in tele

vision vieWing, he said. Television will now have to work to hold its audience, much

as Life, Look and Colliers magazines tried and failed to do in the past.
(MORE)
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Michael Shamberg of the TVTV video group (Top Value Television), spoke on the

future of television. Shamberg, the author of a book on guerilla television, said

that video production is a "distinctly new'; medium, not an extension of film, or radio

with a screen.

According to Shamberg, videotape is transforming television, especially through

the use of portable units, such as those used to produce "live action news. 1i Video

tape is a medium ripe for experimentation and will make television, as it moves away

from film, Ilmore casual and honest, with many ordinary people looking as engaging as

movie stars. 11

As technology improves, video experimentation will proliferate, he said. All

television programming will take on the look of current sports and news coverage,

and situation comedies will became more lively and realistic, he said.

Cable systems, which have been slow to catch on, eventually will create oppor

tunities for "local 60 Uinutes type programs," problem-solving shows, public access

programs and the direct marketing of products, he said.

';Specialized television will prOVide more movies, more pornography and more in

structional TV cassettes for those who can afford them," Shamberg said.

Children who watch Sesame Street are learning "video literacy" as surely as they

are learning the alphabet,Shamberg said, adding that, as the television generation

grows, television may well become a major experimental art form.

'~110nty Python's Flying Circus" could be classified as experimental art, according

to conference speaker Terry Gilliam, animator for the program.

Gilliam contrasted British television with American television. IlWe could never

have done Python in America," he said. IlCommercial television wouldn't have allowed

it, and PBS couldn't have afforded it."

Gilliam feels advertising plays a big part in determining content of American

television programming. "American TV is geared mainly to selling dog food,ii he said.

Since there is no network competition for advertising in Britain--only one station

carries ads--program content is not affected by advertising considerations.

Gilliam showed some of his work to conference participants. llMy style is always

determined by cheapness and laziness,:' he said. Cut-out figures moving in jerky,

simple actions, with sound effects used to help create the illusion of more movement,

often are the results, he said.

One of Gilliam's films, about animated Christmas cards, shows three wise men

galloping on camels after a star which persists in changing direction abruptly.

Another scene shows a sedate Santa Claus filling up his toy sack by snatching chil

dren. "People don't seem to mind animated violence as much as the more realistic

kind, '1 he said.

-UNS-
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NEWS PEOPLE: For further information
contact ROI~ELE SAYRE, 373-7516

HEUO TO NEVIS PEOPLE

The homecoming bonfire at the University of Minnesota !Yin Cities campus,

originally scheduled for Friday (Oct. 14), has been cancelled. The site used

\

last year is not available and the homecoming committee has not been able to secure

an alternate location.

The homecoming parade will begin at 6 p.m. Friday at the Bierman Building.

The starting time had previously been announced as 5:30 p.m.

The homecoming pepfest will be held as planned at 4:30 p.m. Friday at the

Third Northwestern National Bank, East Hennepin and Central Aves. N.E. Floats

for the parade will be on display.

The Coffman Union Program Council and the Campus Club will sponsor a Home-

coming Brunch on Saturday (Oct. 15) from 11:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the Campus Club,

fourth floor, Coffman Union. Tickets are $3 and are avialab1e at the Coffman Union

Information Desk.

-th~S-
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CARILLON PLAYER HAS HIS COMPOSITIONS PERFORMED

By Judy Vick
University News Service

The melodies that have accompanied thousands of University of Minnesota students

to classes on the Minneapolis campus mall during the last five years are now being

performed in more conventional concert halls.

Stephen Paulus, who played the carillon console in Northrop Auditorium for five

years as a music graduate student, often used this vehicle for "trying out" his

own compositions. With less than a year left until completion of his doctor of

philosophy degree, he has quit his part-time job and is hearing his works performed

by others. There have been three major performances this year.

Last spring a Walker Art Center concert featured a group of children's songs,

a song cycle for tenor and piano and his instrumental "Wind Suite, II and "Canticles, 11

a work for chorus and orchestra, was commissioned by and performed at Hennepin

Avenue Methodist Church in Minneapolis.

This month the Bach Society of Minnesota will present his choral work flNorth

Shore" in a concert at O'Shaughnessy Auditorium in St. Paul.

The words for all of these works have been written by poet Michael Dennis Browne,

a University of Minnesota associate professor of English.

On his own, Paulus has written and seen performed a commissioned piece for

dance for choreographer Molly Lynn of Dance Caravan and "Two Moments for Guitar,"

written for Jeffrey Van. He has also published numerous instrumental and choral

works.

"My goal is to have composition be my major activity and to have my works

performed," said the s11m, young-looking 28-year-old. Although composition is not

yet his only activity, he is well on the way to achieVing his ends.

He also spends a good deal of his time working for and with the Minnesota

COt1lposers Forum, of which he was a founder.

IiI'm glad I'm finishing school and this is all happening at the same time," said·

Paulus, who claims "organization and discipline" are primary qualities necessary

for an aspiring composer.

Paulus began taking piano lessons and composing music, almost simultaneously,

at the age of 10.

(MORE)
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"I loved piano lessons, II he said, although admitting that "the first year or

two I had to be disciplined like any kid who would rather be playing baseball."

Born in Summit, N.J., he grew up in the Twin Cities, where his father is with

3M and his mother is an interior designer. He has two brothers who also have

musical educations.

Paulus now does most of his composing in the married students' housing project

apartment he shares with his wife of two years, Patty, an art specialist for the

Anoka-Hennepin school district. He works with an old upright piano and sometimes

uses his cache of contemporary instruments, which include a musical saw, bongo

drums, a guitar and a tambourine. He works at least an hour a day and sometimes 12.

nIt's important to work every day, but it's not like the olden days when a

composer was kept by a prince and all he had to do was turn out cantatas," he said.

Although he prefers what he terms :lserious music," Paulus does r.ot consider

himself a "purist." He has done several commercial works, including a soft drink

commercial that was widely played throughout South America and the Middle East.

He also does arrangements for singing groups and individual performers.

lIyou can do anything and do it well and still preserve your own integrity,"

he said.

Paulus's first published piece was a sacred choral work. He entered the church

market because of the demand for that type of music, which he recognized during the

several years he worked as choir director for the Dayton Avenue Presbyterian Church

in St. Paul.

"The music had to be constantly varied to meet the diverse needs of the inner

city congregation," he said. "The young blacks liked things different from what

the ladies in mink coats like, so I began composing some of my own. 1I The first

composition he submitted to a publisher was accepted.

In the spring of 1975, Paulus began his current collaboration with Browne,

through the efforts of University music professor Paul Fetler.

First Browne writes the poem and then he reads it to Paulus, who supplies the

music.

"The drive for music comes directly from the words," Paulus said. "Sometimes

rhythms of the music are tied to rhythms of the words. 1I

Browne sees it from a different view. "The music affects the words," he

said. "And it gives birth to something inseparable."

Both agree that there is a bit of magic in the final result.

(MORE)
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"Composition needs unity and variety, but it is the magical element that makes

it work--that raises it above the ordinary or routine,lI Paulus said.

Success in composition? "It is a combination of inspiration and work. The

latter includes being a good businessman and a good copyist," Paulus said.

Paulus's diverse musical interests have led him in many directions. One of

the most unusual, to date, was his construction of a glass armonica, made of an

old treadle sewing machine base and hand-blown glass bowls. He has played it for

several groups during the last two years--the Bicentennial was a popular time for

the instrument, which was invented by Benjamin Franklin in 1762 and was banned in

some parts of Europe during the 18th century because its high-pitched sounds

were said to "drive people crazy." To his knowledge, Paulus hasn't encountered

any such problems among his listeners.

-UNS-
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BIORHYTIIMIC 'BUNK': WHAT YOUR
BIRTH DATE CAN'T TELL YOU

By David Smith
University News Service

Before investing time or money in a personal ;:BioRhythm" chart, consider this:

The chart won't tell you anything scientific about your physical, mental or emotional

condition--now or in the future.

"'BioRhythm' is the hideous marriage between the quackery of numerology and

perfectly sound technology," said Prof. Andrew Ahlgren, a science educator and an

associate of the University of Minnesota-Twin Cities Chronobiology Laboratory.

"Because the 'BioRhythm' formulas are so simplistic, they can easily be fed

into calculators or, needlessly, into large computers. This gives 'BioRhythm' charts

the appearance of being 'scientific.' But. as the slogan among computer people goes,

'Garbage in--Garbage out.' \I

Ahlgren is qUick to point out, however, that not all studies of cyclic body

rhythms are quackery--just the popular version that uses a person's birth date to

calculate physiological "highs," "lows t1 and Iicritical days.1!

The real science of monitoring body rhythms is called chronobiology. It employs

exacting, long-term measurements of hormone levels, blood constituents and cell

growth and other observations. These studies have shown evidence of many types of

cyclic rhythms, some of which have important medical value.

Ahlgren, associate director of the University's Center for Educational Develop

ment, acts as spokesman for about a dozen University of rlinnesota researchers

involved in the study of biological rhythms.

He and his colleagues are concerned that the difference between "BioRhythm" and

chronobiology--between quackery and science--is not clear to the public. He is also

alarmed at the amount of public attention r!BioRhythm" has been receiving lately.

A television station in Minneapolis, for example, has been offering weekly

predictions about the outcome of Minnesota Vikings football games this season based

on a computer readout of the team's supposed "BioRhythmic" status. (An on-the-air

disclaimer about the scientific value of "BioRhythm" was included, however, after

Ahlgren ,~ote a letter critical of the feature.)

IIBioRhythm" advertisements, which used to appear only in pulp newspapers, are

now turning up in such journals as Science News and Human Behavior. But an article

(MORE)
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in U.S. News and World Report (Feb. 1976) reported that no scientists doing observa

tional studies of body cycles wished to have their research associated with the

IIBioRhythm" fad.

An interesting case of what Ahlgren termed "outright deceit ll occurred in the

September 1977 issue of Reader's Digest. An article titled '~BioRhythms: A Key to Your

Ups and Downs:' mentioned Prof. Douglas Neil of the Naval Postgraduate School in

Nonterey, Calif., in such a "ray that it appears he strongly endorses n BioRhythm. "

Neil did perform a months-long study involving reaction time to see if there was

any evidence of cyclic behavior in performance. But a careful reading of the results

of that experiment, which appeared in Aviation, Space, end Environmental Medicine

(April 1976) shows Neil's doubt about the validity of the "BioRhythm l
: birth-date

concept and lithe rather dubious nature of much of the research used as evidence of its

existence. II

During a telephone interview, Neil went further. He said that the "BioRhythm;'

theory is "95 per cent bunk," and that he is ';outraged;; at having his experiment

construed as an endorsement of ';BioRhythm."

Neil said that his study was in no way based on "BioRhythm's" birth-date formula,

and that the cycles he did detect in performance merely suggested "long-term cyclic

behavior'; that varied with the individuals tested. liThe 'BioRhythm' theory of rigid,

fixed. unvarying cycles is completely contrary to all biological principles," he said.

~fuat are the facts about BioRhythm that make it little more than an updated

version of the old tea-leaf scam? A bit of history is informative.

In the late l800s) two European doctors--a Berlin surgeon named Fliess and a

Viennese psychologist named Swoboda--arrived separately at the conclusion that from

the time of birth to the time of death, two cycles control the physical properties of

all liVing things.

A 23-day cycle supposedly represented "male" characteristics, and a 28-day cycle

represented "female" characteristics. A 33-day "intellectualll cycle was added some

years later by a German teacher named Teltscher.

Fliess first made his conclusions public in a volume titled ';The Relations

Between the Nose and Female Sex Organs From the Biological Aspect.' It was his con

tention that by adding, subtracting, multiplying and dividing multiples of 23 and 28

in various ways, a mathematical formula could be derived to fit any natural

phenomenon.

~fuat Fliess did not realize, and what mathematicians were quick to observe, is

that this mathematical juggling act works just as well for any two whole numbers

with no common divisor. In other words) 23 and 28 are no more significant than 3

and 7.

(r10RE)
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Eventually, the movement came to the U.S. and was made popular by businessman

George Thommen in his book "Is This Your Day?lI The book outlined a simplistic

formula, based on Fliess's equations, that uses birth dates as fixed reference

points--good for all people for all of their lives. The formula produces graphs

that predict a person's "high" and Blow" states, as well as in-between points

calIed Iicritical days."

But scientific evidence does not support this scheme of phases any more than the

formula it is based on, Ahlgren said.

"Thousands of articles in reputable medical and biological journals establish

that rhythms in anyone person are variable, rhythms are different for different

people and rhythms dev~lop only gradually over the first two or three years of

childhood, 11 Ahlgren said. "Moreover) most rhythms, other than the pronounced daily

ones, are not easy to detect without a long series of measurements."

Perhaps the most telling example of how "BioRhythmll does not work was given

by James Randi, a late-night New York talk-show host during the mid-'60s.

After a show featuring George Thommen, a New Jersey woman wrote in asking for

a "BioRhythm" chart covering the next two years.

Randi sent her a chart based on a birth date different from her own. She wrote

back saying the chart exactly matched her "critical days.1i

Rand! followed up by sending the woman a note apologizing for the mistake on

her birth date and enclosed a "correct" chart--again with a wrong birth date. He

soon received another letter from the woman which said that the new chart was even

more correct than the first one.

-UNS-
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Sun., Oct. l6---St. Paul Student Center Galleries: Watercolors by Helene Zemjanis,
North Star Gallery; Photographs of Africa by Jay Sautter, Rouser Room
Gallery; Nigerian Cork Bark Carvings by Jay Sautter, display cases. 8 a.m.
10 p.m. Hon.-Sat., noon-lO p.m. Sun. Through Oct. 28. Free.

Sun., Oct. l6---University Gallery: "Pioneer Photographers of Brazil: 1840-1920,"
through Oct. 30; "Hudson D. Walker: Patron and Friend," through Dec. 6.
Northrop Aud. 11 a.m.-4 p.m. Mon., Wed., and Fri., 11 a.m.-8 p.m. Tues. and
Thurs., 2-5 p.m. Sun. Free.

Sun., Oc~. lQ-:--U Film Society: "Hother Kuster Goes to Heaven." Bell Museum of
Natural History aud. 7:30 and 9:30 p.m. $2.

Sun., Oct. l6---The Whole Coffeehouse:
Union. Doors open 7:30 p.m. $4.
4th Street, and at the door.

Dexter Gordon and Art Resnick. Coffman
Tickets on sale at MSA TOO, Positively

Sun., Oct. l6---Concert: Bernhard Weiser, piano. Northrop Aud. 8 p.m. Free.

Mon., Oct. l7---Coffman Gallery: Studio Arts Faculty Exhibition: Sculpture,
Painting and Hixed Media, Gallery I; Painting, Drauing, Prints and Photography,
Gallery II. 10 a.m.-4 p.m. iion.-Fri. Through Oct. 30. Free.

1'40n., Oct. l7---Cartoons: "Buck Rogers. II Theater-lecture hall, Coffman Union.
11:10 a.m. and 12:05 p.m. 25¢.

Mon., Oct. l7---Concert: 11usic by Bob Douglas. Terrace Lounge, St. Paul Student
Center. Noon. Free.

Mon., Oct. l7---U Film Society: "La Ronde." Bell i'1useum of Natural History aud.
7:30 and 9:30.p.m. Discussion between showings. $2.

Tues., Oct •. l8---Backpacking Lecture: "Kekekabic Traill! by Gary Johnson. North
Star Ballroom, St. Paul Student Center. Noon. Free.

Tues., Oct. l8---Films: "Ways of Seeing,U part I, 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 p.m., and
"Collection of Minnesota Filmmakers," 3:30 p.m. Gallery I, Coffman Union.
Free.

Tues., Oct. l8---Shakespeare Film Series: liRomeo and Juliet" (1954) directed by
Renato Castellani. Theater-lecture hall, Coffman Union. 7:30 p.m.
Students/free, $1 non-students.

Tues., Oct. l8--U Film Society: IINight of the Hunter." Bell lfuseum of Natural
Histor~ aud. 7:30 and 9:30 p.m. $1.75.

(OVER)
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Wed., Oct. 19---Film: "Ways of Seeing," part 1. Gallery I, Coffman Union.
11:30 a.m. and 12:30 p.m•. Free.

Wed., Oct. 19---Nova Film Series:
Paul Student Center. Noon.

"Inside the Shark." North Star Ballroom, St.
Free.

Ued., Oct. 19---Lecture: IiGanja in Jamaica" by Lambros Comitas, Columbia University.
Great Hall, Coffman Union. 12:15 p.m. Free.

Wed., Oct. 19---Lecture:
Union. 12:15 p.m.

Wilderness Consciousness.
Free.

Theater-lecture hall, Coffman

Wed., Oct. 19---Italian Film Festival: "Amarcord." Bell Huseum of Natural History
aud. 2:15 and 7:30 p.m. $1.75.

Wed., Oct. 19---Chicano Open House. Men's Lounge, Coffman Union. 3:30 p.m. Free.

Wed., Oct. 19---Women in Modern Film Series: "Such Good Friends." Theater-lectute.
hal~, Coffman Union. 7 and 9 p.m. $1.50 students, $2'pub1ic.

Thurs., Oct. 2Q---U Film Society: "California Reich." Bell Museum of Natural
Historyaud. 7:30 and 9:30 p.m. $1.75.

Fri., Oct. 2l---U Film Society: "La Cecilia." Bell Museum of Natural History aud.
7:30 and 9:30 p.m. $2.

Fri., Oct. 2l---The Whole Coffeehouse: Odetta and George Larsen. Coffman Union.
Doors open 8:30 p.m. $3.50. Tickets on sale at MSA TOO and Positively
4th Street.

Sat., Oct. 22---Chess Tournament. ·337 Coffman Union. Registration 8:30 a.m.
$2 entry fee.

Sat., Oct. 22---Radio Sho,"r: Garrison Keillor's "Prairie Home Companion" road show.
Live from Nor~h Star Ballroom, St. Paul Student Center. 6:30 p.m.
$.50 children, $1 students, $1.50 public.

Sat. , Oct. 22---U Film SO~ietY:
. 7:30 and 9:30p.m. 2.

"La Cecilia." Bell Museum of Natural History aud.

Sat., Oct. 22---Chamber Recital: John Anderson, clarinet, Alexander Braginsky,
piano, Richard liassmann, violin, and tanya Remenikova, cello. Scott Hall
aud.8 p.m. Free.

Sat., Oct. 22---Dance: Soviet Georgian Dancers. Northrop Aud. 8 p.m. $8, $7,
$6, $5.50, $4.50.

Sat., Oct. 22---The Whole Coffeehouse: Odetta and George Larsen. Coffman Union.
Doors open 8:30 p.m. $3.50. Tickets on sale at USA TOO and Positively
4th Street.

-UNS-
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PLAN FOR CAREER CHANGE
INVOLVES SELF-ANALYSIS

By Jeannie Hanson
University News Service

/
\
\

Perhaps you are a teacher who would rather be fishing, or a middle-manager who

feels vaguely dissatisfied supervising a product line or a housewife whose youngest

child has just started school.

Or maybe you supervise employees who are looking for career direction of some

kind and don't want to stay in the same jobs forever. You are not alone.

"About 60 per cent of the people in this country would secretly like to change

jobs," said Janet Hagberg, a partner in Human Renewal Associates, speaking at a recent

University of Minnesota-sponsored conference in continuing business education.

Some people try to avoid or escape these feelings by adopting lialternative life-

styles"--marrying someone half their age, becoming less motivated at work or retreat-

ing into chronic low-level depression, Hagberg said.

Others confront the problem by working for promotion, taking a union- or white-

collar sabbatical leave to assess their lives, retiring early, changing jobs, or

taking on satisfying volunteer activities, she said.

Reactions to a career challenge often depend on one's stage in life, Hagberg

said. Such reactions will be different, depending on whether one is pulling up roots

for the first time at 20, reaching young adulthood in the mid-20s, reassessing at 30,

settling into a career in the mid-30s, going through a mid-life change at 40, stabi-

lizing at 45, or confronting retirement at 65, she said.

Hagberg rec~4nds reading currently available books on adult life stages to

reach better self-understanding, but she stresses that age "frames" vary from person

to person, and that strong emotional experiences can compress the typical stages.

Meeting career challenges can be both difficult and gratifying, she said. IIOn1y

five per cent of the population ever makes a major career change, but many meet the

(HORE)
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challenge creatively in sorne other way, and still more could be doing so if they

analyzed themselves effectively,;; she said.

For both employees and supervisors of employees looking for career challenges,

Hagberg proposed the following steps.

First, try to find a mentor for yourself or become one for your employees. A

mentor should be someone who can arrange opportunities for an employee to learn key

new skills, and guide the employee through the political maze, Hagberg said. The

mentor should not be too domineering and should realize the ambivalence of those

being guided. Women and minority group members usually lack a mentor, and could

benefit the most from one, she added.

Second, the employee or supervisor should determine why work is important. Is

it mostly for recognition, variety, money, security, service, personal relationships,

power? Self-understanding here can lead towards an action plan, Hagberg said.

Next, a list should be made of one's best work and non-work skills, and how

well they are now being used, she said. Useful categories include creative skills,

mechanical skills, numerical skills, human-relations skills, leadership skills and

managing skills. Sharing one's list with a mentor or someone else can help in rating

oneself •

After that, Hagberg recommends plotting the values and skills on a career life

line, marking when they were developed, along with the times when risks were taken

and major decisions were made.

One should then juxtapose the list of one's best skills with what one enjoys

doing most. "Two men attending one seminar did this and surprised themselves,"

Hagberg said. They were both professors of education and mentioned their teaching

and conceptual and planning skills as assets. They also said what they enjoyed

doing most was fishing. ;lNow they are partners in a successful fishing school, II she

said.

A full career-growth plan is the next step, according to Hagberg. Add up the

skills, interests and knowledge with preferred work environment factors such as

(MORE)
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level of responsibility, service goals, types of colleagues desired and salary

condi tions •

The result can become a kind of contract with oneself or with one's employer

to accomplish these goals, Hagberg said.

Reaching the goal usually involves soul-searching, risk-taking, and some know

how about the job market, Hagberg said. In the more than 50 seminars she has

offered on career renewal, she has often heard of people sitting down with their

whole families to consult them on a proposed career change. "One man's l2-year-old

son offered to forego his allowance so that his father could risk some financial

security and make the change he wanted to make," Hagberg said.

Myths about the job market often stand in the way of a change, she said.

People think there are no jobs, even though there are now two million jobs open

every month in this country. U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics indicate, however,

that of those paying more than $600 a month, only 20 per cent are ever advertised

or are truly open.

Company benefits often hold people back needlessly, she said. "One man found

that with a group of four others, insurance was almost as cheap as in a company

plan,lI Hagberg said.

Good resumes, employment agencies and personnel departments are useful mainly

when you know exactly what you want, Hagberg said. IITapping an informal network of

people you know is still the best way to find a good job,1I she said.

-UNS-
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11AGRATH SAYS U OF M TO BE
AFFECTED LITTLE BY BAKKE DECISION

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

- i
NEWS PEOPLE: For further information
contact BILL HUNTZICKER, 373-7512

WASECA•••University of Minnesota President C. Peter Magrath said the University

will not be seriously affected if the U.S. Supreme Court rules in favor of Allan

Bakke, who has charged that an affirmative action program violated his constitutional

rights.

Bakke was refused admission to the School of Medicine at the University of

California, Davis, and claims that he was the victim of reverse discrimination

because he is a white male.

I:Our own factual situation is different from that of the University of Californ-

ia, different technically and in a legal sense as well,1l Magrath said during a news

conference Friday in Waseca, where the Board of Regents was holding its monthly meet-

ing.

Magrath said that the University of Minnesota recruits minority-group students

under affirmative action policies, but that it has no quota system. "We don't have

any programs at the University of Minnesota that explicitly reserve a certain number

of places for specific students, \. he said.

When Bakke applied for admission to Davis, 16 spots in the medical school were

reserved for disadvantaged students.

;;However, I think it is true that if the U.S. Supreme Court rules in Mr. Bakke's

favor, it will have an impact on our affirmative action programs, but it will depend

on how the decision is written,11 Magrath said.

At the board meeting Friday, the regents and Magrath amended the capital improve-·

ment request they will submit to the 1978 State Legislature. The changes reduce the

total request from $69.4 to $68.7 million.

The changes would include moving the music department into Fraser Hall, a Minne

apolis campus bUilding to be vacated by the Law School late this year. Music
(HORE)
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department facilities have been the object of recent criticism by music students, who

feel the facilities are inadequate.

Currently, the music department occupies parts of 11 Twin Cities campus build-

ings, with central offices and the main performance auditorium in Scott Hall. A

$750,000 request for remodeling of Scott Hall was dropped from the proposal.

Regent Michael Unger, St. Paul, said he has toured the music facilities. "It's

absolutely incredible to see, in a state that takes pride in being a cultural center,

that our music students take lessons in practically condemned buildings in Dinkytown

and use practice rooms without sound-proofing that are next to other practice rooms

without sound-proofing," Unger said.

He said some faculty members teach music appreciation in offices "smaller than

the bathroom in my apartment."

The capital request also was amended to increase the $390,000 tree-replacement

program by $7,500.

Donald Brown, vice president for finance, said the University will rebid the

paging system portion of a scheduled $1.3 million electronic system to allow four

Twin Cities teaching hospitals to page physicians at anyone of the other hospitals.

Last month, Regent L. J. Lee, Bagley, questioned the process that allowed Mosman

Electronics, Daly City, Calif., to win the bid on the entire project. Some Minnesota

firms had said the University could save money by purchasing the paging devices

separately.

Brown told the regents that the Mosman contract .BSS been reduced by nearly

$500,000 to allow for separate bidding of the paging devices. Mosman will be re-

tained as a consultant, however, to help design the specifications for the paging

devices so that they are compatible with the entire system, Brown said.

Mosman's contract award is for the encoder (computer) transmitter and antenna,

and the company will be prohibited from bidding on the paging devices.

At the suggestion of Regent David Lebedoff, Minneapolis, Brown said he would

look into the legal implications of asking private contractors to submit proposals

for the construction of student housing on the Duluth campus.

Lebedoff had questioned whether the University could proceed with a student
housing proposal without going through the state's designer selection board.
(AO,1,8,9,lO,ll;Bl,10;CO,ljDO,I;F5) -UNS-
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FALL QUARTER mmOLLMENT
DOWN SLIGHTLY AT U OF M

(FOR IMMEDIATE Rf;LEASE)

WASECA •••Fall quarter enrollment at the University of Minnesota is down slightly

this year with 55,071 students enrolled, a decrease of 1.2 per cent from last year's

record high enrollment of 55,761.

Enrollment figures were reported to the Board of Regents at their monthly meet-

ing in Waseca by University President C. Peter Magrath. The figures are based on

registration as of the second week of the quarter.

Magrath cautioned the regents against making assumptions about the implications

of the drop in head-count enrollment until the full-year-equivalent analysis is

completed in several weeks.

(Full-year-equivalent enrollment is based on the relationship between the number

of students enrolled and the number of credit hours taught over a year.)

Twin Cities campus enrollment declined by 2.2 per cent to 44,778. Increases

were reported at the coordinate campuses in Waseca, up 12.8 per cent to 958;

Crookston, up 4.4 per cent to 1,036, and Duluth, up 2.8 per cent to 6,744.

Enrol~ent declined less than a percentage point at Morris, where the 1,561 en-

ro1lment figure is 9 less than a year ago.

Varying enrollment increases were reported for the Institute of Technology, the

Law School, the College of Veterinary Medicine and several health science units.

Decreases were reported by several colleges, and ranged from less than 1 per

cent in the College of Biological Sciences to 16.8 per cent in the College of

Forestry.

Magrath said the drop in forestry enrollment was due to a change in curriculum

requirements which increased the amount of science and mathematics required of

forestry students.
(MORE)
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IlThat change had a bigger impact than we had anticipated, II Magrath said. tlA

similar change a few years ago in agriculture resulted in a temporary dip in en

rollment. 1i

The College of Liberal Arts, the largest collegiate unit, reported an enrollment

of 16,627, a decline of 3.4 per cent.

The steady increase in the number of women enrolling has slowed, this year

showing less than a percentage point increase over a year ago. The enrollment of men

declined about 2.4 per cent.

Individual colleges reporting large increases in the number of women enrolled

are the School of Dentistry, up 29 per cent; the Medical School (including non-M.D.

specialties), up 22 per cent, and the Institute of Technology, up 15 per cent.

Men also are enrolling in courses traditionally dominated by women. The College

of Home Economics reported an 8.8 per cent increase in the number of men enrolled,

and the School of Nursing reported an increase in male enrollment to 10.3 per cent.

if II if

FALL QUARTER ENROLLMENT

1976 1977

Crookston 992 1,036

Duluth 6,561 6,744

Morris 1,569 1,561

Waseca 851 958

Twin Cities 45,788 44,778

TOTAL 55,761 55,077

-UNS-
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COMMITTEE TO PIOVIDE
MTISTIC DIRECTION
FOR UlttVERSITY 'l'BEATRE

(FOR DltEDIAD BELWE)

A five-aa.er pemanent ccma1ttee has been nsaecl to provide artistic direction

for the Unlverslty of M1Dile8Ota 'theatre.

The c.uttee,cho•• by tbe tb••terfaculty, replaces the poaition of Univer

sity Theatre director most xeeently held by Keuneth L. Graham. Graham resigned as

theater director and as chaiman of the theater arts department last spring, but

remains on the faculty.

David W. 'rhcapson, profess« of tlleater arts and member of the University

faculty since 1946, has been named chaiman of the department.

The committee includes faculty meers Lee Mey, Jean Montgomery, Robert

Moulton, Kent Neely and Charles Nolte.

'lbey have been charged wit1l tlSu1d1D8 the theater toward a specific artistic

80al, choos1ns the season and cODtinuing to maintain artistic quality, If said Neely,

secretary of the committee.

Nee,ly joined the Un1versi~ faculty this year as managing director and assistant

professor. Be received his doctor of phUosophy degree in theater from Wayne State

University in 1976, after completins his undergraduate study at Oklahoma City

University.

For the last ,ear he has b'een on the faculty of East carolina University and

business 1I8.Uger of the East Carolina Playhouse in Greenville. N. C. He bas re-

placed Merle Loppnow, wbo retired in July, in the role of business manager for the

1Julverslty 'theatre,. 81\d teaehe8 theater management.

(MORE)
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Also new to the theater faculty thls year, as asslstant professors,are Douglas

M. Berry and Elton C. Wolfe.

Berry has a doctor of phUosophy degree from Ohio State University, a master'8

degree from Colorado State t1D1versity and a bachelor's degree frOID Bethany College

in West Virginia. ' He i8 teaching classes in stage IIOV-.ut and fencing.

Wolle has a doctor of philosophy degree frCllll Stanford University, a master's

degree from cal-State University in San Francisco, and a bachelor's degree from

Jackson State College. In addition to teaching classes in. black theater and stage

4irection, he will direct the Universlt, Theatre production of ''No Place To Be

Somebody" dur1Dl the v1n.ter quarter.

-UNS-
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EDUCATIONAL ACCOm~TABILITY:

MINNESOTA HAS A NEW ANSWER

By Jeannie Hanson
University News Service

It takes 13 years for a student to progress from kindergarten through high-

school graduation. Every year, that l3-year education system costs taxpayers an

amount that is more than the annual national defense budget.

All of that time and money are now coming under heavy scrutiny. People are de-

manding accountability from their education system, and Minnesota, like other states,

is gearing up for an accountability push.

The drive for accountability in education has taken different forms across the

country, according to Allen Glenn, professor of curriculum and instruction at the

University of Minnesota.

Illiter~te high-school graduates have brought suit against the schools they feel

have failed them, state laws requiring accountability have been passed, and teachers'

unions and parents' groups have become involved.

Some states have developed tests of cdmpetency that students are required to

take before they can graduate. Oregon, for example, requires students to pass tests

in 20 subjects. Those students who fail are awarded only "certificates of atten-

dance. Ii

Eighteen other states are now developing similar kinds of tests, and 15 more

state legislatures are considering the issue. At least 30 individual school dis-

tricts across the country now give such tests, according to a story in the School

Board Journal (March, 1977).

llMinnesota is not moving in this direction to get accountability, although many

educators are afraid it may later," Glenn said. Instead, Minnesota's Legislature has

developed a plan that depends on the initiative of local school districts, and on the

help of the public.
(MORE)
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The HPlanningt Evaluation and Reporting Lawt" called PERt requires each school

district to develop an accountability plan of its own. This plan must include a

method for evaluating students and programs t and a means to report the results to the

public. All school districts must have a PER system in operation by 1979.

Each system enjoys some freedom in developing a plan to suit the school, Glenn

said. A district may choose to develop very specific t or quite general learning

objectives. It can opt for standardized tests t or more "home-grown" tests t and can

choose to report the results not only to the state, but to PTA groups, with brochures,

or through local media outlets, Glenn said.

Glenn guesses that some districts will choose to test reading and math skills

by requiring students to read job applications and highway signs t or to add income

tax figures.

"In Minnesota t the evaluation results are to be used to help improve school

programs and methods,i1 he said. The hope is that such long-term improvement of

school systems will eliminate graduation-eve crises when students realize they will

not graduate.

Glenn said this system will allow for evaluation to be done throughout the year,

with the results used to diagnose problems. "I hope the testing is done in bits and

pieces, rather than in three sweatYt scary days," he said.

He stresses the pitfalls of testing only memorization and "teaching to the

test. This is much less likely to happen with Minnesota's local-control approach

than it is in New York t for example," he said. New York uses a "Regents' exam"

which is required of all students, and some teachers emphasize the items featured on

the test, Glenn said.

Local districts may decide to use Statewide Educational Assessment tests to

evaluate students, said Bill McMillan, evaluation consultant at the Minnesota De

partment of Education. A district can "piggy-back" its methods on top of Assessment

tests, using statewide results from several years ago, when the Assessment program

was active t for comparison. Now the program is collecting only limited statewide

results in a few areas, he said.
(MORE)
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Once identified, students who receive low scores, and those with high scores,

both should be helped, Glenn said. "A certificate of attendance may have to be

granted instead of a diploma to low-scoring students in rare cases, but opportunities

should still be offered to them so they could get a diploma later," he said.

Special summer classes, classes in nearby community colleges and enrollment in

adult reading programs are possible options, Glenn said.

On the other hand, students who score high should be allowed to "test out" of

required courses, and should be provided with more advanced electives, he said.

Glenn also said extra grants could be made available to schools to help both low and

high scorers.

Glenn feels the key advantage to the Minnesota system will be its encouragement

of cooperation between school districts, communities and the state board of educa

tion. The accountability movement can then be used to help students and their

schools, instead of frightening teachers and administrators and causing graduation

lines to come to a screeching halt, he said.

-UNS-
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'u' BUSINESS ALUMS TO lfEET

(FOR UiMEDIATE RELEASE)

Occupational safety and health in Minnesota will be discussed at the University

of Minnesota business administration alumni luncheon at 12:15 Wednesday, Oct. 26,

in the Nor'thstar Center, Minneapolis.

Prof. George O'Connell will analyze the "serious safety and health problem in

this state," broken down by major industry divisions, and will propose a voluntary

government-business-labor partnership to alleviate the problem.

Call Janet Windmeier, Alumni Services director at 373-4174 to reserve tickets

($6.50 apiece) or write to Burnell Larson, Haskins &Sells, 1950 IDS Center,

Minneapolis, Minn. 55402.

-m~s-
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'U'~~SSIASON
'WItH' AAQsPl'Wll<:oMEJ)Y

, '., ....'.. I

(FOR '" IMMBDLUBIBWSI)

.'.rbe ~vera1ty ~.tre·s' fall --,OD. will open Fr1da" OCt. 28, witb.pro--

4utt:l.oo. of .S1Jake....are 'e''''1..ftb Night" in the Stoll theater of Jar1g Center on the
'i,.

·~f:tt1":,081II,pUS•

I-lay1118 1ead108 roles in the ccmecJy cI:l.rected by Kenneth L. Graham, ,pZ'C>'fe.~or

;,:: '.;,'> ~. ",,1,;', _,', .,':' ";,'.' ' .. ', .:.' . ,,' . . '. , _.', '

","~t.r"~,ws.llbe·J.lleY Chall, 'a graduate st~ent from M1DDeapol:(.s, as
~" "; '~i:,::~Y.:</~:-.~: ,;.\" -,,:'- " " ,: :,~, - ': - ,,' -', - ,

"'r"'~~-.1.a;<:.loba: ~l':lt~her, a junior from Sauk Centre, as Sebastian; ltathleel1
"3.')" .' . .

~!: 'Y,i'JJe18bton, ase~?l'fl'Ol!l1t:1chf1;.14, u Viola, and Ken Risch, a sracluete8t~dent from
~~ ;',

~aD:1t~~.Wt8., .. aa, O1:s1tlO.

"lleaaat pt')6tJ:y, sbarply-definecJ characters, carefully 1ntertw1necJ plot and

, eu1J-.llot 8llCl. exqu1.ite luDor are all cOlllbinecJ in this play to show/us the·,·fo1blu
,- , , .

4lt....... -tuz,.,"Gl'..·8alel. If'Twelfth N1ght' celebrates mirth. ad .~ic, lauahter
, i, -~,

~ love. ..'b~' cur ·"l~s may enjoy some of the sae revelry."

leeor4e411lU$1e for the pr¢\letlon haS been prO'llded by a group directed by,

Jf~efbell Sc.b.\JltZ...8oelate professor of muslc.(, ... ).I.+.~,,~,:~'" ·WO'1. 13. Perfcmaa1leee will ". '.t,.~",.~:~aai;j~"i~'+,i;;~".:;'f
":", " ' ",,"'-' "",..<./,", '," '----

\ -'

·'tbla,s .u4,'~~Y8~ at 3 p.m. Sundays. Adm1ss10n 1s $3.S0fortlle gelleral
','-";,' " .. ",., ',< "«,,, ,,," , , .

~11e aml$2 ..50foT. Itud81lu and aeuiOT cltizens. Ticket. are on sale at br1g
'..I,~ '-.

.·~t..r (ph~373--2337). rUu price tickets are alao available at Daytcm's.

-UNS-
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CHILDREN'S BOOK WEEK
SET FOR U OF H

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Lillian Hoban, writer and illustrator of children's books, will be the

featured speaker for a special program during book week at the University of Minne-

sota-Twin Cities next week.

Hoban is the author of "Arthur's Pen Pal" and °Best Friends for Frances. i1

She will talk about her Ileasy-to-read" books and the ways in which sex roles are

portrayed in them at 6 p.m. tlonday! Oct. 24, in Coffman Union Great Hall.

Tickets for the dinner speech are $6. Reservations should be made with

Norine Odland, Burton Hall, 118 Pillsbury Drive SE., University of Hinnesota,

Minneapolis, Minn. 55455.

New books for children and young people will be on display throughout the

week in the Touch and See Room at the University's Bell Museum of Natural History.

-Ul'1S-
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UNIVERSITY OF 11INNES<YrA, HIUNEAPOLIS MID ST. PAUL CAMPUS EVENTS
Oct. 23-29

f \

Sun., Oct. 23---St. Paul Student, Center Galleries: Watercolors by Helene Zemjanis,
North Star Gallery; Photographs of Africa by Jay Sautter, Rouser Room
Gallery; Nigerian Cork Bark Carvings by Jay Sautter, display cases. 8 a.m.
10 p.m. Mon.-Sat., noon-lO p.m. Sun. Through Oct. 28. Free.

Sun., Oct. 23---University Gallery: "Pioneer Photographers of Brazil: l840-l9~0,"

through Oct. 30; "Hudson D. Walker: Patron and Friend,1I through Dec. 6.
o Northrop Aud. 11 a.m.-4 p.m. Mon., Wed., and Frio, 11 a.m.-8 p.m. Tues. and
Thurs., 2-5 p.m. Sun. Free.

Sun., Oct. 23---Concert: University Wind Ensemble and Jazz Ensemble. Northrop
Aud. 3 p.m. Free.

Sun., Oct. 23---Concert: 'Reginald Buckner Jazz Quartet. Scott Hall aud. 7 p.m.
Free.

Sun., Oct. 23---The Whole Coffeehouse: FBI vs. Davidov: reading, music, juggling.
Coffman Union. Doors open 7~30 p.m. $l.SO students, $2 public.

Mon., Oct. 24---Third Floor Gal1ery~ Anti-Apartheid Poster Exhibit. Display cases,
~rd floor, Coffman Union. Building hours: 7 a.m.-II p.m. Through Oct. 29.
Free.

Mon., Oct. 24---Coffman Gallery: Studio Arts Faculty Exhibition: Sculpture,
Painting and Hixed Media, Gallery I; Painting, Drawing, Prints and
Photography, Gallery II. 10 a.m.-4 p.m. !1on.-FrioThroughOct. 30. Free.

Hon. , Oct. 24--:-Cartoons: "Buck Rogers." Theater-lecture hall ,Coffman Union.
11:10 a.m. and l2:0S p.m. 2S¢.

Mon., Oct. 24---Convocation: IIFur and Trapping Ethics." North Star Ballroom, St.
Paul Student Center. Noon. Free.

Mon., Oct. 24---Concert:
Hail aud. 7:30 p.m.

Clifton Ware, tenor, and Bettye Ware, piano.
Free.

Scott

Mon., Oct. 24---U Film Society: "Design for Living." Bell Museum of Natural History
aud. 7:30 and 9:30 p.m. Discussion between showings. $2.

Tues., Oct. 25---Film: lit-lays of Seeing, tl part II. Gallery I, Coffman Union.
11:30 a.m. and 12:30 p.m. Free.

Tues., Oct. 25---Backpacking Lecture: IIPorcupine r10untains Trail" by Joyce Grier.
North Star Ballroom, St. Paul Student Center. Noon. Free.

Tues., Oct. 2S---Shakespeare Film Series: I1Hamlet." Theater-lecture hall, Coffman
Union. 7:30 p.m. Students free, $1 nonstudents.

(OVER)
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Tues., Oct. 25---UFi1m Society: "Winchester '73." Bell Museum of Natural B1stOTY
aud. 7:30 and 9:15 p.m. $1.75.

Wed., Oct. 26---Film: "Ways of Seeing," part II. Gallery Is Coffman Union.
11:30 a.m. and 12:30 p.m. Free.

Wed., Oct. 26---Lecture: "Human Rights in South Africa" by Lansine ·Kaba. 337
Coffman Union. Noon. Free •.

'(-Ted., Oct. 26"'--Hulti-Media Show: Amazing X: Odysseys Through North America.
Theater-lecture hall, Coffman Union. 2 p.m. Free.

Wed., Oct~ 26---Italian Film Festival: "The Bicycle Thief." Bell Museum of
Natural History aud. 2:15 and 7:30 p.m. $1.75.

We<;t., Oct. 26---Women in Hodern Film Series: "Summer Wishes, '(-linter Dreams."
Theater-lecture hall, Coffman Union. 7 and 9 p.m. $1.50 students, $2 public.

Thurs., Oct. 27---Lecture: "The Provincetown Colony: An Artist's View" by Hervin
Jules. Murphy Hall aud. 4:15 p.m. Free.

Thurs., Oct. 27---U Film Society: "Bertolucci According to the Cinema: The Haking
of '1900.'" Bell Museum of Natural History aud. 7:30 and 9:30 p.m. $1.75.

Fri., Oct. 28---U Film Society: "Spider's Strategem." Bell Museum of Natural
History aud. 7:30 and 9:30 p.m. $2.

Fri., Oct. 28---University Theatre: "Twelfth Night" by William Shakespeare,
directed by Kenneth L. Graham. Stoll theater, Rarig Center. 8 p.m. $3.50
public, $2.50 students and senior citizens. Tickets on sale at Rarig
Center and Dayton's.

Fri., Oct. 28---Film: "Bad" by Andy Warhol. Theater-lecture hall, Coffman Union•
. l1idnight. ~

Sat., Oct. 29---U Film Society: "Spider's Strategem." Bell Museum of Natural
History aud. 7:30 and 9:30 p.m. $2.

Sat., Oct. 29---Concert: Eileen Davis, soprano, and Paul Freed, piano. Scott
Hall aud. 8 p.m. Free.

Sat., Oct. 29---University Theatre: "Twelfth Night" by William Shakespeare,
4irected by Kenneth L. Graham. Stoll theater, Rarig Center. 8 p.m. $3.50
public, $2.50 students and senior citizens. Tickets on sale at Rarig
Center and Dayton's.

Sat., Oct. 29--Film: liBad" by Andy Warhol. Theater-lecture hall, Coffman Union.
Midnight. $f:"""""

-UNS-
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA TO CO-HOST
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION CONFERENCE

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Recent federal legislation and current civil rights laws relating to affirma-

tive action programs will be discussed during a two-day conference Oct. 30 and 31

at the Holiday Inn in downtown Minneapolis.

Affirmative action officers from five states, representing private industry,

government agencies and educational institutions, will attend the conference,

which is sponsored by the University of Minnesota and the Minnesota State Affirma-

tive Action Association.

Alan Freeman, law professor at the University, will speak at the opening

session at 6:30 p.m., Sunday, Oct. 30. He will discuss the effect on the public and

private sector of the upcoming U.S. Supreme Court decision in the Bakke case.

Bakke is a 37-year-old white maLe who applied for and was denied admission to

the University of California, Davis, Medical School. He filed suit charging dis-

crimination on the grounds that several positions in the first-year class were

reserved for minority students.

A panel discussion on personnel policies, affirmative action and recent court

decisions is set for 8:30 a.m., Monday, Oct. 31. Panel members will be William C.

Thomas, director of personnel and assistant vice president for administration at

the University of Minnesota, Mary Richie,director of affirmative action for Hennepin

County, and Jeffrey Lalla, University of Minnesota attorney.

Charles Duffy, chief of the Region V higher education branch of the Office of

Civil Defense, Department of Health, Education and Welfare, will be the luncheon

speaker Monday.

-UNS-
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WHAT PARENTS AND TEACHERS
CAN DO FOR GIFTED STUDENTS

By Jeannie Hanson
University News Service

\

I
V

Parents and teachers who would like to challenge their gifted children and

students can take some of the following steps, according to Daniel Keating, pro-

fessor of child development at the University of Minnesota-Twin Cities.

-- Set up a local program for gifted students, beginning with a part-time

coordinator, and using volunteers from the community as teachers. Focus on a

"pull-out" program, which involves a few hours a week of special classes in various

subjects for gifted students.

-- Organize a program for groups of neighboring suburban and rural districts--

something along the lines of the Twin Cities Institute for Talented Youth.

-- Work through the Legislature to secure more money for districts that have

programs for gifted students.

-- Contact the coordinator of gifted education for the State Department of

Education and find out what can be done to encouarge these and other activities.

-UNS-
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HELP FOR GIFTED CHILDREN CRUCIAL
AS HELP FOR HANDICAPPED

By Jeannie Hanson
University News Service

"Our Jennifer is learning to read and she's only two ••• "

"Caroline just started playing the piano and she sounds like a seven-year-old

Rubinstein ••• i1

l'Erik and Tiffany can do college-level calculus at age 11. It

It is common to hear parents talk like this about the accomplishments of their

children. But sometimes--in the case of gifted children--they are not exaggerating.

The special needs of gifted children can be almost .as great as those of handi-

capped children, but their needs often are ignored.

During the past five years, attention to gifted students has increased slightly

in school programs, said Daniel Keating, professor of child development at the Uni-

versity of Minnesota-Twin Cities. Keating, whose research interest is the gifted

child, says lingering prejudices and a lukewarm funding climate have combined to pro-

duce only sparse results.

Less than half of the school districts in the country have any programs at all

for gifted students, and less than one per cent have programs that integrate the ex-

perience of the gifted child from kindergarten through 12th grade.

In Minnesota over the past 10 years, the Legislature has consistently defeated

requests for extra money to pay for programs for gifted students, Keating said.

Despite that fact, Minnesota is still above average in its school programming for the

gifted.

Efforts so far include the Twin Cities Institute for Talented Youth for students

from 11innea~01is and St. Paul, and the establishment of a position called State De-

partment of Education coordinator of district programs and seminars in gifted edu-

cation.
(110RE)
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At the University of Minnesota, the Talented Youth Math Project is in its second

year. Forty-eight students from the seventh through the ninth grades are taught two

years of math in 29 afternoons, and are provided with enrichment sessions on the value

and usefulness of math.

According to Peggy House, math education professor who is evaluating the program,

''There is an incredible amount of talent out there." House feels that many more such

classes could be organized.

The charge that programs for gifted students are Ilelitist" is still hindering

efforts to improve them, Keating said. "But it may be even more elitist to deny

gifted children some kind of speical program than it is to provide it," he said. If

children with special talents are not given the chance to take special classes with

others like themselves, they tend to believe they are the only ones who are gifted.

Gifted students need to be challenged, Keating said. Without challenge, some

rebel and others retreat. This can begin as early as second grade, but more often

occurs in high school, he said.

It is usually gifted boys who choose to rebel against the i'whole academic trip,"

while gifted girls are more likely to think of themselves as less talented than they

are. Either way, the talent is wasted, Keating said.

Keating feels there are no excuses for failing to challenge gifted students. The

cost is not great--no special facilities are needed and volunteers from the community

often can be used to help teachers, espeically if a paid, part-time coordinator can

hold the program together.

But there are problems particular to the gifted child. Teachers find gifted

students "different,t--a lthough not with the stereotyped horn-rimmed glasses and weak

muscles--and research confirms it.

Keating's latest research, to be published in the March, 1978, issue of the

Journal of Child Development, indicates that gifted students have better memory and

problem-solving skills, for one thing. They react to and classify things faster,

bring more strategies to bear on a problem, and evaluate these strategies better than

do other students. I'A high-ability student also knows how to silently rehearse mem

ory tasks and problem-solving strategies if necessary," Keating said.
(MORE)
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Brain structure, especially the number of neurons, may also distinguish gifted

students, he said. But safe studies of "neurometrics" are just beginning on retarded

students and have not yet been done on the gifted.

In order to help gifted students, one has to be able to find them first. There

are many good ways to identify gifted students, Keating said, especially once they

reach school age. By grade school, a gifted child will show talent in most school

activities, will learn fast and stay ahead of others in sheer amount of information,

reasoning power and curiosity, Keating said. Almost all will get good grades. In

high school, students will show more specialized talents, he said.

Federal guidelines divide giftedness into !'general intellectual ability, specific

aptitudes, creativity, leadership and social abilities, visual aesthetics and pyscho

motor abilities."

General intellectual ability can be spotted by looking for students who can read

harder material than can other students, learn words faster and write well, although

giftedness in creative writing is usually hard to discern at this age.

Giftedness in math is relatively easy to find by high school, Keating said. "A

13-year-old who has picked up calculus by looking through a library book on his or her

own leaves little doubt," he said. An achievement test can show the results, even

though the student's teacher may not realize what the student knows.

Special creativity can be spotted as early as high school, especially in areas

where ;'life experience l1 is not crucial. Examples of music prodigies are well-known.

Once when Arthur Rubinstein was asked when he learned to play the piano, he answered,

"I always knew."

Leadership abilities and giftedness in visual aesthetics have not been the sub

jects of much research yet, so little is known.

More than any other kind of giftedness, psychomotor talent is encouraged by

schools, Keating said. llWhat school doesn i t have a full sports program that rewards

and challenges giftedness in sports?!! Our schools need to challenge giftedness in all

areas as fully as they do in sports, Keating said.

-Ul~S-
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EDUCATlOO FAIR
OPEN TO PUBLIC

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

A statewide education fair featuring speakers, displays and special workshops

on Minnesota education is set for Thursday, Nov. 3, from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. at Minne-

apolis Convention Hall.

About 100 exhibits of Minnesota innovative educational projects will be on

display throughout the day. Display booths will be fully staffed from 10:30 a.m.

to 8 p.m., but can be visited any time during the day.

The fair, sponsored by the Minnesota Department of Education and conducted by

Continuing Education and Extension at the University of Minnesota, is open to the

public.

Speakers will focus on the competency movement and creativity in education.

Dr. James Popham, UCLA education professor and director of the National Instruction-

al Objectives Exchange; Dr. Arthur Wise, scholar at the Educational Po~icy Research

Institute in Washington, D.C., and the 1976 and 1977 Minnesota Teachers of the

Year, will exchange views on the subject.

Afternoon workshops will cover the Right to Read program, the Minnesota

Information Network, math education for the gifted, education in the arts, and

several other subjects.

There is no fee for the fair. Participants may attend a luncheon for $6.
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U OF MGETS GRANT TO STUDY
LEARNING DISABILITIES

(FOR It~DIATE RELEASE)

The University of Minnesota has received a three-year, $1,039,000 grant to

conduct research on learning disabilities.

Researchers in psychoeducational studies, special education, school psychology,

child development, and the Medical School will cooperate in the studies, according

to principal investigator James Ysseldyke.

Some of the research will be done in cooperation with the Minneapolis and

St. Paul public schools and other area school districts.

The grant, from the Office of Education's Bureau for the Education of the

Handicapped, is one of five given to U.S. universities.

-Ul~S-
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'u' WIND, JAZZ ENSmmLES
TO PERFORU IN NORmROP

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

The University of Minnesota Wind Ensemble and Jazz Ensemble will perform in

concert Thursday, Nov. 3, at 8 p.m. in Northrop AUd~torium on the Twin Cities campus.

The People Entertainment Corporation will be recording the concert, and will

show a film of a recording session with Blood, Sweat and Tears and Don Ellis during

the concert intemission.

The program for the 55-member Wind Ensemble (formerly the University concert

band) will include Handel's "Concerto Grosso" from the Royal Fireworks Music, and

works by contemporary composers William Schuman and Wallingford Riegger.

Pat Williams, with selections from his Grammy-Award winning album, "Threshold,"

will be featured with the 19-member Jazz Ensemble, which will also perform works by

Thad/Jones and Kim Richmond.

This will be the first concert to be conducted by Prank Benscriscutto since he

returned from his sabbatical leave.

The event is open to the public with no admission charge.

-mlS-
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The Punch1nello Players will open their 63rd season on the St. Paul campus of the

University of Minnesota Fd.daxp Nov. 4, with a production of Anton Cbeltbov's "Uncle

Vanya."

William Marchand, professor of rhetoric and adviser to the theater group, is

C1trecting tl1e play ~

"The play i8 Chekov' 8 portrait of the loves, frustrations and despair of a

Russian family. It points up the ambiguities and complexities of human relation-

ships," Marchand said.

(
The play was first performed in 1899. The Players are using a translation by

Ann Dunnigan.

Performances in the North Hall theater will be at 8 p.m. Nov. 4, 5, ll, 12, 18

a1,1d 19. Admission is $2.

Other Punchinello productions planned for the season are "Bus Stop" in

February and "The Real Inspector Round" and "The Public Eye" in April.
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'MISS JULIEt TO PLAY
IN RARIG CENTER ARENA

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

August Strindberg's intense drama "Miss Julie" will be presented in Rarig Center

arena theater, ~~er8ityofMinnesota-Twin Cities, Nov. 4 through Nov. 20.

The play flas beeJl adap.ted and is directed by Charles Nolte, professor p£ theater

"who ,direc:tect.the.tm1l~ "lIed~.Gabbler" for the UIl~YeAJ.tJ Theatre last s~.*son.

Another"Notte...(tlrected play, mte1diov' s fl'the~Sea Gull~lf···ts being presented atTheatre

in the '1ouQd. (in Miuneapolis' this month.

-NoltecJescd.bes "Miss Juliell as "a violent confrontation between the sexes." It
. '

was written by the Swedish playwright and first perfomed in a ballroom in Copenhagen,

De1DBark, in 1888. Strindberg called it "the first truly naturalistic play.1l

lilt is stacked against women because Stringberg was the great male chauvinist of

all time, although he didn t t think he was, 11 Nolte added. "The play is intimately )

connected with his life. Because he was so passionate, the feeling comes through

even at this distance and time. It is still shocking."

The play is presented in one act which runs about an hour and a quarter.

Linda Ann Gehtinger, a graduate student from Detroit, Mich., plays the title

tole. Curt L. Tofteland, a graduate student from Marin, N.D., plays Jean, and Carol

Mabbott. a graduate student from Raytown, Mo., as the cook, Kristin, completeS the

three-member cast.

Performances will be Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays at 8 p.m. and Sundays at

p••.
Tickets, at $3.50 for the general public and $2.50 for students and senior

citizens, are on sale at Rarig Center (phone 373-2337 for reservations). Full-

price tickets are also sold at Dayton's.
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'u' DECLARES PLAYERS INELIGIBLE,
COURT FIGHT WITH NCAA CONTINUES

(FOR IMHEDIATE RELEASE)

\

Legal issues and potential conflict with the Big Ten Conference were behind the

Assembly Committee on Intercollegiate Athletics (ACIA) decision to declare two Gopher

basketball players ineligible for play.

One year after going to court to challenge the National Collegiate Athletic

Association (NCAA), the University of ~1innesota has reversed its position on the

eligibility of Mychal Thompson and David Winey.

However, the University is continuing its legal battle over NCAA procedures

despite the ACIA's 9 to 5 vote to reverse its position on the eligibility'of the

players.

In the ACIA debate, the University's faculty representative to the Big Ten,

Merle K. Loken, said the University must "extricate ourselves from this problem," or

face strong reaction from the Big Ten Conference, which is a member conference of the

NCAA.

Stanley B. Kegler, vice president for institutional planning and relations, told

the committee that, under NCAA rules, the Big Ten conference has to certify that its

members are in compliance with the rules.

If the University played Thompson and Winey in defiance of the NCAA, the Big Ten

could be placed in the position of declaring the players or the University ineligi-

ble to play in the conference, Kegler said.

A graduate student in the audience reminded the ACtA that the Big Ten had already

determined that the players were eligible under conference rules, thus placing the

Big Ten in the same position as the University.

"The Big Ten should be given the same chance as the University to challenge the

NCAA on this issue, il he said.
(HORE)
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Loken said he thought that the Big Ten faculty representatives would require the

University to declare the players ineligible, and that the NCAA. could expel the Uni

versity.

The survival of men's intercollegiate athletics at the University was at stake,

Loken said. "I believe that the NCAA will not stand idly by and permit us to con

tinue, as they view it, in open defiance," he said.

I/Thus, survival is truly the issue now. We are not in a position to argue this

matter further,1I he said.

ACIA chair Marion Freeman said that the Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals decision

against the University places the institution in violation of NCAA rules if it does

not immediately declare the players ineligible.

Prior to the court decision last summer, the University had been operating under

a U.s. District Court ruling that allowed the two players to continue with the team.

ACIA member John Kareken said that the University must abide by the court de

cision, but should also withdraw from the NCAA.

1'1 believe that we have played the game and lost, and that we must now, because

we have a legal obligation to do so, declare our Players ineligible. Yet, if we do

that and nothing more, if we do not scream for Withdrawal from the NCAA, then we will

have dishonored our tradition, that which for so long we sought to honor," Kareken

said.

Attorneys representing the University will file this week their petition to ask

the U.S. Supreme Court to hear the University's case against the NCAA. Kegler said

the University will pursue the case to get a ruling on its merits, regardless of the

fate of the players.

At the time the suit was filed a year ago, University President C. Peter Magrath

said the University would not engage in "lifeboat ethics" by throlollng the players

overboard to save the rest of the men's sports programs.

(MORE)
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"I have grave reservations about the NCAA as it is currently constituted and how

it operates. NCAA enforcement procedures resemble a Rube Goldberg contraption gone

mad." Magrath said at that time.

Magrath, who is on a two-week tour of Africa, is likely to be personally in

volved in any decision to drop the legal challenge of NCAA procedures. Thus, the

case will be pursued at least until he returns.

Meanwhile, the faculty has, under the motion by Prof. Jack Moran, declared the

players ineligible, and plans to appeal to the NCAA infractions committee for a

reduction in the penalties against Winey and Thompson and the lifting of the in

definite probation against all other men's sports.

-UNS-
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LAWSUITS AGAINST SCHOOLS
ON THE UPSWING

By Jeannie Hanson
University News Service

What would happen in your community if a six-year-old broke her arm falling off

a rickety school slide during recess, or five high-school students were suspended for

a lunch-hour protest, or an illiterate 12th grader never had access to remedial

reading help?

The answer in all cases could well be a lawsuit against your school district.

School personnel, parents and taxpayers are now finding lawsuits all too common.

llLawsuits involving school districts have gone up 500 per cent since 1970," said

Clifford Hooker, professor of educational administration at the University of Minne-

sota.

The lawsuits are usually of two types, according to lawyers specializing in the

area who spoke as part of a recent University of Minnesota sponsored conference in

public school law, organized by the College of Education, Continuing Education and

Extension and others.

Tort cases are one area of legal controversy, according to St. Paul lawyer

James Knutson. Since 1963, people have been able to sue school districts under many,

but not all, circumstances. A school district can lose a lawsuit of up to $300,000

if it is shown to have been "negligent" and if an injury came about bec·ause of its

lack of ilreasonable care. II

In one famous case, a child was hit by another vehicle and paralyzed just after

getting off the school bus, Knutson said. The district was found to have been

negligent in developing its bus routes, and in its method of loading and unloading

school children. The child and his parents were awarded nearly $100,000 in damagp.s.

Since school districts are reqUired to buy insurance (up to a certain cost per

pupil) the insurance companies might be thought respOnsible for this bill. Instead,

(MORE)
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a tangle resulted, and although the insurance companies eventually had to pay the

damages here, in other cases the school district might be left holding the bill.

There is a message here for school districts, taxpayers and even the injured

people, Knutson said. District insurance must cover "split claims"--so that when the

child sues for damages and the parents sue for the cost of the medical bills, both

are covered by the insurance policy. Districts also should make sure that school

bus matters, and other special circumstances are covered by their policies.

Another key case involved a student who lost an eye in an industrial arts class

accident, Knutson said. The student was not wearing his safety goggles. The court

found that the school was liable for 90 per cent of the nearly $70,000 in damages

because the district was mostly responsible for not supervising carefully the rule

on wearing goggles.

If it can be proven that school district personnel know about a situation that

could lead to an accident, it is likely that the school Personnel will be held fully

responsible if an accident occurs, Knutson said.

Taxpayers should realize that they have an interest in safe equipment, safety

rules, safe practices and good insurance, he said. A large lawsuit, if not fully

covered by insurance, could hit a small district hard.

"One district was sorry that its drama teacher used live ammunition and a gun

in a school play,1I Knutson said, adding that often unsafe situations are not nearly

that easy to spot.

The second kind of lawsuit involves constitutional rights. "These constitu

tional cases are now the most common ones schools face," Hooker said.

Students and school employees can sue in federal court if they feel their con

stitutional rights to due process and equal protection have been violated. A school

district losing a lawsuit like this can be forced to pay money damages, and to

provide "injunctive relief"--in other words. to stop infringing upon the person's

constitutional rights.

(MORE)
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Suits brought of this type include those involving the rights of pregnant and

marr:t",d students, teacher dismissals involving any kind of discrimination, discrimi

nation against handicapped students, and the right of students to a "free press"

represented by their school newspaper, Hooker said. "A few dress (or non-dress)

code issues are still around too,1i he said.

Recently, school board members in one district were sued for suspending a group

of students for three months because they added a small amount of alcohol to a vast

amount of school punch. The U.S. Supreme Court ruled against the board members,

saying they should have known they were interfering with constitutional rights to

fair treatment in their punishment. However. the complexion of the Supreme Court

has changed since this decision," said St. Paul attorney Douglas Skor, "and future

decisions could go the other way."

But the biggest source of controversy for schools in the future will be educa

tional malpractice, Hooker said. Students and parents from San Francisco to

Minneapolis, are suing schools for ~at they have or haven't been taught. IISchools

may not have to pay the large sums requested· in punitive damages," Hooker said,

I1but they should get ready for courts to start requiring them to set up things like

remedial reading programs, special education facilities, and the like. 1i

-UNS
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Sun., Oct. 30---University Gallery: rtHudson D. lvalker: Patron and Friend. 11 Northrop
Aud. 11 a.m.-4 p.m. Hon., Wed., and Fri., 11 a.m.-8 p.m. Tues. and Thurs.,
2-5 p.m. Sun. _Through Dec. 6. Free.

Sun., Oct. 30--~Concert~ University l~rching Band. Northrop Aud. 3 p.m.
$3.50 public, $2.50 students.

Sun., Oct. 30---Universit T eatre: "Twelfth Hight1i by Hilliam Shakespear. directed
by KennethL. Graham. toll theater, Rarig Center. 3 p.m. $3.50 public,
$2.50 students and senior citizens. Tickets on sale at Rarig Center and
Dayton's.

Mon., Oct. 3l---St. Paul Student Center Galleries: Serigraphs by Joyce Lyon, Terrace
Gallery; Prints by Larry Welo, !lorth Star Gallery; Photographs by Jay Sautter,
Rouser lioom Gallery; Native African Beads by l~rgaret Sautter, display cases.
3 a.m.-lO p.m. Mon.-Sat., noon-lO p.m. Sun. Through Nov. 28. Free.

Uon., Oct. 3l---Films: Horror movie and "Buck Rogers" cartoons. Theater-lecture
hall, Coffman Union. 11:10 a.m. and 12:05 p.m. 25¢.

Mon., Oct. 3l---Halloween Face Painting. Lounge, first floor, Coffman Union. Noon
3:30 p.m. Free.

~fun., Oct. 3l---Lecture: Human Sexuality. 202 St. Paul Student Center. Noon. Free.

Hon., Oct. 3l---U Film Society: "Hiss Julie." Bell Huseum of Natural History aud.
7:30 and 9:30 p.m. Discussion between shouings $2.

Mon., Oct. 3l---Dance: Stars of the lUnerican Ballet. ~orthrop.Aud. 8 p.m. $8, $7,
$6, $5.50, $4.50.

Tues., iiov. l---~: IiWays of Seeing, II part III. Gallery I, Coffman Union.
11:30 a.m. and 12;30 p.m. Free.

Tues., Nov. l---Backpacking Lectu~e:

St. Paul Student Center. Hoon.
Ii Smoky J:iountain Trails. Ii North Star Ballroom,
Free.

Tues., Hov. l.,..--Shakespeare Film Series: "ICing Lear. H .. Theater-lecture hall,
Coffman Union. 7:30 p.m. Students free, $1 nonstudents.

Tues., lIov. l---U Film Soci.ety: llTouch of Evil. II Bell r1useum of Natural History
aud. 7;30 and 9:30 p.m. $1.75.

Wed., Hov. 2---Coffman Gallery: "A Tool of Vision: The Resurgence of Romantic
Photorr?phy" by LeRh Johnson, Gallery I, thro1Jgh N!!v. l~; I;Organic Involvement:
Landscape and the Female Figure" by Nary C. Ingebrand, Gallery II, through
!i0V• II. 10 a.m.-4 p.m. 110n.-Fri. Free.

Wed., Nov. 2---Film: "Ways of Seeing," part III. Gallery I, Coffman Union.
11:30 a.m. and 12:30 p.m. Free.

(OVER)
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Dell Huseum of Hat~ral Histot:y aud.

I

Wed. , llov. 2---Nova Film Series: :'The First Signs of Washoe.:t North Star Ball
room, St. Paul Student Center. r100n. Free. ~

Wed., Hov. 2---Lecture: IIhuman Rights in Latin America" by Hugo Blanco. Great
Hall, Coffman Union. 1:30 p.m. Free.

Wed., l~OV. 2---U Film Society: lIHinstanley.·/ Bell l1useum of Hatural History aud.
7:30 and 9:30 p.m. $1.75.

Thurs., Nov. )---Hative American Film: IlBroken Treaty at Battle. l'1ountain. II

320 Coffman Union. Noon. Free.

Thurs., Nov. 3---Lecture: Barry Commoner, environmentalist. ll8yo aud. 6 p.m.
Free.

Thurs., Nov. 3---Concert: University Wind Ensemble and Jazz Ensemble. Northrop
Aud. 8 p.m. Free.

Thurs., Hov. 3---University Theatre: II~Jelfth H'ightll by tUlliam Shakespeare,
directed by Kenneth L. Graham. Stoll theater, Rarig Center. 8 p.m. $3.50
public, $2.50 students and senior citizens. Tickets on sale at Rarig Center
and Dayton's.

Fri., i~ov. 4---U Film Society: "Effie Briest.;l Premiere showing. Bell HuseuUl of

ilatural History aud. 7:30 and 9:30 p.m. $2.

Fri., Hov. 4---Punchinello Players: ;tUncle Vanya" by Anton Chekhov, directed by
~1illiam liarchand. i.Jorth Hall theater. G p.m. ~;2.

Fri., !Jov. 4---University Theatre: "Tl'lelfth Hight r
, by Hilliam Shakespeare,

directed by Kenneth L. Graham. Stoll theater, Rarig Center. 8 p.m. $3.50
public, $2.50 students and senior citizens. Tickets on sale at Rarig
Center and Dayton's.

Fri., Hov. 4---University Theatre: II11iss Julie" by August Strindberg, adapted and
directed by Charles Holte. Arena theater, Rarig Center. 8 p.m. $3.50
public, $2.50 students and senior citizens. Tickets on sale at P~rig Center
and Dayton's.

Fri., Nov. 4---The \Vhole Coffeehouse: Jack DeJohnette and John Abercrombie.
Coffman Union. Doors open 8:30 ~.m. $4. Tickets on sale at MSA TOO, Posi
tively 4th Street, Blue lwon Records and at the door.

Fri., Nov. 4---Concert~ Jim Price and Dave Peterson. Rouser Room, St. Paul Stu
dent Center. 9 p.m. Free.

Sat., 1:10v. 5---tJ Film SOc1J=:ty: l'Effie Briest.:1

7: 30 and 9-; ~[) - p. m:-.. _$:2':-
\.-

Sat., Nov. 5---.!'-~·",?h~.~~J.:~.')_~1~Y<':!D.~ ';Uncle V[!':1;oa\; by ~.tt')Tl. Chekhov, directed by
H:tl.li;')m 11'?:::~h::l.;,.;. i.b...t.ll ...~:..l the-at 22:'. 3 y. m. $~.

Sat.? Hov. 5---lJ.~~-_y~..:-r..:<;.i:t:.~_,:!:~~§...tr~: ';T\;Jelfth 11ieht by Hi1liam Shakespeare? directed
b ,r tl"'" r -~:: - h n' (' ,., -, 3 ,...) bl'y ~~enne. I i •• (":'.. ,d'.:'., .:it':.J.~ t patEx, h~;r:Lg venter. 0 p.m. ;"'.J pu 1C,

$2.50 studer·ts add senior citizens. Tickets on sale at Ilar::i.g Center and
Dayton'::>.

Sat.? 1\[,.,'\. ~: .. _.-n.n.::,,:~,7/i:.y T'y~:'tj'~: "Jii~s Jul~e' b:.· '~.'J;;':~t f"'r~J'/!:"~:'r" a~:'r;··0.d and
d·L:a:":c0. b:,; ·(;~~,~.rl;;3 J:~oTi.e-.---L':'0.:n therJ.ter, ~~::l.i.:it; C:mt~i.. 0 p.m. $J.:::O public?
i>.':'O stur'.n:.i.::s and senior citizens. Tickets: Rarig Center and Dayton's.

Sat., Nov. 5---~he vfuole C0ffephouQe; Jack DeJohnette and John Abercrombie. Coff
men Vn::'on.·-'-DooisopEm cf:-Su·p:tn. $4. Tickets: USA TOO, .Positively 4th Street,
Blue Moon Records, and at the door.

( ) -UilS-AO;BI;F2
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HHH INSTITUTE LOGO
PRESENTED TO SENATOR

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

A walnut and brass version of the Hubert H. Humphrey Institute of Public

Affairs logo was presented as a tribute to Humphrey this week in Washington, D.C.

The Association of American Universities presented the plaque, which will be

mounted in the Hubert H. Humphrey Institute of Public Affairs at the University

of Minnesota-Twin Cities.

A University Foundation drive to raise $20 million for the institute is now

under way.

The design consists of three H's formed in the shape of a globe held by

a bracket. It was created by Dick Stuck, a Minneapolis advertising man. The

wall-mounted logo was constructed by University of Minnesota crafts people.

-UNS-

(Al3,26;Bl;El5;Gl,7,8)
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PEDESTRIAN SAFETY STUDIES
MAY REDUCE DEATH TOLL

(MORE)

By Bruce Arnold
University News Service

Nationally, 8,000 pedestrians die each year in traffic accidents. Most victims

are young children and elderly people.

In the first six months of 1977 there were 73 pedestrian deaths in Minnesota,

the highest fatality number since the whole-year record of 157 pedestrian deaths in

1971.

Through research into pedestrian accidents, several elements of pedestrian and

motor traffic conflict have been identified. The chief realization has been that

accidents occur when pedestrian traffic mixes with motor traffic, according to Uni-

versity of Minnesota civil and mineral engineering professor Matt Huber, then, the

idea is to separate pedestrian and motor traffic, Ileither in space or time."

Separation of pedestrian traffic in space can be achieved through the con-

struction of pedestrian malls, skyways, pedestrian tunnels and bridges, parks and

playgrounds for children and parkways and freeways to take commuting traffic from

residential streets. However, such physical separation of people and cars is very

expensive, and thus can face heavy community opposition.

"Many people view pedestrian tunnels as dangerous, foot bridges as inconvenient

and freeways as disrupting residential qualities," Huber said. Further, there are

those who tend to oppose any change or the costs of such change, he said.

Separation of traffic in time is achieved by slowing down and breaking up the

flow of motor traffic through the use of stop signs and signal lights. While separa-

tion of traffic in time does not offer the perfect safety of physical separation

in space, it is much less expensive.

Unfortunately, both separation in space and separation in time are costly and

disruptive enough· that their extensive use has been limited to downtown areas and

major intersections.
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Research is being done to identify particular kinds of traffic hazards, and

countermeasures that can minimize pedestrian accidents. Much of this research has

been concerned with the principal victims of pedestrian accidents: young children

and elderly people.

Although elderly people almost always use crosswalks, they are involved in a

high number of accidents and face a one-in-five risk of death from the injuries which

result. Because of the physical limitations of age, they are slower, traffic is

harder for them to see and hear, and they are more easily confused. Use of alcohol

and medications also appears to play a large part in the accident problem of older

people.

Preventive measures are difficult to develop because the things which make

elderly pedestrians vulnerable are their own physical limitations.

Children are involved in pedestrian accidents because they take less care in

crossing the street than do other pedestrians. Forty per cent of all pedestrian

accidents involve children running into the street. Luckily, only one in 33 such

accidents are fatal to the children involved.

Research into accidents involving children suggests several possible solutions:

reducing or eliminating on-street parking and lowering speed limits in residential

areas, making more neighborhood intersections controlled intersections; prohibiting

ice-cream sales trucks in residential areas; fencing in more yards, and developing

neighborhood playgrounds to reduce playing in the street. Results also suggest that

children should be told in school about traffic safety and the rules of the road.

A large part of the pedestrian-motor traffic conflict occurs because the laws

governing the rights and responsibilities of the motorist and the pedestrian are not

observed. By law, motorists must yield to pedestrians in crosswalks--marked and un

marked. Yet one-fourth of all pedestrian deaths occur in intersections.

Huber said safety in traffic systems can be stated as, "the three E's: engi-

neering, enforcement and education." Pedestrian accidents will occur regardless of

how well highways and intersections are designed, unless drivers and pedestrians

(HORE)
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Arp P~110~~od cbQut trcffic lcw~ end unless these laws are enforced.

Huber believes that the least expensive means of achieving a substantial

increase in traffic safety can be arrived at through strict enforcement of traffic

laws, with better driver education and recurring examination of drivers for

knowledge of traffic safety laws.

-UNS-

(AO,23;Bl,S;CO,S;DO,S)
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CORRECTION

Walter J. Leonard, president of Fisk University, Nashville, Tenn., has

replaced University of Minnesota law professor Alan Freeman as the keynote speaker

for the opening session of an affirmative action conference at the Holiday Inn-

Downtown Oct. 30 and 31. Leonard will speak at 6:30 p.m. Sunday on "The Search

for Equality."

Charles Duffy, chief of the Region V higher education branch of the Office

of CiVil Rights, Department of Health, Education and Welfare, will be the luncheon

speaker at the final noon conference Monday, Oct. 31. He was incorrectly identified

in a University News Service release of Oct. 21.

The conference is co-sponsored by Region V of the American Association for

Affirmative Action, the Minnesota State Affirmative Action Association and the

University of Minnesota.

-UNS-
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HUGO BLANCO TO SPEAK AT 'u '
(FOR lI-ftfEDIATE RELEASE)

(r)T{~~~~
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/ I II

NEWS PEOPLE: For further info&~ion 'Vi,
contact BILL HUNTZICKER. 373-7512

Hugo Blanco. a Latin American revolutionary who was twice denied a visa to enter

the United States will speak on "Carter and Human Rights in Latin America: Myth vs.

Reality'l at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday (Nov. 2) in Coffman Union at the University of Minne-

sota.

American Indian Movement leader Vernon Bellecourt also will speak. There is no

admission charge but a collection will be taken to help pay for Blanco's speaking

tour.

Blanco, who led a peasant uprising in Peru in the 1960's, spent seven years in

prison. He has been twice exiled by the Peruvian government.

Blanco was in Chile in 1973 when a military coup overthrew the elected socialist

government of Salvador Allende.

Blanco also will speak at 12:30 p.m. Wednesday at Macalester College Weyerhaeuser

Chapel.

Blanco will speak in Spanish, through an interpreter.

lVhile Blanco was attempting to enter this country, University President C. Peter

Magrath and then Lt. Gov. Rudy Perpich were among prominent Uinnesotans encouraging

the State Department to allow Blanco to enter the U.S.

EDITORS:

Blanco will be available for reporters' questions at 4 p.m. Tuesday in the
news conference room, Bl2 Morrill Hall at the University of 11innesota.

-m~s-
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PROFESSOR SAYS HISTORY CAN
BE THERAPY FOR LIFE CRISES

(MORE)

By Bill Huntzicker
University News Service

History is therapy for David W. Noble~ who says that the study of social move

ments has helped him understand his personal life crises.

According to Noble, professor of intellectual history at the University of Minne

sota-Twin Cities, many personal crises result from general shared confusion about

American values.

Understanding trends in these values can help one understand present political

and social change as well as the changes in one's personal life, Noble said in an

interview.
t· II 1 d'My experience clashed so much with my school study of history, Nob e sai ,

"until my later study of history showed me that my experiences have been similar to

many other Ar.1e~icans in the past centt::r.y.1l

His study helped him accept co~tradictions he has seen since his rural New

Jersey childhood. FWe were promised prcGperity and yet ey.:,e-denced foreclosure of

our family farm. I was taught that the ~erican sense of superiority would result

in world peace and that my German grandfather fled Europe to escape prosecution and

war. Yet my deliverance from poverty was through induction into the infantry in

1943," he said.

In his study of history, Noble has found his experiences to be similar to those

of many of the members of social movements which began to challenge increasing

governmental authority during the late 19th Century.

Women's movements, the anti-slavery move, Native American resistance and the

populists' reaction against big business and technology were among the social move

ments that began about a century ago.

Public schools were then designed to impose a white Anglo-Saxon Protestant

(t.JASP) view of social order, Noble said. "There was a clash between the attitudes

of independence that the country fostered and the cultivation of dependence through

the school and family."

The emergence of women, for example, brought about a male identity crisis for

those who believed in the ~lASP ideal of the self-made man. "Men were defined as

strong and they expressed themselves through the marketplace. Women were defined as

weak and they stayed at home. By leaVing home, women were threatening the man's

view of masculinity," Noble said.
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Noble, a fonner high school football player, said that the emergence of football

and of the Boy Scouts were divergent ways of coping with the WASP masculinity crisis.

At any rate, the study of these social movements provided consolation when the

professor and his wife, Lois, redefined their sex roles after their four children

reached adulthood and left home.

With the decline in the domination of WASP values came a general questioning of

the importance of the family and schools. This provided some consolation as the

Nobles watched their children assume family values that were different from those of

their parents.

Evidence of the declining stability of the family lifestyle encouraged by WASP

culture is provided by the general decline in family size and population growth

beginning about a century ago, Noble said.

Noble, himself a white Protestant, said that present political crises are also

the result of a breakdown of the dominant WASP culture that emerged with the founding

of the American republic two hundred years ago.

This breakdown was seen in the Nixon Presidency. While much has been written

about Richard Nixon's paranoia, Noble believes that there were many objective

reasons to justify Nixon's belief that many were out to destroy the values he

believed were important.

"Nixon rightly feels this disintegration in the l~ASP establishment," Noble said.

"The unified feeling of 1960 that the country was ready to go to war had splintered

by the end of the 1960's."

In a book that he wrote with Peter N. Carroll, a former University history

teacher, Noble wrote that former President Nixon exemplified the WASP culture that

emphasized the self-made man and the work ethic.

"Having struggled from poverty to the White House, having paid the price of

tremendous inner discipline, which repressed all impulses to relax or play, Nixon

could not admit that he had taken over a Presidency that had lost its meaning to the

American people. He could not admit that it was his destiny to be the first Presi-

dent who commanded the retreat of American armies," Noble wrote in the book.

(MORE)
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Noble said that Nixon correctly perceived a crisis of the American spirit, at

least in the way that WASP culture had traditionally defined the American spirit.

Social history emerges as more important than war and politics in the Noble

Carroll book, "The Free and the Unfree," which has just been published by Penguin

Books.

In this "counterculture" history, the authors view American History as a dy

namic process involving a tension between the male WASP society and various out

siders such as women, blacks, Native Americans and ethnic Americans.

Social history is necessary to understanding the American crises. "Roots," the

successful novel and television story about several generations of a black family,

is the result of the growing interest in social history, Noble said.

A similar result is the popularity of people tracing their own roots. This,

Noble said, is related to his study of history. "All my life I have been studying

history to clarify my own personal crises in terms of the confusions I saw around

me," he said.

Despite the breakdown of the WASP culture in which he was raised, Noble is op

timistic about the future. "I do feel that if one is going to talk about the end of

something, one does have the responsibility to talk about the beginning of something

else," he said.

"If one looks at American history from other than the WASP perspective," Noble

said, "there is the discovery of another American history involving groups previously

considered to be outsiders."

"If we stop looking at the future in male Anglo-American terms, we don't see the

future as frightening," he said. "The decline in energy resources, for example,

could check the trend toward more centralized technology. The emergence of a

pluralistic history is already an indication of the decline in energy."

The breakdown of monopolies and the emergence of regional rather than national

control ove-r societ)' and technolog)' m.a)' be one result of present changes, he said.

-UNS
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AFFIRMATIVE ACTIONS OFFICERS
DISCUSS MUTUAL PROBLEMS

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

NEWS PEOPLE: For further information
contact RONAELE SAYRE, 373-7516

Affirmative action officers from education, business and government attending a

regional conference Sunday and Monday (Oct. 30-31) in Minneapolis heard themselves

described as "agents of change who are maladjusted to the status quo."

That was the description used by Walter J. Leonard, President of Fisk University,

in a keynote speech to the Region V conference of the American Association for

Affinnative Action attended by 125 affirmative action officers fram six states.

Leonard traced the search for equality fram the Emancipation Proclamation in

1863, which he described as the first affirmative action statement, to the Civil

Rights Act of 1964 and later regulations.

"Some of the passages in the 1964 Civil Rights Act were identical to similar

acts passed in 1870, 1871 and 1875," Leonard said.

He told conference participants that the Alan Bakke case now before the Supreme

Court and other similar cases are part of an "organized effort to derail" affirmative

action progress.

Leonard said the races in the United States are not yet on level ground. "By

the time black people receive the rewards and benefits of society, everyone else

has them," Leonard said.

True reverse discr:imination, according to Leonard, will occur when the pres:f.dent

of the University of Minnesota is a woman, the president of General Motors is black,

the president of Columbia University is black Portuguese and the president of Yale is

Native American.

The effectiveness of an affinnative action office is determined in large part

by the line of responsibility within an organization.

(MORE)
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William Thomas, assistant vice president for administration and director of

personnel at the University of Minnesota, told conference participants that most

organizations have not looked at the function of affirmative action offices very

carefully.

"A lot of top people don't know what affirmative action people do,1l Thomas said.

Mary Richie,director of affirmative action for Hennepin County, agreed that

there are problems in accepting an affirmative action office.

"In many cases there has been lip service to the idea of affirmative action

with many people seeing it as a social program doing nice things," Richie said.

She said that opponents to affirmative action now are trying the tactic of

pitting the various protected classes against each other. Richie said it isn't that

women, minorities and the handicapped are fighting for the same piece of the pie but

rather for a bigger piece of the pie.

A number of conference participants noted the problems they encountered in

getting suggestions accepted for approval within their organizations. But there are

solutions. "There are times when absolute intimidation works," said Rindetta

Jones of Evergreen State College, Olympia, Wash.

Affirmative action officers are given the responsibility to interpret for their

schools and companies the myriad federal regulations dealing with discrimination.

It is not an easy task, with frequent modification changing earlier regulations.

Charles Duffy, chief of the higher education branch in Region V 6f the Office

of Civil Rights, Department of Health, Education and Welfare, admitted that "the

people we are supposed to regulate don't know what we are doing and we don't know

what we are supposed to do. 1l

Duffy noted that while the Office of Civil Rights has been able to recover back

pay and promotional pay for individuals who have been discriminated against, the

office has suffered from a weak enforcement record. In the next year, an attempt

will be made to clear up old cases and also conduct reviews of compliance in two

schools in each state.

(MORE)
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Duffy told the affirmative action officers that, as an employer, the federal

government does not have as good a record in terms of compliance with the regulations

they enforce as do the colleges and universities they monitor, and is even further

behind business and industry. "The federal government is not as good as the noises

we put out," Duffy said.

George Dixon, regional compliance coordinator for the Equal Employment Oppor

tunity Commission, said efforts are under way to change complaint procedures. He

noted that both parties suffer during the 18 to 24 months it has taken in the past

to settle complaints. "We are going to limit the charge to specific harms," Dixon

said.

More complaints are expected to be resolved in "no-fault settlements" following

face-to-face conference with the parties and an EEOC mediator.

-UNS-
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SCIENTISTS TO RECEIVE U OF 11
OUTSTAUDING ACHIEVEHEin AWARDS

(FOR WT!1EDIATE RELEASE)

~yo scientists and an architect will be presented Outstanding Achievement Awards

by the University of 11innesota, Friday (Nov. 4), at the Institute of Technology annual

Alumni Association meeting.

t~lcolm M. Renfrew, a Professor Emeritus of Chemistry at the University of

Idaho, was awarded a doctor of philosophy degree in chemistry from the University of

}tlnnesota in 1938.

His achievements include working on the development of DuPont's Teflo~
corrosion-resistant marine paints used by the U.S. Navy, and a chemical light acti

vator now widely used in acrylic quick photoprinting processes. He is considered a

national leader in chemical education and holds the James Flack Norris Award for out

standing teaching.

Quentin F. Soper is a research advisor to the Greenfield Laboratories of Eli

Lilly and Co., Indianapolis, Ind. Born in Buhl, ftlnn., he attended Itasca Junior

College at Coleraine before transferring to the University of }tlnnesota, where he

received a bachelor of chemistry degree in 1940.

Soper is known for his work in agricultural chemistry, such as the development

of the selective herbicide, Treflan®' (Eli Lilly). Treflan (trifluralin) is a "pre

emergence herbicide" which is biodegradable and does not leach into and contaminate

ground water.

Richard F. Hammel graduated from Owatonna High School in }tlnnesota in 1941 and

received a bachelor of architecture degree with distinction from the University of

Minnesota in 1944. He is president of Hammel, Green, and Abrahamson, Inc., archi

tects and engineers, in St. Paul, Minn.

-UNS-
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MAGRATH WILL NOT APPEAL
FACULTY BARGAINING RULING

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

University of Minnesota President C. Peter Magrath announced today that he will

not appeal the recent decision of Minnesota District Court Judge J. Jerome Plunkett

on the size of a collective bargaining unit for University faculty.

Plunkett agreed with a decision of the Public Employee Relations Board (PERB)

that a bargaining unit should consist of all the Twin Cities faculty members except

those in the health sciences and law. The administration had appealed the PERB

ruling.

The decision moves the University a step forward in its snail's paced movement

toward an election among the faculty on whether they wish to unionize.

The next step is to determine whether supervisors among the faculty, such as

department heads, would be included in the bargaining unit. Department heads and

deans usually are faculty members who return to teaching after a time in adminis-

tration.

The two major unions competing to represent the faculty are the University of

Minnesota Education Association (UMEA) and the Twin Cities chapter of the American

Association of University Professors (AAUP).

A few members of the original University of Minnesota Federation of Teachers

(UMFT) remained with that group after most members and the organizational leadership

changed their affiliation from the AFL-CIO to the Minnesota Education Association.

UMFT was the first to file for a collective bargaining election more than four

years ago. The decision on the scope of a bargaining unit has been tied up in

courts and administrative labor procedures ever since.

(MORE)
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The UMEA had advocated the bargaining unit as it was confirmed by Judge

Plunkett, the AAUP favored a unit that would include each University campus as a

bargaining unit, while the Board of Regents and the central administration favored

one unit to represent all faculty.

Representatives of all the unions met with Magrath recently and urged him not

to appeal the decision because of the length of time that the election has already

been delayed.

Magrath's decision not to appeal is subject to the approval of the Board of

Regents at their next meeting Nov. 12.

1I0ur decision ought to be based on the best informed estimate as to the likeli

hood of success of such an appeal, and that we ought to, in addition, consider the

general best interests of the University," Magrath said in a memo to the regents.

liThe national trend in various court decisions in the past two years has in

creasingly favored the proposition that Law School and Health Sciences faculty are,

in certain professional respects, different, and therefore deserve to be in separate

bargaining units," he said.

"Although the Law School and Health Sciences faculties are spun out of the

Twin Cities unit," Magrath wrote, "the rest of the Twin Cities campus, which of

course is the largest entity, does remain in a single bargaining unit.

"Clearly, we face the possibility of a separate bargaining unit for Duluth and

the other three coordinate campuses should the faculty so exercise its will, but

my judgment is that this is something we can live with."

-UNS-
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ECONOMIC HISTORIAN
TO GIVE TWO LECTURES

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Economic historian Marion Johnson will present two free public lectures at the

University of Minnesota-Twin Cities Monday (Nov. 7).

"The Rise of a Trading Class in Pre-Colonia1 West Africa" will be the topic of

a talk at 11:15 a.m. in the Ford Room on the seventh floor of the Social Science

Tower on the West Bank campus.

Johnson also will speak on "Cloth as Currency: Examples from West Africa" at

3:30 p.m. in the McNeal Hall auditorium on the St. Paul campus, followed by a social

hour in 22 McNeal Hall.

Johnson is currently on a lecture tour of the United States from the Centre of

West African Studies, University of Birmingham, England.

Her appearance is co-sponsored by The African Studies Council and the depart-

ments of concerts and lectures, history, and textiles and clothing.

-UNS-
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LEARNING LANGUAGE NOT SIMPLE,
FOR BABIES OR SCHOOL KIDS

(il I'
;j J

By Jeannie Hanson
University News Service

Some toddlers, learning their first 50 words, specialize in names of objects.

Others concentrate on words and phrases about social situations.

When very young children are asked to talk about a picture of an object, they

usually start by describing its function.

Learning how to use language is not simple, according to researchers from

Harvard, Yale, and the University of Colorado who presented their latest findings

recently at an annual University of Minnesota symposium on child psychology.

Nine-month-old babies and l3-month-old toddlers are already learning key life

time language skills, according to Elizabeth Bates, assistant professor of psychology

at the University of Colorado.

She has found that babies as young as nine to ten months old begin to use lan

guage as a tool. They tend to look at and reach toward an adult more than at an

object, when the object is what they want. They delight in language games from

"patty cake" on up. Their use of language shows that they now remember situations

and can stop to use different strategies to get something.

At 13 months old, a child reaches a second threshold in language development,

Bates said. Around this age a child discovers that objects and actions have names,

and that those names are separate from the objects snd actions.

i1Pretend" activities and imitation begin at about this age, as a practice for
naming, Bates said.

Imitation may seem a relatively mindless activity, but it is not. "Chimpanzees,

who are developing along with young children in many ways are left way behind as

children learn by imitation," Bates said.

Even as early as 9 to 13 months, differences from child to child in language

skills emerge, according to both Bates and Katherine Nelson, associate professor of

psychology at Yale. l1Word babies" specialize in learning the names of objects from

the beginning, while expressive "intonation babies" pick up words or whole phrases

about social situations such as "I got it" or "thank you. n

(MORE)
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The "word babies," often the oldest in the family, may begin with shorter

phrases but eventually have better language skills than do the more social babies,

Bates said. An individual difference like this probably cannot be changed, she

said, though talking more with your baby is always helpful.

Slightly older children and pre-schoolers who are increasing their language

skills tend to focus on the function of an object, rather than on its color or even

its shape, Nelson said. Toddlers decide which unfamiliar and unusual object is a

ball by seeing if it rolls and bounces.

"Parents could probably teach toddlers words more easily by letting them sit

on 'the chair' and lifting them up and down 'to jump,'" Nelson said.

Language learning continues well into elementary school, according to Courtney

Cazden, professor of education at Harvard. On a recent sabbatical leave, she taught

low-income elementary students in San Diego how to teach each other short lessons.

The "peer teachers" probably learned even more than their students did, Cazden

said. They learned how to explain something and how to re-state their instructions

in different situations.

"We found that the students who taught best were those who spoke in the role of

the teacher right away,lt Cazden said. One asserted her knowledge by starting off

with "This is hard. You all gonna hafta listen."

Student-teachers can be used for language development in a variety of age

groups, Cazden said. Another Harvard study on children in Kenya found that 8 to 10

year olds were better at caring for very young children as "child nurses" than

were younger children or adolescents, she said.

-UNS
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'U I RELEASES
ANNUAL REPORT

(FOR Itft1EDIATE RELEASE)

Growth, both in enrollment and finances, continued at the University of Minne

sota during fiscal 1977 despite signs that the financial future of higher education

may not be as good as its past.

HTotal current revenues available to the University increased from $428.2

million to $452.9 million, a 5.8 per cent increase,tl according to the University's

annual report, released today.

"Total enrollment for all University campuses in the fall of 1976 was 75,854

students, including extension enrollment, placing the University eighth nationally

among schools surveyed by the National Association of State Universities and Land

Grant Colleges.

"Extension enrollment totaled 20,093, placing the University second nationally

in that category,1l the report said.

The 1977 annual report is a publication that replaces the annual Financial

Report. The annual report includes a commentary on the general state of the insti

tution and the published audit by Ernst and Ernst, independent auditors. The audit

is a complex document that is not easily understood.

The audit indicates that negotiations continue between the University and the

Department of Health, Education and Welfare (HEW) over the $34 million that HEW

alleges the University improperly assessed federal grants for indirect overhead

costs.

Officials believe that the final costs will be far less than the $34 million

figure; similar negotiations have resulted in lower figures at other campuses around

the nation.

The fact that the University, as a public agency, has lost its IIsovereign

immunitytl from lawsuits is in the report. Also mentioned are the restricted funds

raised by private foundations such as the University of Minnesota Foundation, the

Minnesota Medical Foundation and the Arboretum.

The annual report provides a breakdown of the University's budget, showing that

39.5 per cent of it comes from the State Legislature and 16.3 per cent from the

federal government. The remainder comes from University sources and other income,

such as cross charges between departments and student fees for such services as

dormitories.

(MORE)
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Of this total budget, 75.2 per cent is spent on general education, 14.3 per

cent on research, 8.7 per cent on auxiliary services such as cafeterias and dormi

tories, and 1.8 per cent on student aid.

"Total state appropriations increased from $152.1 million in fiscal 1976 to

$165.9 million in fiscal 1917, a 9.1 per cent increase," the report states.

"Tuition payments increased by $1.7 million, rising from $42.7 million to

$44.4 million, a 4.6 per cent increase. Expenditures for direct instruction rose

4.9 per cent from $128.9 million to $135.2 million," the report said.

Physical plant expenses grew 7.3 per cent over the year, indicating rising

fuel costs and the state's energy emergency last winter. The expenditures in this

area rose from $30 million to $32.2 million, the report said.

U8tudent aid dispensed directly by the University decreased $1.6 million from

$9.6 million to $8 million, or about 16.7 per cent," the annual report stated.

Minority enrollment consisted of 4.9 per cent of the total 55,761 daytime head

count students.

University President C. Peter Magrath said the annual report attests to the

"financial health" of the institution.

"Whether the system's fiscal future will be as bright as its past is another

issue, however, and one that depends upon the resolution of a broader question:

Where will education stand as a priority in our society?" Magrath said.

He said that he hoped the commitment that Minnesotans and their elected

officials have shown toward higher education in the past will continue into the

future, arguing that "the payoffs from educational investments justify the

original investment. 11

Copies of the annual report, which includes commentary on some of the Univer

sity's activities, are available from the Business Office, University of Minnesota,

2610 University Ave., St. Paul, Minnesota 55114.

-008-
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Hugo Blanco, an exiled Peruvian revolutionary, says he is touring the United

States to provide information on Latin American politics that is not available in

the American press.

Blanco, who was twice denied visas to the U.S., says he was admitted for the

speaking tour only after pressure was put on the State Department by such opinion

leaders as actors and politicians from around the country.

The University of lIinnesota was one of the stops on his tour. He spoke on

IICarter and Human Rights in Latin America: Myth versus Reality. II Through Barry

Fatland, an interpreter with the U.S. Committee for Justice to Latin American Pris-

oners, he discussed his tour with reporters.

U.S. newspapers do not place as much importance on Latin American events as do

European newspapers, even though U.S. newspapers are financially better able to

cover foreign affairs.

Blanco compared American newspapers to those of Latin America where the press

is prohibited from reporting controversial subjects. He called for more attention

and objectivity by American newspapers.

"It's not important that they oppose what's happening but that they inform

about what's happening in Latin America,lJ he said.

Blanco, who spent seven years in prison for leading a peasant strike in Peru,

is the author of two books that he hopes to promote on his tour. One, I:Land or

Death,:' is about his struggle in Peru and the other, I1Chile's Days of Terror," is

his eyewitness account of the military coup that overthrew socialist President

Salvadore Allende in Chile.

(HORE)
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Blanco will visit a number of campuses and says he hopes students will be

receptive to his view that repression in Latin America is related to the involvement

of American corporations in those countries.

"The only thing that the people of those countries receive as the result of

American development efforts is more misery," he said.

On the other hand, he praised the efforts of Americans who are working through

groups, such as Amnesty International, for the protection of political prisoners and

the end of torture.

He said that the United States should reject the Panama Canal treaty and with-

draw immediately from the Canal Zone. Panamanians have been jailed or deported for

their opposition to the treaty and they have been denied visas to the United States

to speak about it, Blanco said.

The treaty was supported by a popular election, he said, but the ballot choices

were between U.S. withdrawal by the year 2000 as in the treaty or no U.S. withdrawal

at all.

The light news coverage of a Panamanian who burned himself to protest the

treaty was an example of the lack of attention given to Latin American affairs in

U.S. newspapers, Blanco said~ adding that Europe gave the event more attention.

Blanco said his speaking tour is important "in view of the infinitesimal

amount of informationil the American people are getting about events in Latin

America.

-UNS-
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NOTE TO EDITORS:

The following are t:filler '1 items from the 1977 Annual Report of the University
of Minnesota.

flllli

Private voluntary support to the University of Minnesota totaled $27.1 million

from 22,449 contributors, including individuals, corporations and foundations, during

fiscal year 1977. The gifts placed the University eighth among all colleges and uni

versities in the nation in the amount of private support, according to the institu

tion's 1977 Annual Report.

flflll

The Minnesota Medical Foundation had cash assets of more than $10 million on

June 30, 1977, according to the University of Minnesota's Annual Report. The report

said the foundation provides $1 million a year in grants to .the University for

medical research, education and scholarships. The foundation is supported by private

gifts.
flflfl

The cost of educating an undergraduate University of Minnesota student has in

creased dramatically over the past few years, according to the 1977 Annual Report.

The costs of educating freshmen and sophomores increased from $1,467 in fiscal 1972

to $1,914 in 1977. The cost of educating juniors and seniors increased from $2,222

to $3,169 over the same period.

tlflt!

Predicting University of Minnesota enrollments is like predicting the weather,

according to the University's 1977 Annual Report. Live births 18 years ago, enroll

ment patterns, the rate at which students stay in school after starting, and economic

ccnditions at the time, are among the factors that have to be taken into account in

the projections. An error of only 1.5 per cent as the University experienced in

1976 can have important implications for the budget.

flfll!

More than 21,000 University of Minnesota students received some form of finan

cial aid during 1976-77. Despite the growth in aid, there is not enough money to

meet student needs based on the increasing costs of higher education, according to

the University's 1977 Annual Report.

-UNS-
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UUIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA, r-tINNEAPOLIS AND ST. PAUL CAHPUS EVENTS
Nov. 6-12

Sun., Hov. 6---St. Paul Student Center Galleries: Serigraphs by Joyce Lyon, Terrace
Gallery; Prints by Larry t-lelo, l~orth Star Gallery; Photographs by Jay Sautter,
Rouser Room Gallery, Native African Beads by Margaret Sautter, display cases.
a a.m.-l~ p.m. Mon.-Sat., noon-10 p.m. Sun. Through Nov. 28. Free.

Sun., Nov. 6---University Gallery: "Hudson D. Walker: Patron and Friend." l<{orthrop
Aud. 11 a.m.-4 p.m. lwn., wed., and Fri., 11 a.m.-8 p.m. Tues. and Thurs.,
2-5 p.m. Sun. Through Dec. 6. Free.

Sun., l~ov. 6---Concere: University lurching Band. l{orthrop Aud. 3 p.m. $3.50
public, $2.50 students.

Sun., l'lov. 6---University Theatre: "Twelfth Night" by William Shakespeare, directed
.by Kenneth L. Graham. Stoll theater, Rarig Center. 3 p.m. $3.50 public,
$2.50 students and senior citizens. Tickets on sale at Rarig Center and
Dayton's.

Sun., Uov. 6-University Theatre: "Hiss Julie" by August Strindberg, adspted and
directed by Charles Nolte. Arena theater, Rarig Center. 3 p.m. $3.50
pUbliC, $2.50 students and senior citizens. Tickets on sale at Rarig Center
and Dayton's.

Sun., Uov. 6---U Film Society: 'IEffie Briest." Bell lfuseum of Natural History aud.
7:30 and 9:30 p.m. $2.

Sun., Nov. 6---The Whole Coffeehouse: Jack DeJohnette and John Abercrombie.
Coffman Union. Doors open 7:30 p.m. $4. Tickets on sale at MSA TOO,
Positively 4th Street, Blue l~on Records and at the door.

Mon., Nov. '---Related Arts Gallery: Black Photographers Exhibit. Thii'd floor,
Coffman Union. Open all day. Through l~v. 30. Free.

Mon., Nov. 7---Coffman Gallery: "A Tool of Vision: The Resurgence of Romantic
PhotographyU by Leah Johnson, Gallery I, through Nov. 16; "Organic Involvement:
Landscape and the Female Figure" by Uary C. Ingebrand, Gallery II, through
Nov. 17. 10 a.m.-4 p.m. It>n.-Fri. Free.

Mon., Nov. 7---Cartoons: "Buck Rogers." Tbeato~-lect:u~e nail, Ooflman Union.
11:10 a.m. and 12:05 p.m. 25¢.

Mon •• l~ov. 7--Lecture:
by liarion Johnson.

"The Rise of a Trading Class in Pre-Colonial West Africa"
Ford Room, Social Sciences bldg. 11:15 a.m. Free.

Mon., liov. 7---Seminar} ilMal.ra ~xtlal""t:y: P1L'ohlcnu and Potential." 202 St. Paul
Student Center. Noon. Free.

(OVER)
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Mon., Nov. 7---Lecture: "Clothaa Currency: Examples from west Africa" by
l'iarion Johnson. 11cNeal Ball aud. 3.:30 ·p.m, Free.

Mon., Nov. 7---eoncert: l'Iative Americans in Concert. Will,ey Ball aud. 7:30 p.m.
$2 in a.dvance ·at MSA TOO, Blue Moon Records and Blue Waters, Inc. , $2.50
at the door.

Tues., Nov. 8--~Ski Swap. North Star Ballroom, St. Paul Student Center.
11 a.m.-lO p.m.

Tues., l~ov. 8---University Gallery: Contemporary Calligraphy. Northrop Aud.
11 a.m.-4 p.m. Mon., Wed., and Fri., 11 a.m.-8 p.m. Tues. and Thurs.,
2-5 p.m. Sun. Through Dec. 6. Free.

TUes., Nov. 8---Film: "Ways of Seeing, II part IV. Gallery I, Coffman Union.
11:30 a.m. ana-12:30p.m. Free.

Tues., liov. 8--Lecture/Dempnstration: tar Lubovitch Dance Company. Theater
lecture hall, Coffman Union. 3:15 p.m. Free.

Tues., l~ov. 8---U Film Society: "Shanghai Express." Bell Museum of Natural History
aud. 1:30 and 9:30 p.m. $1.50.

Tues., Nov. 8---Concert: Jacques Yvart, French folk singer. The Whole Coffeehouse,
Coffman Union. 8 p.m. $2.50 public, $1.50 students.

Wed., Nov. 9---Ski Swap. North Star Ballroom, St. Paul StudentCeuter•.
10 a.m.-2:30 p.m.

Wed., liov. 9---.!!:.!:!!: "Ways of Seeing, II part _IV. Gallery I, Coffman Union.
11:30 a.m. and 12:30 p.m. Free.

Wed.', Uov. 9-Wednesday l'1alk-In:
hall, Coffman Union. 3 p.m.

Showcase for New Musicians.
Free.

Theater-lecture

Wed. , Nov. 9---U Film Society: "Battle of Chile. II Bell Museum of Natural History
aud. 7:30 p.m. $1.75.

wed., Nov. 9--Dance: tar Lubovitch Dance Company. Northrop Awl. 8 p.m. $7,
$6, $5, $4.50, $3.50.

Thurs., Nov. lo---Lecture: "Star of Bethlehem", by Kar1is Kaufmanis. Great Hall,
Coffman Union. 12:15 p.m. Free.

Thurs., llov. 10---Demonstration:· Willie lfosconi, professional billiards player.
Recreation/Outing Center, Coffman Union. 1:30 p.m. Free.

Thurs., Nov. lo---Lecture: "The Development of a Patron: A Friend,'s View"by
H. Harvard Amason. Murphy Hall aud. 7:30 p.m. Free.

Thurs., Nov. 10--U Film Society: "Battle of Chile. II Bell l~seum of Natural
History aud. 7:30 p.m. $1.75.

(1'10RE)
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Thurs., Nov. lQ---University Theatre: "Twelfth Night" by William Shakespeate,
directed by Kenneth L. Graham. Stoll theater, Rarig Center. 8 p.m. $3.50
public, $2.50 students and senior citizens. Tickets on sale at Rarig Center
and Dayton's.

Thurs., Nov. 10--University Theatre: "Miss Julie" by August Strindberg, adaptecJ
and directed by Charles liolte. Arena theater, Rarig Center. 8 p.m. $3.50
public, $2.50 students and senior citizens. Tickets on sale at Rarig Center
and Dayton's.

Fri., Nov. ll-~-U Film Society: nCria." Bell Museum of Natural History aud.
7:30 and 9:30 p.m. $2.

Fri., Nov. 11---Punchinello Players: IIUnc1e Vanya" by Anton Chekhov. directed by
William Marchand. Harth Hall theater. 8 p.m. $2.

Fri., Nov. 11---University Theatre: "Tt..relfth Laght" by William Shakespeare,
directed by Kenneth L. Graham. Stoll theater, Rarig Center. 8 p.m. $3.50
public, $2.50 students and senior citizens. Tickets on sale at Rarig Center
and Dayton's.

Fri., Nov. ll---University Theatre: "Miss Julie" by August Strindberg, adapted and
directed by Charles Nolte. Arena theater, Rarig Center. 8 p.m. $3.50
public, $2.50 students and senior citizens. Tickets on sale at Rarig Center
and Dayton's.

Fri., Nov. ll:---The Whole Coffeehouse: John Fahey and Hark Rank. Coffman Union.
Doors open 8:30p.m. $3. Tickets on sale at MSA TOO, Positively 4th Street,
Blue MOon Records and at the door.

Sat., Nov. l2---U Film Society: "Cria." Bell :Museum of Natural History aud.
7:30 and 9:30 p.m. $2.

Sat., Nov. l2---Punchinello Players: "Uncle Vanya" by Anton Chekhov. directed
by William Marchand. North Hall theater. 8 p.m. $2.

Sat., Nov. 12---University Theatre: i1Tweifth Night" by William Shakespeare,
directed by Kenneth L. Graham. Stoll theater, Rarig Center. 8 p.m. $3.50

- public, $2.50 students and senior citizens. Tickets on sale at Rarig Center
and Dayton's.

Sat., liov. 12---University Theatre: "Hiss Julie" by August Strindberg, adapted and
directed by Charles Nolte. Arena theater, Rarig Center. 8 p.m. $3.50 .
public, $2.50 'students and senior citizens. Tickets on sale at Rarig Center
and Dayton's.

Sat., Nov. l2---The Whole Coffeehouse: John Fahey and Hark Rank. Coffman Union.
Doors open 8:30 p.m. $3. Tickets on sale at MSA TOO, Positively 4th Street,
Blue Moon Records and at the door.

Sat., Nov. l2---Concert: Irv Williams Big Band and Cabaret: Roberta Davis, Frank
Wharton, Black Music of the Thirties through the Sixties. Great Hall,
Coffman Union. 9 p.m. $3.50. Tickets on sale at HSA TOO and Dayten's.

-UN8-
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COR R E C T ION

University News Service story, IlIU' RELEASES ANNUAL REPORT," Nov. 3, 1977,

fourth paragraph, second line should begin 37.7 per cent, instead of 39.5 per cent

as reported for the percentage of the University's budget that comes from the

State Legislature.
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SITE SELECTED FOR HHH INSTITUTE
AT UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA

(FOR UIHEDIATE RELEASE)

A site has been selected for the Hubert H. Humphrey Institute of Public Affairs

at the University of Minnesota in Minneapolis.

The construction is planned to include a new super-structure for a scienc~

classroom building already on the east bank of the Mississippi River, and the

addition of about 37,000 square feet of building space, according to Clinton Hewitt,

assistant vice president for physical planning.

An architect has not yet been chosen to design the structure and the cost has

not yet been determined. Hewitt said the State Designer Selection Board would be

asked to choose the architect.

The structure is expected to house the Humphrey Library, an office for the

senator, offices for the faculty and administration of what is now the University's

School of Public Affairs, and lounge space.

The University of Minnesota Foundation is currently conducting a drive to

raise $20 million for the institute.

-UNS-
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'u' BRASS CHOll
TO PERFORM
IN ST. PAUL CATHEDRAL

(FO~ IMMEDIATE BELWE)

The University 'of M1nnesota BraBS Choir will perfoDl during two services

a~ the Ca~d~~~,qfJI.~. P~\\1.Sp1al, Nov •• 13,. at 10 and 11:15 a.m.

A variety of works, from traditional to contemporary, will be presented by

the l7-member group directed by David Balclw1n, assistant professor of music at

the University.

-UNS-
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POLrUt:AL CAHPAIGUING BRINGS DEBATE
ON ACCESS 'to m~lVERSITY DORlUTORIES

By Ronaele Sayre
University l~ews Service

Intense competition for the votes of the 4,000 University of Minnesota $,eudetlts

living in dormitories on the Minneapolis campus has led to the suspension of some

University housing rules. The result has pleased candidates for office in next

week's city elections, but has angered many of the residents.

The University, in an effort to make dormitories secure, requires that nnon-

resident guests be escorted at all times. while they are visiting a unit or individ-

ual room, by a host who is a resident of that unit.'~ There is also a ban on "solic.:".

iting. n

The escort policy conflicts, however. with a 1973 state law that prohibits

denying access, either directly or indirectly, to any apartment house, dormitory,

nursing home, mobile park or other multiple use facility, to any candidate who has

filed for election to public office or workers accompanied by the candidate.

Sponsor of the bill was Allan Spear, an associate professor of history at the

University and a state senator for the area.

Spear said during his 1972 campaign that although he could not get into the

dorms, it was the exercise of power by landlords of various multiple dwelling units

that led to his sponsorship of the bill.

"It depended on whether a landlord was a RepUblican or Democrat as to which

candidate they would allow in,;1 Spear said.

The conflict with the state law has concerned University officials for some

time, but no problem developed in previous elections. Candidates who did campaign

in the dorms were escorted by student supporters who lived there.

(MORE)
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But candidates in this year's election have argued that they do not have a

network of student support because they have not been in the dorms to develop it,

and that some of the candidates do not have a strong party affiliation that would be

a source of student volunteers.

As the intensity of the city election grew this year, candidates and their

campaign workers started appearing in the dorms and were advised by dormitory

officials of the escort policy.

"We have never barred a politician," said David Anderson, director of University

housing, saying there is an "inherent conflict between the state law and Regent's

policy.11

When Bobby Miller, a second ward aldermanic candidate, encountered the escort

rule, he contacted the University police. Since violation of the state law on access

for politicians is not a crime, the campus police referred Miller to the University

attorney. University officials also were contacted by campaign headquarters for

Judy Corrao, another second ward candidate, and mayoral candidate AI Hofstede.

Following a discussion between people in the student affairs office and the

University attorney, it was decided that an exception to the escort policy had to

be made for the political candidates.

Under the new procedures,a candidate and a reasonable number of campaign workers

may canvas a dormitory after they have made an appointment to do so, provided they

have identification and schedule the visits at reasonable hours. The regulations

do conform to those listed in the state statute.

While the ruling appears to satisfy state law, it does not satisfy many of the

dormitory residents.

"Some residents are really upset,1I said Ralph Rickgarn, residence director at

Centennial Hall, who has been made aware of that fact in conversations with students

and through angry notes he has received such as the one that protested "the garbage

pushed under my door." Others have protested "the invasion of my privacy.1!

(UORE)
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Rickgarn said before the University modified the rules, however, some candidates

and campaign workers became irate when challenged for an escort. Now, according to

Rickgarn, residents are questioning why their guests have to be escorted, but the

politicians do not.

Students have been critical of "politicians who pass self-serving laws,"

Rickgarn said. He noted that many students feel as if they are a captive audience

to the political campaigning.

Under the new procedures, housing officials will notify all dormitory students

of the scheduled visit by a candidate and residents will have the opportunity to ' .

post signs on their doors saying they do not want to receive campaign material or

talk to candidates.

Rickgarn noted that in the past few of the candidates have given advance notice

and few have brought special identification.

-tJNS-
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NATURE PHOTOGRAPHS
TO BE SHOWN
IN ·U· MUSEUM

A collection of 40 nature photographs by Paul Chesley will be exhibited in the

J'aque$ Qall.".~.itbele11 Husepm of·. *turd 'BlstQrY, University. of ~.ta-Tw1n

Cities, Nov. 17 tbrogh Jan. 18.

Since Chesley's ftrst show at the gallery in 1975, be has travelled to Hawaii,

Alaska and the American Southwest on photographic assignments. His work has

recently been published in National Geographic, Sldthsonian and Quest magazines.

A native of Red Wing, Minn., Chesley now has a studio in Ouray, Colo.

All of the prints in the show will be for sale.

The museum 1s located at 17th and University Aves. SR. and is open to the
i .,

public with no admission chaqe frClll 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Saturday and

from 1 to 5 p.m. Sunday.

-UNS-
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MEMO TO NEWS PEOPLE

University of Minnesota President C. Peter Magrath will ask the Board of Regents

to support a plan to ask all corporations in which the University owns stock to work

for reform of the racial situation in South Africa.

Magrath will seek support for the so-called "Sullivan statement" that calls on

the companies to llseek such modification through appropriate channels" on issues like

desegregation of eating and work facilities, equal pay for all employees doing simi

lar work and increasing the number of non-whites in management and supervisory

positions.

The issue will be discussed by the board's committee of the whole at 8:30 a.m.

Friday (Nov. 11) in the regents' room, 238 Morrill Hall.

The committee of the whole also will act on Magrath's recommendation that the

University not appeal the Minnesota District Court decision that a faculty collec

tive bargaining unit consist of the Twin Cities campus minus the law and health

sciences faculty.

The regular monthly board meeting will follow the committee of the whole meeting

at 10:15 a.m. in the regents' room.

Several committees will meet Thursday (Nov. 10).

The physical plant and investments committee will meet to discuss University

land holdings beginning at 10 a.m. Thursday in the regents' room. At 11:15 a.m.,

the regents will tour the Twin Cities campus boundaries.

The same committee will meet again at 1: 15 p.m. to discuss, among other things,

Duluth campus housing, purchasing procedures and an audit report on equipment in

ventory.

A proposed policy on faculty consulting will be discussed by the faculty and

staff affairs committee, which meets at 1:15 p.m., in 300 Morrill Hall.

The student concerns committee meets at 3 p.m. in the regents' room to discuss

a proposed policy on access to student records and the funding of intercollegiate

athletics on the outstate coordin~tp. campuses.

A review of Twin Cities campus boundaries and a presentation on the teaching of

handicappp.d children are on the agenda of the educational policy and long-range

planning committee, which meets at 3 p.m. Thursday in 300 Morrill Hall.

-UNS-
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UNIVERSITY STUDENT LEGAL SERVICES
POPULAR DURING FIRST MONTH

By Ronaele Sayre
University News Service

For more than a year, University of Minnesota-Twin Cities students have been

kicking in part of their student activity fees to set up a student legal services

program.

For an even longer period of time, they have been surveyed on their desire and

need for such a program. High percentages of students have indicated consistently

a willingness to pay a portion of their student fees for the service, and have said

they were eager for such a program.

University Student Legal Services (USLS) became a reality this fall with a staff

of four lawyers and four paralegal employees. Straight off, the students proved

they weren't kidding when they said they needed and would use a legal service. In

the first four weeks of the quarter, more than 400 students used the service with

252 having problems of a legal nature.

The response has surprised Phillip Fishman, USLS director, but not Bob Barnett,

involved in much of the background work in setting up the program and, until recently,

an assistant to Fishman. "The students have talked about it for two years and were

waiting for it," Barnett said.

The fact that the legal serVices program is open for business has obviously

spread by word of mouth since informational brochures were just printed recently and

ads have only just begun to run in the student newspaper. There was no sign to mark

the location of the legal services offices--above a bank in the Stadium Village area

just off campus--until well into the current quarter.

Barnett noted that the services available through the University program are

more comprehensive than those offered by the nearly two dozen pTe-paid legal services

already in existence across the country. Most are on college campuses, or are spon

sored by labor unions or educational associations for members.
(MORE)
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A wide range of problems will be handled by attorneys at USLS to help students

identify and resolve legal problems that threaten their ability to attend school.

In the first four weeks of the quarter the largest number of legal problems

handled were disputes between tenants and landlords, divorce cases, consumer prob

lems and traffic offenses.

However, USLS won't help students with suits against the University, class

actions, anti-trust proceedings, contingent fee actions, legal matters relating to

commercial ventures, felony and most misdemeanor cases, probate, tax matters, pre

existing legal problems and cases involving excessive time or expertise.

Fishman said that for h~ the opportunity to help students and at the same time

educate them on aspects of the law is an "unequaled opportunity. Law is so in

tegral to our lives and a dynamic part of American society, but many people do not

know about the law," Fishman said.

Barnett and Fishman agree that many students have preconceived ideas as to what

a lawyer can do and consulting USLS will thus be an educational process of itself.

Staff lawyers in addition to Fishman include Laurel Hersey, a recent graduate

of the University Law School; Jtm Lawton, a graduate of the William Mitchell College

of Law and an attorney in private practice in St. Paul, and Bill Maupins, a recent

graduate of the University of Wisconsin Law School.

In addition to the office in Stadium Village, the USLS has office hours on the

St. Paul campus Tuesdays from 9 a.m. to noon and Wednesdays from 2 to 5 p.m. in

Coffey Hall.

USLS staff lawyers will make court appearances on behalf of students in

the seven-county metropolitan area of Anoka, Carver, Dakota, Hennepin, Ramsey,

Scott and Washington counties.

In addition, USLS will work with student organizations, residence halls,

sororities and fraternities and academic departments in sponsoring workshops,

seminars and other programs, Fishman said.

-UNS-
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SPOIL-PROOF PACKAGING
DEVELOPED AT U OF M

By David Smith
University News Service

A University of Minnesota scientist has developed a method of packaging that

prevents fresh fish from spoiling for up to 20 days without freezing.

Dr. Eugene Sander, associate professor of food science and nutrition, calls

his process "controlled environmental storage." It involves wrapping the fish in

a plastic envelope, pumping out the air, and pumping 1n carbon dioxide gas.

As the carbon dioxide interacts with water on the surface of the fish, bacter-

ial growth is inhibited and the contents can be kept at 30 to 40 degrees (F.)

without spoiling.

Sander said that he has been developing his packaging process since 1974 and

that within the last year some poultry growers have taken advantage of it. Chickens,

for example, have been kept as long as 30 days without spoiling.

lilt just seems like a natural carry-over to use the process for fresh fish,"

he said during a recent interview.

While using carbon dioxide to store food is not new--it's been used as the

cooling agent in freezers for years--controlled environmental storage eliminates

Hfreezer burnll as well as the cost in energy of freezing an item to -10 degrees or

colder.

Sander also believes it will eventually cut energy costs involved in trans-

portation of goods by enabling shippers to haul more goods per load. Presently,

as much as 30 per cent of a truckload of perishable goods is ice, he said.

Restaurants and supermarkets that order certain types of seafood from coastal

fisheries may now be able to have deliveries made by truck instead of airplane--

another savings in dollars and energy.

(MORE)



environmental storage. Sander saidhe is particularly interested in working with

While he believes the fishing industry as a whole may benefit from controlled

PACKAGING -2-

Great Lakes fisheries.

"I think we can help expand their market for fresh lake trout. smelt, and

herring. These fish have a high perishability which restricts their market

considerably,1I he said.

Sander said that by using a large on-board chamber filled with carbon dioxide,

these fish can be kept fresh until they are unloaded, processed and then packaged

in carbon dioxide.

-UNS-
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FATE OF THOMPSON AND WINEY
IN HANDS OF NCAA COMMITTEE

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

The fate of Gopher basketball players Mychal Thompson and David Winey is in the

hands of a committee of the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) which is

expected to rule on the length of their ineligibility by Wednesday (Nov. 16).

A statement released Monday by the University of Minnesota and the NCAA stated

that the NCAA lifted the indefinite probation against all the University's men's

sports except basketball after a University committee decided to declare Winey and

Thompson ineligible.

The University committee, the Assembly Committee on Intercollegiate Athletics

(ACIA), reversed its position On the two athletes after losing a court appeal to the

U.S. Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals in St. Louis.

After declaring the players ineligible, the University could appeal to the NCAA

for a change in their determination.

The NCAA had, before Thompson first went to court, ruled that he would sit out

14 games. Ho indication has been given of the NCAA's attitude toward Winey's rule

violations.

"The subcommittee on eligibility appeals (of the NCAA) has not yet met to con

sider the University's petition for reinstatement of eligibility for the two student

athletes declared ineligible by the ACIA," the NCAA-University statement said.

The statement said that a decision should be made by Nov. 16, the date of the

first basketball game against the Cuban National basketball team in Williams Arena.

The NCAA's decision to lift the probation against the other sports was made

Monday by members of the committee on infractions during a conference telephone

call. A similar call is expected to be made by the eligibility committee on the

fate of the two players.

The infractions committee ruled that the Gopher basketball program should re

main on NCAA probation until Oct. 28, 1978, for its rule violations under the reign

of former Coach Bill Musselman.

-m1S-
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CHANGES IN PUBLIC RELATIONS
TOPIC OF UNIVERSITY LECTURE

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

James H. Porterfield, former director of public relations for Honeywell, Inc.,

will discuss l1Why PR? Plain Talk in a Complex World,ll at 11:15 a.m. Friday

(Nov. 11) in Murphy Hall auditorium at the University of Minnesota-Twin Cities.

The lecture, sponsored by the School of Journalism and Mass Communication and

the Public Relations Society of America, is free and open to the public.

Porterfield, currently a vice president for Carl Byoir and Associates, a public

relations counseling firm in New York City, will talk about changes in public

relations in the last 25 years. Before entering public relations, Porterfield was

an Associated Press reporter in Philadelphia and New York, and also worked on daily

papers in West Virginia.

The lecture will be followed by a luncheon at 12:30 p.m. in Coffman Union.

Cost of the luncheon is $4.50. At 1: 15 p.m. in Coffman there will. be a panel

discussion featuring representatives of local public relations firms, journalism

school students in public relations and journalism faculty members.

-UNS-
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NCAA TO HEAR
THm-IPSON, WINEY
CASES ON HONDAY

(FOR ~·mDIATE RELEASE)

The subcommittee on eligibility appeals of the National Collegiate Athletic

Association (NCAA) will hear the cases of Gopher basketball players Mychal Thompson

and David Winey next lionday by a telephone meeting.

The conference call will begin at 3 p.m., according to a memo to the partici

pants from Stanley B. Kegler, vice president for institutional planning and relations

at the University of Minnesota.

Kegler said that representatives of the players and the University will be

allowed to participate in the first part of the meeting. After that, the committee

members will deliberate and reach a decision.

Kegler said he expects to be notified by the NCAA of the fate of Thompson and

Winey by late Monday or early Tuesday.

Thompson and Winey, who violated NCAA rules under former coach Bill Musselman,

were declared ineligible recently by the University's Assembly Committee on Inter

collegiate Athletics (ACIA). Under NCAA procedures, the University can now appeal

to the NCAA for reinstatement of the players.

The subcommittee will be convened by Lou Myers of the University of Arizona,

Tucson, chairman of the committee. and members John Eiler. East Stroudsburg State

College. Pa., and Ross Smith, Massachusetts Institute of Technology. NCAA staff

member William Hunt will outline the case. Kegler said.

Kegler will restate the University's case for reinstatement of the two players

and representatives of Thompson and Winey will make presentations.

These statements will be followed by questions and excha»ges among the partici

pants. including Gopher Basketball Coach Jim Dutcher.

"Non-committee members will then be excused so that the committee may deliber

ate and reach a conclusion," Kegler said. Kegler said he would prepare a public

statement after he receives word of the decision.

-OOS-
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'URBAN FUR TRADE'
TOPIC FOR COLLOQUIlli1

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

"Factors in Urban Fur Trade: Cultural Word Wars Between Whites and Indians"

will be the topic for a public colloquium at the University of l1innesota-Twin

Cities Friday, Nov. 18.

American Indian author Gerald Vizenor, a Hill visiting professor in the

American Indian studies department, will lead the discussion at 1 p.m. in 350

Anderson Hall on the West Bank.

Vizenor's most recent book, "The New Fur Trade," is scheduled to be published

by the University of Minnesota Press next year. He is the author of a dozen other

published books, including children's stories and poetry.

Of Anishinabe and French descent, Vizenor is a member of the Minnesota

Chippewa Tribe, White Earth reservation.

-UNS-
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EARTHQUAKE DETECTION SYSTEM
MEANT TO PREVENT nUCLEAR 'SURPRISES'

\ ),..
,I -'.\

By Wm. R. Hafling
University News Service

III was lying on the bed and it began to shake. Dishes started rattling," a girl

from Dent, Minn. reported. A Maynard, Minn., man wondered why his shaVing mirror was

rocking back and forth. He heard the kind of "noise a tractor or truck makes in

starting Up.1I

Such were the typical responses from more than 130 people reporting their experi-

ences during a "surprise" earthquake at Morris, Minn., in July of 1975 to University

of Minnesota Prof. Harold Mooney.

An earthquake seismographic installation is now in place near Morris. The new

station fOTms part of a monitoring network designed to detect low-level geophysical

activity (seismicity) and relate it to the geologic features of the region.

The Morris seismograph supplements the six-station Central Minnesota Seismic

Array near Mora in eastern Minnesota. The Mora array, in operation since January of

1977, transmits its data by telephone lines to the University of Minnesota Twin Cities

campus. Records from Morris are sent to the Twin Cities campus once a week.

tiThe earthquake at Horris in '75 got us started," Mooney, a geophysicist, said.

lilt came as a great surprise to everyone. With these nuclear power plants going in

around here, we wouldn't want any more such surprises."

If a nud.ear power plant must be located in an area of potential earthquake

activity, it may have to be lI ovP"'hu1J til in an p.ttelT'pt to make it quake-proof. The

cost of butlf._~_n8 such a r1.?r.t !'len 1::2 rrclc::I ,.J<·::ve. On the other hand, if a nuclear

power plant is too l-leakly designed, a II S'..1rr-r.. ::,cc" earthquake may bring about a maj or

nuclear dis~ster 1n the area.

Two nuclear power plants already are operating in Minnesota, at Monticello and

at Prairie Island. Others are located nearr.y in Wisconsin and Iowa. The ~e~emic

(MO:::E)
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research at the University of Minnesota is being carried out under a contract from the

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission with the University and the Minnesota Geological

Survey.

The Morris earthquake. which measured 4.8 on the Richter scale. was felt in a

region of some 60,000 square miles (150,000 sq. km.). It was one of only seven re

corded in Minnesota in the past 130 years.

llThis quake was a surprise because we just didn't have any data which would have

predicted it,ll Mooney said. "Though its magnitude was much less than, for example,

the magnitude of 8.25 for the 1906 San Francisco earth~uake, it is interesting that

it was detected over an area only a few times less."

Pointing to a geological map of the area, Mooney said that there is a definite

~lbsurface pattern that runs through Morris east-north-east toward Brainerd.

Prof. Matt Walton, director of the Minnesota Geological Survey, has described

the four or five earthquake epicenters along this line as lying along a "geologic

suture."

"I don't think anybody has a very good grasp of the geology involved here yet,"

Mooney added. "So much of this area is covered with glacial drift, we can't see the

rocks. 11

In addition, Mooney points out that the area from Lake Superior, through Minne

apolis, across Iowa and Kansas, and on into Oklahoma, is located on a major volcanic

feature some 30 miles wide.

llThese volcanic lava f low rocks are about 1,100 million (1.1 billion) years

old," Mooney said. "The prevailing theory is that they were part of a rift or crack

which pulled apart allowing the lava to flood in. It was more of an ooze than a

volcanic eruption. 1f

In addition to being selected for its proximity to the epicenter of the 1975

earthquake, Morris was chosen for the location of the new seismometer because a

"seismically quiet" location could be obtained there on a remote test plot of Uni

versity land. Here, the seismometer probe is buried in a l.l-meter-deep hole in

glacial drift. Signals obtained are sent to a recording station in the Science

(MORE)
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Building at the ~niversity of Minnesota, Morris.

The University of Minnesota program is part of an even larger monitoring system

extending from the Canadian Border to the Gulf Coast. "We're getting a broad picture

of subsurface geological activity and structure throughout the Midwest now," Mooney

said.

Despite difficulties with urban traffic noise, the seismometer on the·Twin Cities

campus has itself been picking up "all the fairly large earthquakes from around the

worldll according to Mooney. "We've monitored 30 to 40 of them in the past six months

--Argentina, East India (Java), the Caribbean, the West Coast of Mexico, Guatemala,

Alaska, just to name a few."

Because the design of buildings and structures over areas of possible earthquake

activity is of national and international concern, the National Science Foundation

recently sponsored a book titled "Architects and Earthquakes" designed to emphasize

how architectural planning and design affect the performance of buildings under earth

quake conditions. The book is available from the U.S. Government Printing Office,

Washington, D.C. 20402.

-UNS-
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UlUVERSm OF 11INUESOTA, aDmEAPOLISAND ST. PAUL C&'1PUS EVENTS
Nov. 13-19

Sun., liov. l3--St,. Paul Student Center Galleries: Serigraphs by Joyce Lyon,
Terraee Gallery; Prints by Larry Welo, North Star Gallery; "Photographs by
Jay Sautter. Rouser Room GalleTY; liative African Beads by Hargaret Sautter,
display cases•.8 a.m.-lO p.m.}wn.-Sat., noon-lO p.m. Sun. Through Nov. 28.
Free.

\

Sun., Nov. l3--~University Gallery: llHudson D. Walker: Patro.n and Friend; II

"the Contemporary Pen: Three Calligraphers. II Northrop Aud. 11 a.m.-4 p.m.
Mon., Wed., and Fri•• 11 a.1I1.-8 p.m. Tues and Thurs., 2-5 p.m. Sun. Through
Dec. 6. Free.

Sun., Nov. l3--Coucert: University Marching Band. / Northrop Aud. 3 p.m. $3.50 "-
public, $2.56 students. .

Sun., tlov. l3---University Theatre: "Twelfth Night" by t-lilliam Shakespeare,
directed by Kenneth L. Graham. Stoll theater, Rarig Cent,er. 3 p.m. $3.50
public, $2.50 students. and senior citizens. Tickets on sale at Rarig Center
and Dayton's.

Sun' t Nov. 13---University Theatre: "Miss Julie" by August Strindberg, adapted. and
directed by Charles Nolte. Arena theater, Rarig Center. 3 p.m. $3.50
public. $2.50 students and senior citizens. Tickets on sale at Rarig Center
and Dayton's.

Sun., Nov. l3---The Whole Coffeehouse: John Fahey and Hark Rank. Coffman Union.
Doors open 7:30 p.m. $3. 'Tickets on sale at liSA TOO, Positively 4th Street,'
Blue Moon Records and at the door.

Mon., Nov. 14-Related Arts Gallery: Black Photographers Exhibit. Third floor,
Coffman'1Jnion. Open all day. Through Nov. 30. Free.

Mon., Nov. 14---Coffman Gallery: "A Tool of Vl'sion: The Resurgence of Romantic
Photography" by Leah Johnson, Gallery I, through Nov. 16; lIOrganic Involvement:
Landscape and the Female Figure" by Mary C. Ingebrand, Gallery II, through
Nov. 17. 10 a.m.-4 p.m. 'Mon.-Fri. Free. .

Mon., liov. 14--Cartoons: "Buck Rogers." Theater-lecture hall, Coffman Union.
11:10 a.m. and 12:05 p.m. 25¢.

Mon., Nov. 14-Sem1.nar: . "Lesbians and Gays. It 202 St. Paul Student Center.
Noon. Free•

.110n., Nov. 14--Panel Discussion: "Battered Women" by Tri House. 320 Coffman
Union. 12:15 p.m. Free.

Mon., Nov. 14--Film: "A Doll's House." Theater-lecture hall, Coffman Union.
7 and 9:15~ $1.

(OVER)
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Mon., Nov. l4---Women's Rights Bally. Willey Ball aud. 7:30 p.m. Free.

Tues" t 'Nov.' lS--Conc:ert: Musk by Red Gallagher.' Terrace Lounge, St. Paul
Student Center. Noon. Free. '

Tues., Nov. 15---Demonstration: . Self Defense. Gopher Hound, Coffman Union.
12:15 p.m. Free~

Tues., Nov. lS---Backgammon Tou1:nament. 325 Coffman Union. Registration 6 p.m.
$1 entry fee.

Tues., Nov. l5--Women in Modern Film Series: f1Black Girl." The8ter-lf"ct:u~ehall ..
Coffman Union. 7 and 9 p.m. $1.50 students, $2 public.

Tues., Nov. l5--Poetg Reading: Keith Harrison. University Gallery, Northrop
Awl. 7:30 p.m. Free.

Tues., Nov. l5--U Film Society:, "Sweet Smell of Success. " 'Bell Museum of Natural
History aud. 7:30 a11d 9:30 p.m. $1.50.

, '

Wed. t Nov. 'l6--Ski Equipment Show:, Cross-Country Skiing. Great Hall, Coffman
Union. 10 a.m.-2 p.m. Pree.

wed., Nov. l6---Leeture:
; Zoological Garden.

Wilderness Consciousness by Dave Bender, Minnesota
Theater-lecture hall, Coffman Union~ 12 :15 p.m. Free.

I

Wed., Nov. l6--Sbakespeare Program. "Clowns, Lovers and Kirigs:" scenes from
Shakespeare performed by Susan Dafoe and Tom Hegg of Guthrie Theatre. Stoll
theater, Barig Center. 12:15 p.m. Free.

Wed., Nov. 16---wednesday Showcase: ADj. and Robert. Theater-lecture hall,
Coffman Union. 3 p.m. Free.

Wed., Nov. l6---Workshop: Assertiveness. Meu's Lounge, Coffman Union. 7 p.m.
Free.

wed., Nov. l6--U Film Society: "Spirit of the Beehive." Bell Museum of Natural
. H1-tory aud. 7:30 and 9:30 p.m. $1.50.

Thurs., Nov. l7-Jaques Gallery: Nature Photographs by Paul Chesley. ~ll
Museum of Natural History aud. 9'a.m.-5 p.m. !-fon.-Sat., 1-5 p.m. sun.
Through Jan. 18'.' Free"

Thurs., Nov. l7--S1ti Equipment Show: Cross-Country Skiing. Great Hall, Coffman
Union. 10 ••m.-2 p.m. Free.

Thurs., ~iov. l7--Convocation: ULand Use Conflicts in Forestry: Alaska as a Case
StUdy.'" ·'North Star Ballroom, St. Paul StudentCenter~ Noon. Free.

Thurs., Nov. l7--Demonstration: Marlys SkeltoD, calligrapher. University Gallery,
Northrop AUd. 12:15 p.m. Free.

Thurs .. , Nov. l7---Panel Discussion. Women' 8 Concerns:
Overeating. Theater-lecture hall. Coffman Union.

(MORE)
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Thurs., Nov~ l7---Lecture:
Federal Reserve Bank.

-3-

Effective Economic Policy by Mark Willes, president ..
Willey Hall. 4 p.m. Free. .

Thurs., Nov. 17--Coffman Theater: "The Maids" by Jean Genet, directed by
Lesley Ferris. Theater-lecture hall, Coffman Union. 8 p.m. $1.50 students,
$2.50 public~,

Thurs., liov. 17---Uuiversity Theatre: "Miss Julie" by August Strindberg, adapted
and directed by Charles Nolte. Arena theater, brig Center. 8. p.m. $3.50
publiC, $2.50 students and senior citizens. Tickets on sale at Rarig Center
and Dayton's.

Fri., Nov. 18---U Film Society: "Kaseki." Bell Museum of Natural History aud.
7:30 p.m. $2.

Fri., Nov. 18---Coffman Theater: "The l1aids" by Jean Genet, directed by Lesley
Ferris•. Theater-lecture hall, Coffman Union. 8 p.m. $1.50 students,
$2.50 public.

Fri., Nov. l8---Punchinello Players: "Uncle Vanya" by Anton Chekhov, directed
by William Marchand. North Hall theater. 8 p.m. $2.

Fri., Nov. l8---University Theatre: "Miss Julie" by August Strindberg, adapted
and directed by Charles Nolte. Arena theater, Rarig Center. 8 p.m. $3.50
public, $2.50 students and senior citizens. Tickets on sale at Rarig Center
and Dayton's.

Frio, Nov. l8---University Theatre: "Bay Fever" by Noel Coward, directed by Lee
Adey. Whiting theater, Rarig Center. 8 p.m. $3.50 public, $2.50 students
and senior citizens. Tickets on sale at brig Center and Dayton's.

Fri., Nov. l8---The Whole Coffeehouse: Sonny Terry and· Brownie llcGhee and Tom
Lieberman. Coffman Union. Doors open 8:30 p.m. $3.50. Tickets on sale at
MSATOO, Positively 4th Street, Blue Moon Records and at the door.

Sat., Nov. 19---U Film S'ociety: "Kaseki. Ii -Bell Museum of Natural History aud.
7:30 p.m. $2.

Sat., Nov. 19---Coffman Theater: "The l.faids" by Jean Genet, directed by Lesley
Ferris. Theater-lecture hall, Coffman Union. 8 p.m. $1.50 students,
$2.50 public.

Sat., Nov. 19---Punchinello Players: "Uncle Vanya" by Anton Chekhov, directed
by William Marchand. North Hall theater. 8 p.m. $2.

Sat., Nov. 19---University Theatre: ''l'tlss Julie" by August Strindberg, adapted and
directed by Charles Nolte. Arena theater, brig Center. 8 p.m. $3.50
public, $2.50 students and senior citizens. Tickets on sale at brig Center
and Dayton's.

Sat., Nov. 19--University Theatre: "Hay Fever" by Noel Coward, directed by Lee
Adey. Whiting theater, Rarig Center. 8 p.m. $3.50 public, $2.50 students
and senior citizens. Tickets on sale at brig Center and Dayton's.

Sat., Nov. 19---The Whole Coffeehouse: Sonny Terry and Brownie McGhee and Tom
Lieberman. Coffman Union. Doors open 8:30 p.m. $3.50. Tickets on sale at
MSA TOO, Positively 4th'Street, Blue Hoon Records and at the door.

-UNS-
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'u' TO INITIATE SHAREHOLDER
RESOLUTIONS ON SOUTH AFRICA

(FOR IMlnIDIATE RELEASE)

The University of lfinnesota will use its influence through its stock portfolio

to encourage American corporations to work toward racial integration in the

Republic of South Africa.

The Board of Regents Friday approveci a proposal by University President C. Peter

~~grath to allow the University to initiate shareholder resolutions in corporations

that are doing business in :81.'th Africa.

Predicting an increase in student activism against University investments in

such corporations, l1a~~ath sAid he has asked the hp-~ds of 50 colleges and universities

to "go on the offcr:s:",-2 on thia issue. II

The resolutions will calIon corporations to support the so-called Sullivan

statement, which seeks equitable working conditions in South Africa.

The statement, uhich asks the corporations to l'1ork "through appropriate

channels, Ii was lrritten by the Reverend Leon Sullivan, a member of the General rIotors

Board of uirectors. It has already been approved by 56 corporations.

Donald BrOl'1D, University vice president for finance, said that there are about

350 corporations now doing business in South Africa. He will begin a study to

determine how many of them are included in the University's $38.6 million common

stock portfolio.

The issue was called to the regents' attention in r~y by a small group of

student radicals advocating complete divestiture of University holdings in

corporations that support the South African regime.

A number of regents welcomed the shareholder resolution as an alternative to

withdrawing support from such corporations.

(HORE)
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Student regent Michael Unger of St. Paul said tlcomplete divestiture would be

copping out," while Donald Bruce, chairman of the student representatives to the

Board of Regents, said the divestiture proposal comes from the I:most vociferous

element" among students concerned with the issue.

The Sullivan statement went to the board with the support of the Committee for

Social Responsibility in Investments, a faculty-student group studying ways the

University can call attention to social issues through the corporations in which

it holds stock.

"As you know, II 1-1agrath told the regents, I: I I m not very enamored of the idea

of universities taking positions on social issues. But where the University has

investments it has a moral responsibility to look at the nature of those

investments. il

imgrath said that the interests of South African blacks would not be served

by the l~ithdra\·1al of American corporations. tiThe motive behind the resolution is

to align ourselves for fair employment,1I he said.

The goals of the resolution include non-segregation of eating, work and comfort

facilities, equal pay and employment practices, allowing blacks and other non-whites

to participate in management, and improving the quality of life beyond the work

place.

The motion, l-lhich passed without dissent, uas supported verbally by most of

the regents, including Robert Latz of Golden Valley, who said he would not want

to rule out divestiture as a subject of discussion should some companies refuse

to accept the Sullivan statement.

Regent L.J. Lee of Bagley suggested that the social responsibility committee

could better spend its time on issues closer to home, such as violence on television,

a subject they considered in shareholder discussions last year.

i1We expect our young people to grow up from infancy under a barrage 6f violence

that no one can expect them to l..rithstand," Lee said, noting that the University

holds stock in some corporations sponsoring such programming.

(MORE)
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On a related issue, the board heard Brown's annual investments report indi

cating that the stock market had not done as well over the past year for the Uni

versity as some had hoped.

Latz suggested that the University establish a committee to study the possi

bility of converting its $87 million in stocks and bonds to 100 per cent bonds. No

action was taken on the suggestion.

In other action, 11agrath reported that he is considering a slate of four

candidates for the position of vice president for administrative operations to

succeed Walter H. Bruning, who resigned earlier this year.

lmgrath endorsed the search committee process, despite reports that his first

choice for the position, his administrative assistant, Jeanne Lupton, was not chosen

by the faculty committee that he asked to make recommendations.

"I am disappointed that she was not on the list for me to consider, but I

committed myself to a search process and I respect that process," Magrath said.

Magrath said that two of the four people recommended by the committee were men

whose names he had suggested to the committee when they began their deliberations.

On the issue of faculty collective bargaining, the regents agreed with

Imgrath's decision not to appeal a court's ruling that a bargaining unit consist

of the Twin Cities campus faculty minus those who work in law and the health

sciences.

-UNS-
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DRAMA WORKSHOPS WITH BRIAN WAY
TO BE HELD AT 'u'

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Drama and participatory theater for young people will be discussed and demon-

strated at two upcoming University of Minnesota conferences.

Both will feature Brian Way, director of London's Theater Center, author of

the book "Development Through Drama, II and pioneer in participatory theater for

children and arts education since 1943.

A workshop on using drama and the related arts in the classroom is set for

Saturday and Sunday (Nov. 19 and 20) from 9 a.m. to 7:30 p.m. and 9:30 to 8 p.m.

respectively. Way's discussions and demonstrations will include concentration and

imagination exercises, improvised movement stories and dance, role-playing, slide-

making and dramatic fighting.

A second workshop, on participatory theater for young audiences, will meet

Monday (Nov. 21) from 9:30 a.m. to 7 p.m. and Tuesday (Nov. 22) from 10 a.m. to

5:30 p.m. Way will discuss and demonstrate creative dramatics for different age

groups, improvisations and family theater.

The two workshops cost $75 and $60, with one graduate credit available for

each at an additional cost of $18.50 per workshop. Both will be at Rarig Center

on the West Bank of the Minneapolis campus.

For further information or to register, call 373-4947 or contact Continuing

Education in the Arts, 320 Wesbrook Hall, 77 Pleasant St. SE., University of

Minnesota, Minneapolis. Minn. 55455.

-UNS-
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MPLS DENTIST
HONORED BY 'U'

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Harold S. Eberhardt, 5029 Second Ave. S., Minneapolis, will receive an Out-

standing Achievement Award from the University of Minnesota Friday (Nov. 18).

Eberhardt, who graduated from the University's School of Dentistry in 1931,

will receive the award at the School's 20th Alumni Day luncheon at noon in Coffman

Memorial Union.

Cited for his professional skills and his contributions to local, state and

national dental associations, Eberhardt is a past president of both the Minneapolis

District Dental Society and the Minnesota State Dental Association and a trustee

of the American Dental Association.

-Ul'lS-
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EXTENSION ENROLLMENTS
UP SLIGHTLY AT 'U'

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Fall-quarter enrollment in the University of Minnesota's division of Continuing

Education and Extension (CEE) is up slightly over comparable figures for fall of 1976.

Some 18,719 students enrolled in extension classes this fall at all campuses of

the University, compared to 17,762 students system-wide last fall. Enrollment at

Duluth and Rochester accounted for most of the increase.

As reasons for the leveling off, Clara Kanun, research director for eEE, cited

comparable recent stability in day school enrollments, decreased subsidies for

veterans, more in-service training provided by business and industry, and an imprOVing

job market.

These figures do not include registrations for extension short courses, inde-

pendent study, and conferences, which continue throughout the year or occur

periodically, making them impossible to tabulate on a one-quarter basis, Kanun said.

-UNS-
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SEMINARS OPEN FOR
PUBLIC EMPLOYEES

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

A series of fourteen separate seminars for public officials, managers, and

employees will begin this week at the University of Minnesota-Twin Cities and

continue through April 6.

Subjects include leadership skills, grantsmanship, information systems, cost

effectiveness in human services, the art of delegation, power and authority in

government organizations, among others. For a full list of topics, dates, times

and costs, contact Helene Johnson, 636 Minnesota Building, Fourth and Cedar,

St. Paul, Minn. 55101, or Joe Kroll, Nolte Center, University of Minnesota,

Minneapolis, Minn. 55455.

The seminars are co-sponsored by the Government Training Service and Continuing

Education and Extension.

-UNS-
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'u' REACTS TO SUSPENSION
OF THOMPSON AND vlUtEY

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

University of Minnesota officials said Monday night that they were relieved that

their confrontation with the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) had

ended.

But they also said they hold open the option of continuing the University's law-

suit against the NCAA and appealing to the NCAA Council the suspension of Gopher

basketball players Mychal Thompson and David Winey.

In a telephone decision reached Monday, the NCAA subcommittee on eligibility

appeals suspended Winey for three games and Thompson for seven games, beginning with

the exhibition game against the Cuban National basketball team Wednesday night.

Winey's first game of the season will be against Loyola University Nov. 30 and

Thompson will play first on Dec. 30 against Air Force in the Pillsbury classic.

Thompson, however, will miss by one game the contest with South Florida, the team on

which his brother plays.

University Vice President Stanley B. Kegler said he "regrets that immediate

restoration of eligibility for the two students was not granted.

liThe University of Minnesota will now work within the NCAA to undertake a review

of its processes and procedures, especially in the area of enforcement," Kegler said.

"The University has not made a decision as to whether it will withdraw its petition

for a writ of certiorari from the Supreme Court."

The University filed the petition after the NCAA won its appeal to the Eighth

Circuit Court of Appeals of the U.S. District Court ruling that the NCAA had v1o-

lated the players' property and due process rights.

(MORE)
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Basketball coach Jim Dutcher said he supported the court case and questions the

decision to declare the players ineligible.

"I've watched a struggle for the principle of student's rights at the University

of Minnesota change to a struggle to preserve the rights of athletes to participate

in post-season competition," Dutcher said.

"I've watched a group of dedicated and honorable people on the Assembly Committee

on Intercollegiate Athletics (at the University) pressured into giving up the battle

for students rights since the altemative was the 'death knell of our program,'"

he said.

The coach said the players already have suffered enough by being labeled cheaters.

"I've observed the harrassment that these players have endured from certain fellow

'M' men and rival fans," he said. "Hopefully they have emerged stronger young men

for having faced adversity with a good deal of class."

t-liney and Thompson were a part of former coach Bill Musselman's team, which was

investigated by the NCAA for numerous rule violations. Thompson had sold one

season's tickets for more than face value, and Winey spent two holiday weekends at

the cabin of a Gopher sports booster and his family. These activities, the NCAA

said, were priVileges not available to students who were not athletes.

Dutcher said these violations would not even have been investigated if they had

not been a part of a larger series of violations by Musselman's teams. "Mychal's

only crime was being in the wrong place at the wrong time," he said.

Dutcher and Kegler both expressed relief that the impasse between the University

and the NCAA was at an end.

-008-
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UllIVEllSITY SYHPB<m BAND
TO PRESENT rlIST SBASOHCONCDT

(POl- lMKEDIATEQLEASE)

The University of M.1Imesota S)'IIIphonyBand, directed by Prauk Bencrtscutto, will

present their fir.t concert of the season SUDdsy (New. 20) at 3 p.m. tn Northrop

.AucIltor1;_ .. t"'>~Cit1e.capu••.~.

Tbe"'C:ODcert 1d.11 ilJclude IliIISky-Koqakow"s "Flight of the Bumble Bee" featur.iJJ8

~~.....fl..te ..ctton, and JOHph DeLuca-s "Beautiful Colorado" with baritone 

soloist Gordoll Melius, as well as numbers featurf.DB the Db., clar.inet.and .French

hom sections of the 107-piece band.

The event is open to the public with DO admission charge.

-UNS-
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CHILDREN'S ART CLASSES
OPEN AT U OF M

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Registration is now open for winter quarter children's art classes at the Uni-

versity of Hinnesota.

The classes will begin Saturday, Jan. 7, and will end with an art show March 11.

Class hours are 10 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.

The focus of the course will be exploration of art in many media rather than

formal art techniques. The fee is $20 for the 10-week course which is open to

children 5 to 10 years old.

For further information or registration materials, contact Virginia Eaton,

Institute of Child Development, 373-2390.

-UNS-
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NEW U OF M TECHNIQUE
FINDS MORE GENETIC DEFECTS

(FOR D1MEDIATE RELEASE)

A better method of examining human chromosomes to predict birth defects has been

developed at the University of Minnesota.

Dr. Jorge Yunis. professor of genetics, laboratory medicine and pathology, and

his colleagues have been able to increase by five times the number of bands of genes

that can be detected· microscopically within the chromosomes.

One in 200 children born, or less than 1 per cent, has a chromosomal defect that

can be detected by standard methods. Yunis projects that between 2 and 5 per cent

have genetic birth defects that can be detected u~ing the newly developed method.

Researchers stain the chromosomes with various substances that produce patterns

of light and dark bands of genes. Missing, duplicated or misplaced genes are

apparent when the chromosomes are compared to chromosomes with normal banding

patterns.

Since the discovery seven years ago of the light and dark bands of genes in the

chromosomes, there has been rapid progress in identifying genetic defects. Standard

analysis of the 23 pairs of chromosomes in a normal human cell has identified more

than 300 bands. Yunis's group, by catching cells at an earlier stage of their

multiplication cycle when their chromosomes are longer and thinner, can identify

1,500 bands.

Using the new technique, Yunis 'has identified six new chromosomal disorders

and found the specific genetic defect associated with retinoblastoma, a type of

cancer.

Yunis has just received a $25,000 March of Dimes grant to refine the technique

to produce 3,000 Visible bands, and Yunis said he hopes the use of an electron

microscope will permit Viewing 10,000 bands. The researchers are looking for

chromosomal defects that produce five other types of embryonic cancer that affect

children or infants.

"Since man is believed to possess no more than 50,000 structural genes," Yunis

said, "it is apparent that we are f1nally bridging the gap between genes and chromo

somes and that we can now begin to visualize, at a refined level, how the human

chromosome is organized."

-UNS-
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ILLITERACY HIGH
IN MINNESOTA ADULTS

By Jeannie Hanson
University News Service

One industry foreman always had his wife do his reports. An army sergeant had

memorized virtually all of the regulations. One woman always pretended at the bus

stop that she had lost her glasses, to get someone to read her the destination signs.

A business executive had a very loyal, literate secretary.

All of these people were functionally illiterate. Unlike most adult illiter-

ates, they managed quite well. Also unlikemost~ they enrolled in basic education

classes, where, after learning to read, they divulged their "cover-ups."

Quite a few other Minnesotans and their families and friends are probably

"covering up,1i too, according to Rosemarie Park, an assistant professor of adult

education at the University of Minnesota, Twin Cities. Park, Harlan Copeland and

Greta Ploetz are now completing the first survey of adult illiteracy in Minnesota.

They estimate that some 34 per cent of adult Minnesotans are functionally

illiterate, with fewer than seven years of schooling. The figure is based on U.S.

and Minnesota census data, national adult literacy tests and Minnesota school 1iter-

acy tests, and contacts with five agencies concerned with adult education across the

state.

Many illiterates can be found among those over 16 years old, not in school but

without a high school diploma, Park said. As of 1970, 34 per cent of Minnesotans

and 43 per cent of adults nationally fell into this category, with 9,000-13,000 more

Minnesotans dropping out of school every year since then.

Thirteen Minnesota counties fall into a particularly problematical group--the

median number of school years completed by the people in those counties is less than

10, creating a probability of especially high illiteracy. The counties, according

(MORE)
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to Ploetz, are Aitkin, Clearwater, Lincoln, Mahnomen, Marshall, Morrison, Norman,

Otter Tail, Pipestone, Red Lake, Roseau, Sibley and Todd.

All counties in Minnesota have adult illiterates, however, Ploetz said.

Hennepin and Ramsey counties, although they have high medians for years of school

completed, include more than 255,000 citizens without high school diplomas who may

well have literacy problems.

But even a high school diploma does not guarantee literacy, Copeland added.

Minnesota's 1972-74 Reading Assessment found that 12 per cent of the 17 year olds

still in school were basically illiterate.

Nationally, specific literacy tests have found that some 20 per cent of adult

Americans cannot accomplish such basic reading tasks as reading job ads, food and

medicine labels and Social Security forms, Park said.

Yet adult illiteracy may be hard to accept in the "land of 15,000 lakes," with

its expensive education and nationally recognized high "quality of life." In a 1973

survey, for example, only 60 per cent of Minnesota's school superintendents thought

there were people in their districts who needed adult basic education. And only 36

per cent were willing to set up a program for the adult illiterates, Copeland said.

The image of the adult illiterate held by many people is not accurate either,

Park said. Whites are almost as likely as blacks to be illiterate, and very few

illiterates are retarded or have a learning disability. Illiterates include more men

than women, and they are of all ages, although older people and rural people are more

likely to be illiterate than are younger people. Many illiterates simply never had

much of a chance to learn to read.

Most of the illiterates do have two things in common, though, Park said: econ

omic problems and a bad self-image. Fewer than half are in the labor force, and half

of these earn less than $5,000 a year. Even those willing to enter an adult educa

tion class feel powerless and lack self-confidence. r;Many can hardly believe they

could ever learn to read and are amazed to find others with the same problem," Ploetz

said.

(MORE)
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Fewer than 2 per cent of the adult illiterates in Minnesota are receiving help

in a given year, Park said. There are, however, a wide variety of programs, almost

all free, that could provide help, Copeland said.

Most state colleges, universities, community colleges and vocational-technical

schools, and about 20 per cent of Minnesota's school districts, have programs of

some kind. Help is also offered through Federal Manpower Training programs under

the Concentrated Employment Training Act (CETA), the Right to Read program of the

Minnesota Department of Education, Department of Corrections programs, the Laubach

volunteer program, the Minnesota Literacy Council and a few private clinics.

"These programs are financially starved, though, and must depend on part-time

teachers," Park said. The University has recently launched a small program, one of

the first in the country, specifically to train adult basic education teachers.

"Without support for enough good programs, national goals to eradicate illiter

acy are a hoax," Park said. "The functional illiterates are only the beginning.

Probably twice as many adults are functionally literate but not nearly as proficient

at reading and writing as they, or society, would like them to be."

-UNS-
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UNIVERSITY OF UINNESOTA, MIHNEAPOLIS AlID ST·. PAUL CAMPUS EVENTS
Nov. 20-26

Sun., Nov. 20---S~. Paul Student Center Galleries: Serigraphs by Joyce Lyon,
Terrace Gallery; Prints by Larry Welo, North Star Gallery; Photographs by
Jay Sautter, Rouser Room Gallery; Native African Beads by Margaret Sautter,
display cases. S a.m.-lO p.m. Mon.-Sat., noon-lO p.m. Sun. Through Nov. 28.
Free.

Sun.,.Nov. 20---Jaques Gallerr:
11useum of l~atural History.
Through Jan. 18. Free.

Sun., Nov. 2Q---Univereitr Gallery: "Hudson D. Walker: Patron and Friend;"
IfThe Contemporary Pen: Three Calligraphers." Northrop Aud•. 11 a.m.-4 p.m.
~wn., Wed., and Fri., 11 a.m.-8 p.m. Tues. and Thurs., 2-5 p.m. Sun. Through
Dec. 6. Free.

Sun., Uov. 2Q---Coffman Theater: "The Maids" by Jean Genet, directed by Lesley
Ferris. Theater-lecture hall, Coffman Union. 3 p.m. $1.50 students,
$2.50 public.

v

Sun., l~ov. 20---Concert: University Symphony Band. Northrop Aud. 3 p.m. Free.

Sun;-; ·l~ov. 20---Universitr Theatre: "l11ssJulie" by August Strindberg, adapted and
directed by Charles Nolte. Arena theater, Rarig Center. 3 p.m. $3.50
public, $2.50 students and senior citizens. Tickets on sale at Rarig Center
and Dayton's.

Sun., Nov. 20---University Theatre: "Hay Fever" by Noel Coward, directed by Lee
Adey. Whiting theater, Rarig Center. 3 p.m. $3.50 public, $2.50 students
and senior citizens. Ticltets on sale at Rarig Center and Dayton's.

Sun., Nov. 20---U Film Societr: "Kaseki. If Bell Huseum of l~atural History aud.
7:30 p.m. $2.50.

i'ion., ttov. 2l--Related Arts Gallery: Black Photographers Exhibit. Third floor,
Coffman Union. Open all day. Through Nov. 30. Free.

Mon., Nov. 2l---Coffman Gallery. Minneapolis College of Art &Design Student
Exhibit: Sculpture and Mixed l1edia, Gallery I, and Photography, Painting,
Drawing and Prints, Gallery II. 10 a.m.-4 p.m. Hon.-Fri. Through Dec. 16.
Free.

Uon., l~ov. 2l---Cartoons: "Buck Ro~ers." Theater-lecture hall, Coffman Union.
11:10 a.m. and 12:05 p.m. 25¢.

(OVER)
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Mon., Nov. 2l--Convocaticm: "Land Use Conflicts in Forestry: Alaska as a Case
Stucti." -North Star Ballroom, St. -Paul Student Center. _~n. Free.

Tues., l~v. 22---eoneert: Music by 'rom Lieberman. Terrace Lounge, St. Paul
Student Center. Noon. Free.

Tues •• Uov. 22---Concert: Baroque Music. Sld-U-Mah Lounge, Coffman Union.
12:30 p.m. Free. '

Tues., Nov. 22---Film: Moving Image Makers--A Collection: Works by Minnesota Film
Artists featuring Linda Klosky. _320 Coffman Union. 3:30p-.m. Free.

Tues•• Nov. 22---U Film Society: "Gilda." Bell Museum of Natural History aud.
7:30 ~ 9:30 p.m. -$1.50.

Wed., Nov. 23--"U Film Society: "Excuse ~1e, l.fy Name is Rocco Papaleo. II Bell
liuseuDl of l~tural History aud. 7:30 and 9:30 p.m. $1.75.

Wed., Nov. 23---University Theatre: "Hay Feverll by Noel Coward, directed by Lee
Adey. Whiting theater, Rarig center. 8 p.m. $3.50 public, $2.50 students
and senior citi&eus. Tickets on sale at Rarig Center 'and Dayton's.

Fri., l~ov. -25---Univeraity Theatre: "Hay Fever" by Noel Coward, directed by Lee
Adey. Whiting theater, Rarig Center. 8 p.m. $3.50 public. $2.50 students
and senior citizens. Tickets on sale at Rarig center and Dayton's.

Sat., Nov. 26---Univers~ty Theatre: "Bay Fever" by Noel Coward, directed by Lee
Adey. Whiting theater, Rarig Center. 8 p.m. $3.50 public, $2.50 students
and senior citizens. Tickets on sale at Rarig Center and Dayton' ,9.

-UNS-
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NEWS PEOPLE: For further information
contact JEANNIE HANSON, 373-7517

CONFERENCE ON POLITICS FOR
OLDER ADULTS OPEN TO PUBLIC

(FOR Il1MEDIATE RELEASE)

Political action for older adults will be discussed and practiced at a conference

at the State Capitol Building in St. Paul Thursday and Friday, Dec. 1 and 2.

The conference will focus on organizing support, lobbying at the local and

national level, publicizing issues, dealing with relevant bureaucracies, and partiei-

pating in mock legislative sessions with Minnesota legislators.

Speakers will include William Hutton, executive director of the national council

of senior citizens, Bernard Nash, consultant and former director of the American

Association of Retired Persons, Gov. Rudy Perpich, Congressman AI Quie, and several

metropolitan area journalists.

The conference is sponsored by Continuing Education and Extension at the Univer-

sity of l1innesota.

The fee is $24 for the general public, or $1 for Minnesota adults over 62. For

more information, contact Alan Brown, department of conferences, 305 Pillsbury Drive

SE., Minneapolis, }m 55455, or call 373-3151.

-UNS-
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U OF 1<1 BECOHES PA..~T

OF SEA GRill~T PLAl~

(FOR RELEASE FRIDAY' A.M.)

Smelt die-off and fish reproductive cells preservation will be among the subjects

studied at the University of Minnesota under a federal-state program called Sea Grant,

modeled on the Land Grant idea of 1862.

Like University Land-Grant research and extension, Sea Grant research is desiened

to bring the expertise of the nation's colleges and universities to bear upon practi

cal problems. Sea Grant involves the U.S. coastal areas and the Great Lakes states.

Connnerce Secretary Juanita U. Kreps today (Friday) announced a grant that es-

tablishes the University Sea Grant program and will sponsor four fisheries-related

research projects.

The grant of $208,900 from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

(WOAA) will be supplemented with $174,500 in state funds to support the research, and

the continued extension work of the Minnesota 11arine Advisory Service, establ~shed at

the University in 1975.

Lloyd L. Smith, Jr., professor of entomology, fisheries and wildlife, is acting

director of the Uinnesota Sea Grant program.

Smith said research on fishery resources will be an emphasis of the first year

of the program.

One project, Smith said, will investigate preservation of gametes (the repro

ductive cells) of freshwater fish for use in artificial propagation. A successful

Eethod of preserving fish eggs and semen. perhaps by freezing, will allow greater

flexibility in hatchery operations.

"Gametes could be transported to various hatcheries as needed," Smith explained.

"This would allow cross breeding of fish that mature at different times of the year.

perhaps opening the way to development of strains with especially desirable charac

teristics such as rapid growth or resistance to disease."

Population characteristics of smelt in Lake Superior and the reasons for spring

die-ofis, which can cause substantial aesthetic and sanitation problems on area

beaches, will also be investigated by Sea Grant research.

nThere is some evidence that the die-offs are linked to the population density of

smelt,1i Smith explained. "But the actual cause is not known. Using existing data

(UORE)
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and conducting on-site sampling, the researchers hope to solve this Lake Superior

riddle. This will enable fishery managers and the local communities to plan for and

deal with the problems."

Smelt are the focus of another Sea Grant project, dealing with recreation econ

omics. The annual spring smelt spawning runs in western Lake Superior have tradit

ionally brought recreational fishermen in large numbers. IiThis study," Smith re

ported, "will attempt to establish the value of the recreational experience as a tool

for assessing the costs of litter cleanup, sanitation facilities and traffic con

trol. 1I

The increased shipment of western coal through the Port of Duluth-Superior is

another area of concern. The fourth Sea Grant study will examine the effects that

coal storage piles could have on sport and commerical fish species in the harbor and

lake. ItThere is a potential that water running off the coal piles could contaminate

harbor waters with detrimental effects on fish,t: Smith said.

The Minnesota Marine Advisory Service, also included under the overall Sea Grant

Program, was established at the University of Minnesota-Duluth, in 1975, to work with

the Lake Superior coastal community.

Born in 1966, the National Sea Grant Program currently supports 700 projects in

volving 145 universities, 200 private companies and 225 federal, state and local

agencies.

The Minnesota Sea Grant Program will receive assistance in program development

from a 15-member advisory committee consisting of faculty, government and business

representatives to be named by University President C. Peter Magrath. The grant is

a step toward Sea Grant designation for the University of Minnesota.

-UNS-
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(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE) Feature story from the
University of Minnesota
News Service, S-68 Morrill Hall
100 Church St. SE.
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455
Telephone: (612) 373-5193
November 18, 1977

PATIENT'S F~IILY PLAYS BIG ROLE
IN U OF M PAIN PROGRM1

By Nancy Johnston Hall
University News Service

Chronic pain. can be an all-powerful force. When it takes hold of a person and

refuses to let go for months or even years it can become the central focus of that

person's life, and in the lives of the other family members, as well.

Alletta Hudgens,a University of Minnesota social worker, works with chronic pain

patients and their families in her job with the department of physical medicine and

rehabilitation pain treatment program.

iipain is another member that has been added to the family. Often, in fact, it's

running the family. The goal of the pain program is to kick that new member, nat d

pain, out."

Hudgens, together with other members of the rehabilitation team, helps the

patient and the family return to normal, in spite of the pain.

The team, which is directed by psychologist Alan Roberts, achieves this through

lloperant conditioning," a form of behavior modification. Hospital staff and family

members are instructed to ignore the patient's "pain behavior"--moaning, groaning,

limping and pill-taking, for examp1e--and to reward "weil li behavior.

Through this behavioral management method, and through work in occupational and

physical therapy, the patient learns to function at a healthy level without pain

medication and without costly reliance on doctors and hospitals.

Everyone who completes the six to eight-week hospital stay achieves these goals

--an amazing success rat.e cdnco this is a I1laRt I".~ncoll program for these chronic

pain patients, most of whom suffer from low back pain, neck pain or headaches. All

other forms of treatment--surgery, medications and pain-relieving electrical

stimuli--have usually been exhausted or ruled out.

(MORE)
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The physical and psychological aspects of pain cannot be separated, according to

Hudgens. The pain patient has been in a "downward spiral of helplessness, inactivity,

and rest to help alleviate the pain," she said.

I/Getting back in good physical shape is important. The patient needs a good

self-image and the self-confidence to know that he or she can handle the pain."

But the social worker's role in the rehabilitation effort lies in helping the

patient and family overcome the destructive behavioral effects of pain.

I!Pain has been running the whole family for a long time, n Hudgens said. "They

don't even know how much it is a part of that family. The family is like a machine

--when something happens to one of the parts, it affects the behavior and function

ing of the others. 1I

Thus all family members must participate in the operant conditioning program.

First the social worker helps the patient and family identify the pain behaviors-

the ways that the patient lets others know that he or she is in pain. Sometimes

these are very subtle, and neither the patient nor the family are consciously aware

of them.

"One husband would go upstairs without saying anything," Hudgens said. "His

wife would hear the medicine cabinet open, the water running, and the cabinet shut.

She knew then that he'd taken another pain pill."

Once the pain behaviors have been identified, the social worker instructs the

family members to ignore these behaviors, and to respond to, or reward, well be

havior only.

But first she warns them.

"We sit down with the family in the beginning, and say, 'this is a tough pro

gram.' We tell the patient, 'When people stop responding to your pain--even though

you know it's going to happen--you're going to be very angry. You're going to want

to quit. til

And a few do. But the rewards for those who stick it out are worth the stress

the program puts on everybody. Hudgens described a family who found it difficult

(HORE)
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to recognize that pain was a destructive force in their family system. It was even

tougher for them to get rid of it.

lilt was a very cohesive, loving family. They wanted a lot of togetherness-

particularly the mother (the pain patient). She used her pain to pull the family

in. The teen-age son especially wanted to become more independent, but the mother's

pain operated to keep that son close in the family," she said.

"The children responded to her pain behavior by giving her support and atten

tion. They rubbed her back when she was in pain, or helped her into a hot bath.

Pain united the family."

But it also hurt them. Roles changed. The children became the parents in many

ways.

Hudgens helped the family members to see that rewarding their mother's pain

behavior with attention and support was harmful in the long run for her. For a

loving family, this was difficult. But they learned to respond to her well behavior

instead.

IIWhen she got more self-confidence, and was willing to do things on her own,

then she was willing to let go,1I Hudgens said.

"They're still a family with lots of loyalty to one another. But now her pain

isn't what's keeping them together."

-UNS-
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GOVERNOR DECLARES
HHH DAY DEC. 2

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Minnesota Governor Rudy Perpich has proclaimed Friday, Dec. 2, Hubert H.

Humphrey Day in Minnesota and has sent letters to the governors of the other 49

states asking them to take similar action.

The proclamations will be presented to Humphrey that evening at a dinner in

Washington, D.C. The $l,OOO-a-plate event is part of a nationwide fund drive to

raise $20 million for the Hubert H. Humphrey Institute of Public Affairs at the

University of Minnesota.

In Minnesota on Dec. 2 school children in the state's 437 districts will be

given the opportunity to contribute to the drive through a program authorized by

Minnesota Commissioner of Education Howard Casmey. The funds will be collected by

the school superintendents.

Establishment of the Humphrey Institute and the University of Minnesota Founda-

tion fund drive was announced last July in Washington, D.C. by Vice President

Walter F. Mondale.

The institute, Mondale said, "will be dedicated to the recruitment, encourage-

ment and education of young men and women who show promise in political life and who

have the potential of serving with the same undaunted spirit of optimism that is the

worldwide trademark of Hubert H. Humphrey."

In a significant expansion of the University's School of Public Affairs, the

institute will have new programs emphasizing technology planning, human services,

public policy, planning and urban affairs. The focus will be on public concerns such

as civil rights, national health, problems of the aging, environmental. quality,

energy and nuclear proliferation.

(MORE)
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An office for the senator, and the Humphrey library, as well as faculty and

administrative offices, will be housed in the institute to be constructed on the

east bank of the Mississippi River.

Contributions for the institute now total $3.4 million. Initial million dollar

donors were Curtis L. Carlson, chaiman of the board, Carlson Companies. Inc., and

Dwayne Andreas, chairman, Archer-Daniels Midland.

The Minnesota Farmers Union is conducting a fund drive among its members, and

an organization of attorneys. headed by Minnesota Attorney General Warren Spannaus,

is working to raise funds.

The idea for the institute and the fund drive was initiated by the University

of Minnesota Foundation.

HHubert Humphrey is one of the giants of American political life in the 20th

century. His long and distinguished career of public service and his concept of

leadership should be preserved for tomorrow's generation of leadership. The Hubert

Humphrey Institute will accomplish these objectives. 1l said University President

C. Peter Magrath.

Humphrey graduated from the University in 1939 with a bachelor of arts degree,

magna cum laude, in political science, and did graduate work at the University in

1940 and 1941. In 1966 he received an honorary doctor of laws degree from the

University.

From 1945 to 1949 he was mayor of Minneapolis. Be served in the U.S. Senate

from 1949 to 1964 and again from 1971 to the present. From 1965 to 1969 he was

vice president of the United States.

-UNS-
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November 22, 1977

UNlVERSITY STUDENTS MEET
WITH RUSSIAN VISITORS

By Ronaele Sayre
University News Service

Their American tour guide considered it somewhat irregular, but a group of seven

Russians decided to meet recently with University of Minnesota students in the stu-

dent union on the Minneapolis campus to discuss life in the Soviet Union.

The scientists, journalists, teachers and factory supervisors were members of a

group of 16 Russians touring the United States during November under a program spon-

sored by the Union of Soviet Friendship Societies. Their visit to the campus was

sponsored by the University Marxist Club.

The 30 American students had many questions to ask and the Russians had answers

to give, although not always in direct response to particular questions.

A question about how American life is portrayed to the Russian people brought

the response that Russian school children know more about the United States--includ-

ing the names of its cities and rivers--than American school children know about

Russia.

In response to questions about the presence of Soviet troops in Czechoslovakia,

Irene Kuzmina, a teacher of English at Moscow State University, said that Russian

soldiers there are simply visiting the country while on leave.

Questioned further about Russian troop involvement in a disturbance in Czecho-

slovakia a few years ago, Kuzmina said it was a situation approaching civil war and

the authorities called on members of the Warsaw Pact for assistance. nl-lest German

troops were on the border ready to invade. II she said.

University students also questioned the Russian visitors about the wall built

between East and West Berlin.

Leonid Pokotyluk, secretary of the USSR-USA Society, countered by pointing to

walls and fences built in the west, such as along the Panama Canal and around the

(MORE)
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u.s. Naval base in Cuba. "Walls are not a socialist invention," Pokotyluk said.

Abraham Novicov, chairman of the philosophy department at the Leningrad Culture

Institute, said one of the problems facing the Soviet Union today is the persistence

of separation between classes. "Classes were not eliminated by the revolution. In

building socialism, the exploiting class was eliminated. There are now two classes,

the peasantry and the workers," Novicov said.

Questioned about the ability of Russians to leave their country at will,

Pokotyluk insisted there is "free immigration." "Some people who work on state

projects agree not to leave the country for a period of five years after they retire

01: leave that job," Pokotyluk explained.

Kuzmina told the University students that women enjoy full equality in the Soviet

Union. "How come in the United States, a highly civilized country, you still talk

about the need for equalityt' Kuzmina asked her audience.

Pokotyluk, however, said that women are forbidden to work in some Soviet

careers that are considered dangerous to health, such as chemistry.

A question raised about discrimination against Soviet Jews prompted Novicov, who

said he comes from a Jewish background, to say that "Jewish discrimination does not

exist. It is a myth."

Gely Shakhov, who is with Radio Moscow, told the audience that he is a member

of the Communist Party, while Kuzmina explained that she is not, because membership

means "extra obligations" and she has concentrated on her career.

At the end of the meeting, Pokotyluk noted that '-'nobody asked any questions

favorable to us. 1I He said their group's visit was part of the effort to ease tension

between the two countries.

-UNS-
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U.S., U.S.S.R. RELATIONS
TOPIC OF U OF M CONFERENCE

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Relations between the United States and the U.S.S.R. will be discussed at a

day-long conference Thursday, Dec. 1, at the Sheraton-Ritz Hotel in r1inneapo1is.

The developing arms pact will be discussed by representatives of two privately-

funded organizations, the Committee on the Present Danger and the American Committee

on East-West Accord. Speakers will include William Rogers, University World Affairs

Center»and Mark Garrison, Soviet Union Affairs Director, U.S. Department of State,

among others.

The conference is sponsored by the World Affairs Center and Continuing Education

and Extension at the University of Minnesota. For more information, contact Joe

Kroll, 373-3685.

-005-
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NEWS PEOPLE: For further information
contact BOB LEE, 373-5830

LAPAROSCOPY USED
AT U OF MHOSPITALS

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

A method of examining the abdcm1nal cavity without Ilurgery is now in use at the

University of Minnesota Hospitals.

Laparoscopy, developed 75 years ago in Europe, has not been used much in this

country. But Dr. Larry Kaplan, assistant professor of internal medicine, who has

done the procedure about 75 times, says the technique has several advantages over

exploratory surgery.

IIA laparoscopy can be done on an outpatient basis with local anesthesia in a

procedure room, with minimal discomfort to the patient and with less risk and cost

than surgery," he said. Kaplan uses laparoscopy to diagnose disease in the abdomen,

determine the exact stage of tumor growth, check the effects of chemotherapy,

remove foreign objects, or separate adhesions caused by previous surgery.

He explained how a special viewing scope is inserted through a small slit in

the abdominal wall to view the peritoneum, most of the liver, stomach, spleen, part

of the small intestine and the pelvic organs.

"The peritoneal cavity is first filled with 2~ to 4 liters of nitrous oxide

gas to separate the abdominal wall from the organs. The stainless steel sleeve for

the viewing scope has an automatic valve to keep in the gas," he said.

According to Kaplan, who studied laparoscopy in Stuttgart, Germany, the

technique has a diagnostic accuracy rate of 95 to 98 per cent.

-UNS-
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UnIVERSITY OF liIlIJUESOTA, MINNEAPOLIS AND ST. PAUL CAMPUS EVENTS
, , Nov. 27-Dec. 3

r '
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Sun., Nov. 27---St. Paul Student Center 'Galleries: Serigraphs by Joyce Lyon,
Terrace Gallery; Prints by Larry Wele>, l~orth Star Gallery; Photographs by
Jay Sautter, Rouser R~om Gallery; liative African Beads by Hargaret Sautter,
display cases. 8 a.m.-lO p.m. Mon.-Sat., noon-lO p.m. Sun. Through Nov. 28.
Free.

S~n., Nov. 27---Jaques Gallery:
fNseum of Natural H1story.
Through Jan. 18. Free.

Nature Photographs by Paul Chesley. Bell
9 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-Sat., 1-5 p.m. Sun.

Sun., Nov. 27---Un1versity Gallery: "Hudson D. Walker: Patron and Friend;"
"The Contemporary Pen: Three Calligraphers." Northrop Aud. 11 a.m.-4 p.m.
Mon., Wed., and Fri., 11 a.m.-8 p.m. Tues. and Thurs., 2-5 p.m. Sun. Through
Dec. 6. Free.

Sun., Nov. 27---University Theatre: "Hay Fever" by Noel Coward, directed by Lee
Adey. Whiting theater, Rarig Center. 3 p.m. $3.50 public, $2.50 students
and senior citizens. Tickets on sale at RarigCenter and Dayton's.

Hon., Nov. 28---Related Arts Gallery: Black Photographers Exhibit. Third floor,
Coffman Union. Open all day. Through Nov. 30. Free.

Mon., Nov. 28--Coffman Gallery. Uinneapolis College of Art &Design Student
Exhibit: Sculpture and }1!xed l'1edia, Gallery I, and Photography, Painting,
Drawing and Prints, Gallery II. 10 a.m.-4 p.m. Mon.-Fri. Through Dec. 16.
Free.

Han., Nov. 28--cartoons: "Buck Rogers." Theater-lecture hall, Coffman Union.
11:10 a.m. and 12:05 p.m. 25¢.

Tues., Nov. 28---Theater Workshop: Palace Theater. 320 Coffman Union. 3 and
7:30 p.m. 'Free.

Tues., Nov. 29---U'Fl1m Society: "Long Voyage Home." Bell Uuseum of Natural
History aud. 7:30 and 9:30 p.m. $1.50.

Wed., Nov. 30---Women in ~Iodern Film Seties: IlHomen in Love. II Theater-lecture
hall, Coffman Union. 7 and 9:15 p.m. $1.50 students, $2 public.

Wed., Nov. 30---U Film Society. Best Soccer Films:
Bell Huseum of Natural History aud. 7:30 p.m.

"Free Passil and "Gar1nche."
$1. 75.

Thurs., Nov. 30---U Film Society. Best Soccer F1lms: "Pele." Bell I1useum of
Natural History aud. 7:30 and 9:30 p.m. $1.75.

(MORE)
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Sun., Nov. 21---St. Paul Student Center 'Galleries: Serigraphs by Joyce Lyon,
Terrace Gallery; Prints by Larry Welo. l~orth Star Gallery; Photographs by
Jay Sautter, Rouser ~om Gallery; Native African Beads by 11argaret Sautter.
display cases. 8 a.m.-lO p.m. Mon.-Sat., noon-lO p.m. Sun. Through Nov. 28.
Free.

S~n., Nov. 27---Jaques Gallery; Nature Photographs by Paul Chesley. Bell
I'fuseum of Natural History•. 9 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-Sat., 1-5 p.m. Sun.
Through Jan. 18. Free.

Sun., Nov. 27---University Gallery: "Hudson D. Walker: Patron and Friend;"
liThe Contemporary Pen: Three Calligrapher's. II Northrop Aud. 11 a.m.-4 p.m.
Hon•• Wed., and Frio, 11 a.m.-8 p.m. Tues. and Thurs., 2-5 p.m. Sun. Through
Dec. 6. Free.

Sun•• Nov. 27---University Theatre: "Hay Fever" by Noel Coward, directed by Lee
Adey. Whiting theater, P~r1g Center. 3 p.m. $3.50 public, $2.50 students
and senior citizens. Tickets on sale at Rarig Center and Dayton's.

i1on., Nov. 28---Related Arts Gallery: Black Photographers Exhibit. Third floor,
Coffman Union. Open all day. Through Nov. 30. Free.

Mon., l~ov. 28--Coffman Gallery. Uinneapolis College of Art & Design Student
Exhibit: Sculpture and Mixed l'1edia, Gallery I, and Photography, Painting.
Drawing and Prints, Gallery II. 10 a.m.-4 p.m. !1on.-Frio Through Dec. 16.
Free.

Hon., Nov. 28--Cartoons: "Buck Rogers." Theater-lecture hall, Coffman Union.
11:10 a.m. and 12:05 p.m. 25¢.

Tues., Nov. 28---Theater Workshop: Palace Theater. 320 Coffman Union. 3 and
7:30 p.m. 'Free.

Tues., Nov. 29---U Film Society: "Long Voyage Home. 1I Bell Uuseum of Natural
History aud. 7:30 and 9:30 p.m. $1.50.

Wed., Nov. 30---Women in Hodern Film Series: IlHomen in Love. 1I Theater-lecture
hall, Coffman Union. 7 and 9:15 p.m. $1.50 students, $2 public.

Wed., Nov. 30--U Film Society. Best Soccer Films:
Bell Huseum of Natural History aud. 7:30 p.m.

"Free Pass" and "Garinche. 1I

$1. 75.

Thurs •• Nov. 30---U Film Societz. Best Soccer Films: "Pele." Bell !1useum of
Natural History aud. 7:30 and 9:30 p.m. $1.75.

(MORE)
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SEARCH COUMITTEE NAMED
TO SEEK J-SCHOOL DIRECTOR

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

A search committee to seek a new director for the University of Minnesota School

of Journalism and Mass Communication has been appointed.

A nationwide search will be conducted to find a replacement for Robert L. Jones,

who has resigned after 20 years as director of the school. Jones will return to

full-time teaching and research after July 1, 1978.

Donald 11. Gil1mor) professor of journalism, will head the committee. Other

members from the journalism faculty are James Brown, Everette Dennis, David Fruend,

George Rage and Phillip Tichenor.

Two communications professionals will also serve on the committee. They are

Curtis Beckmann, news director of WCCO radio, Minneapolis, and John Finnegan,

executive editor of the St. Paul Pioneer Press and Dispatch.

Additional members of the committee include Robert Scott. professor and chair-

man of the University department of speech-communication and another non-journalism

faculty member to be named.

The committee will make its recommendation to Frank J. Sorauf, dean of the

College of Liberal Arts, of which the School of Journalism is a part.

-UNS-
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'u' STUDENT WRITES PLAY
ON VIETNAMESE CULTURE

(FOR Hfi1EDIATE RELEASE)

"Misunderstanding,1l a play by Vietnamese author Vu Khac Khoan, will open at

8 p.m. Thursday (Dec. 1) at the Walker Church at the corner of 16th Avenue and 31st

Street in South Minneapolis.

The play will run Dec. 1, 2, 3, 8, 9, 10, 15, 16 and 17. A discussion will

follow the play on Saturday (Dec. 3).

Vu, a graduate student at the University of Minnesota, will also be among the

participants in a two-day conference on refugees Dec. 3 and 4 at the International

Institute, 1694 Como Ave., across from the state fairgrounds in St. Paul.

The conference will be called "How to Save Our Culture: A Forum on the Viet-

namese Refugee." The program will include discussion of the enculturation experi-

ences of Filipino, Finnish and Hungarian residents of the United States as well as

panels on Vietnamese religion and culture.

Admission charges are as follows: $3 for the play, $1 for the conference, $5

for a Vietnamese~tyle luncheon Saturday and $3 for an American-style luncheon

Sunday.

Reservations can be made with Powderhorn Community Arts, 3104 16th Ave. So.,

Minneapolis, Minn. 55407.

-Ul~S-
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GENETICS RESEARCH OFFERS
BOTH 'PERIL AND PROMISE'

By Nancy Johnston Hall
University News Service

Should we tamper with human evolution? Do we dare create microbes that never

existed before?

According to University of Minnesota geneticist Douglas Johnson, these are ques-

tions we must all take a hard look at now because "It's happening. He're already

doing these things. 1I

Johnson, who is doing research on therapy for inherited diseases, is concerned

about the social and ethical consequences of all forms of genetics research. Such in-

vestigatj 'ms, he seys, offer both Ilperils and promises. II

Genetics rp.s~archers are working toward eliminating or reducing inherited

diseases through two gP!'.eral methQdG--f:e lective reproQuction and direct gene manipu-

ladon.

Certain inherited diseases, such as Tay-Sachs disease, Huntington's disease and

muscular dystrophy, are caused by defects in a single gene. Because the patterns of

inheritance in these diseases are relatively uncomplicated, doctors can make some

reasonable inheritance predictions.

Armed with all the genetic information available to them, doctors and geneticists

counsel couples who have a high risk for bearing a child with an inherited disease.

It sounds innocent enough. But according: to Johnson, selective reproduction is

loaded with ethical, political and social dilemmas.

"We have to decide what price we're willing to pay to reduce the number of io-

herited diseases,ll Johnson said.

Two well-known examples in history show what can happen when the price is too

high. The American eugenics movement of the 1920s and 19308 began because a n~mber

of P('opJ.e sa~-t selective reproduction as the answer to htman suffe:::ing caused by

(HORE)
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inherited defects, Johnson said.

"They used scientific data, which was inadequate, as a basis for suggesting

social policy,-" Johnson said. The eugenicists were responsible for sterilization

laws passed in 30 states.

Hitler's program of selective reproduction, aimed at producing an ideal race,

illustrates the extremes to which the concept can be carried.

tithe German eugenics program caused the whole area of human genetics to suffer,"

Johnson said. "It took a long time before human genetics became a solid legitimate

science.

"It is not unreasonable to remember how out of hand things can get. We must get

the most genetic information we can to the largest ntDDber of people." But once they

have that information, he said, "we must let them make their own decisions. We have

to safeguard their freedom of choice."

Gene manipulation techniques, such as recombinant DNA research, have unlimited

potential benefits--and dangers, according to Johnson. By isolating a specific

gene, either natural or man-made, and transferring it into a bacterium, an alto

gether new organism can be created.

Recently, scientists successfully spliced a hormone-making gene into a bacteria,

which, when it multiplied, was capable of producing large quantities of the valuable

hormone.

Where does the danger lie then?

"Because we're creating new organisms that have never existed before, we're

producing something which will have properties we can't predict, I; Johnson said.

Recognizing the possibility that a powerful "monster bacterium" might be

created, scientists have set up voluntary restrictive guidelines. Safeguards have

been established to .prevent organisms from escaping the" laboratory. In addition,

researchers use only bacteria strains which are unable to live outside the labora

tory environment.

(MORE)
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"The concern over the chance of some accident is legitimate," Johnson said,

"but I'm more concerned about some intentional malevolent actions. 1I

Johnson said he isn't sure what can be done to prevent that.

Anybody with the knowledge and equipment could produce "a scary weapon,"

Johnson said. "A government, or an organization could use it as blackmail. It could

be like nuclear weapons--once unleashed, it would be difficult to control.

"Gene manipulation is so new and unpredictable, that we don't know what to

safeguard against. How do you establish protective measures against an unknown?li

Decisions on how to control all forms of genetic research will ultimately be

political, Johnson said. Therefore, the public must stay informed.

"We must try to find a balance. We have to reduce the negative consequences

of genetics research, while maximizing the benefits.: 1

-UNS-
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DELEGATING AUTHORITY SEEN
AS MAJOR WORK PROBLE11

By Jeannie Hanson
University News Service

A president of a large corporation distributes 500 paychecks himself twice a

month. A supervisor of 12 employees always begins important discussions with I1You're

doing a wonderful job, but ••• 1) A middle manager regularly takes work home and comes

in on Saturday mornings.

These people, and many others, have problems delegating authority--a major

problem in maintaining good work relationships, according to Gordon Baird, of Baird,

Campbell, and Associates.

Baird spoke at a recent University of 11innesota conference, one in a series of

14 Continuing Education and Extension seminars for public officials.

According to Baird, there are four steps to successful delegation of authority,

with three key fears that must be overcome. The first step is to establish priori-

ties so that areas to be delegated can be selected. The need for delegation can be

clearly seen when a plant expands, an agency's mandate changes, or people's time is

not being used efficiently.

The second step--to evaluate yourself and those you supervise to see who should

do what--is more difficult, Baird said. lithe best way to turn people off is to fail

to let them use their knowledge and skills," he said.

Evaluations, either regular or only on special occasions, should have two almost

equal participants, the supervisor and the employee, Baird said. Both should fill

out the evaluation form separately, rating the employee (and, if possible, the super-

visor) in about 20 key job areas on a scale of 1 to 10.

The supervisor should then compare the sets of ratings, beginning discussion by

mentioning the many areas of agreement where scores are almost equal. "This makes

(MORE)
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the employee feel respected, and it's also more efficient than spending lots of time

on areas where no problems exist, i1 Baird said.

The areas of discrepancy in the two ratings should then be discussed honestly,

allowing the employee to "save face," if possible. "It's much easier to give honest

criticism if you give honest praise at other times. tf Baird said. stressing that

specific praise (and other rewards). though difficult to give, are the best motiva

tors.

Criticism and praise should not be combined, though, in the all-toe-common

"sandwich method," Baird said. This is where a supervisor alternately piles up

layers of praise and criticism. hoping that the employee will get the sour "mustard"

along with the sweet "salamL Il

This usually doesn't work, Baird said, because people are "selective listeners"

and hear mostly the praise. They also come to dread or try to avoid the supervisor

who stresses, "You're doing a wonderful job. but .•• " They always wait for the other

shoe to drop, he said.

The criticism offered should always be combined with negotiation. Baird said.

An employee who is working too slowly. for example, should be allowed to help set a

goal and be encouraged as he or she moves towards it. "People will refuse to do

something they believe they can't do,'; he said.

In fact, research indicates that employees will do almost anything to be able

to say, IIGotcha l1 at least silently. Industrial safety studies have found that the

employees who had said they would fall if they had to wash the high w~indows usually

did fall.

Once the supervisor and employee have discussed strengths and weaknesses, they

usually can see where the third step. training, is necessary. especially as roles are

expanded. 110st of the training occurs simultaneously with the fourth step, the

delegation itself. The supervisor must allow the employee authority commensurate

with the new responsibility, especially enough authority to make mistakes. he said.

(MORE)
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Three fears of delegation must be overcome. Baird said. The first is the fear

that mistakes will be made when work is delegated. "A hierarchy of fear can build

in an organization and even wreck it." Baird said.

The second fear is of the loss of authority. A supervisor who delegates

authority may fear that a more competent. responsible employee will take his or her

job. "Actually." Baird said, "the satisfaction of having competent employees can

help overcome this fear, along with the realization that good employees make the

supervisor look good too."

The third is fear of relating to people. "It's easier for many people to work

weekends than to delegate work to others and communicate with them regularly," Baird

said.

He cited as examples the head librarian who wants to check in all the books

herself and the middle manager always looking over one shoulder at his or her

employees.

-UNS-
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UnIVERSITY OF fiIlU'fESOTA, UOOIEAPOLIS AND ST. PAUL CAlfPUS EVENTS
Dec. 4-10

Sun., Dec. 4---Jagues Gallery: Nature Photographs by Paul Chesley. Bell Museum of
Natural History. 9 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-Sat., 1-5 p.m. Sun. Through Jan. 18.
Free.

Sun.~ Dec. 4---University Ga1lery~ "Hudson D. Walker: Patron and Friend;iI "The
Contemporary Pen: Three Calligraphers." Northrop Aud. 11 a.m.-4 p.m. Mon.,
Wed., and Fri., 11 a.m.-8 p.m. Tues. and Thurs., 2-5 p.m. Sun. Through
Dec. ,6. Free.

Sun., Dec. 4---Concert: University Wind Ensemble. Uorthrop Aud. 2 p.m. Free.,

Sun., Dec. 4---Universitl Theatre: t1Hay Fever" by Noe~ Coward, directed by Lee
Adey. Whiting theater, Rarig Center. 3 p.m. $3.50 public, $2.50 students
and senior citizens. Tickets on sale at Rarig Center and Dayton's.

Sun., Dec. 4---U Film Societl: "Stars. II Bell Huseum of Natural History aud.
7:30 p.m. Director Konrad Wolf will discuss film after the showing. $1.50.

Sun., Dec. 4---The Whole Coffeehouse: Twin Cities Jazz: }wrris Wilson with Minnesota
Space Bach Orchestra. Coffman Union. Doors open 7:30 p.m. $2.50.

Mon., Dec. 5--Coffman Ga1lerx. Hinneapolis College of Art & Design Student
Exhibit: Sculpture and Mixed Media, Gallery I, and Photography, Painting,
Drawing and Prints, Gallery II. 10 a.m.-4 p.m. rlOn.-Fri. Through Dec. 16.
Free.

Mon., Dec. 5--U Film Society: "I t-las 19." Bell Museum of Natural History aud.
, 2:15 p.m. Free.

Mon., Dec. 5---U Film Society: "Hama, I'm Alive. \1 Bell Museum of Natural History
aud. 7:30 p.m. $1.50.

Wed., Dec. 7---U Film Society: "Photography. II Bell Museum ofUatural History aud.
7:30 and' 9:30 p.m. $1,.75.

Fri., Dec. 9---U Film Societl; "Dark Star. 1I Bell :i'1useum of Natural History aud.
7:30 and 9:30 p.m. $1.75.

Sat., Dec. 10---U Film Societl:' "Dark Star. II Bell l'luseum of Natural History aud.
7:30 and 9:30 p.m. $1.75.

-UliS-
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'u' DROPS APPEAL OF NCAA CASE

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

The two-year-long legal battle between the University of Minnesota and the

National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) has come to a quiet end.

Attorneys for both sides have agreed to dismissal of the University's appeal of

the Eighth U.S. Circuit Court decision upholding the NCAA's imposition of indefinite

probation on all Gopher men's sports.

The NCAA imposed the indefinite probation after the University refused to

suspend three basketball players for their violations of NCAA rules during the

reign of former coach Bill Musselman.

The University had obtained an injunction against the indefinite probation from

a lower court a year ago. After the circuit court decision in favor of the NCAA,

the University suspended the players and asked the NCAA for their reinstatement.

Two players who remain with the Gophers are affected by the University's decision

to accept the NCAA penalties. Mychal Thompson received a seven-game suspension, and

David Winey, who sat out three games, has returned to the team.

The conflict had been over the procedures the NCAA had used to investigate the

University's rule violations and to impose penalties.

The University had filed a petition to have the case heard by the U.S. Supreme

Court.

-UNS-
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U OF M MED SCHOOL GRADUATES
FIRST MINNESOTA-BORN CHICANO

By Drew Darling
University News Service

Before the arrival of his first-born son, Arthur Carrizales had never given any

thought to a medical career.

By that time, he had already graduated from North St. Paul High School as the

vice-president of his senior class, graduated from St. Thomas College in St. Paul as

an Air Force ROTC second lieutenant, had completed a program in meteorology at the

University of Utah, and had collected a master's degree in guidance counseling from

Wayne State University in Detroit, Mich.

That much schooling is normally enough for anyone, especially one born in the

slums of St. Paul to a father with a fourth-grade education.

But then Carrizales' son Scott was born--one month prematurely, jaundiced and

with a blood infection--and Carrizales took a look at his career choice with a

critical eye. This fall, he became the first Minnesota-born Chicano to graduate

from the University of Minnesota Medical School.

As an Air Force captain in 1970, Carrizales had seen numerous articles and

announcements in the Air Force Times citing the serious need for more Air Force

doctors and lawyers, particularly from minority groups. So he submitted his request

for entry into the medical program--and was told he was not needed.

Frustrated and confused, he then wrote a letter to Sen. Hubert Humphrey, asking

Humphrey to look into the obvious contradiction. Carrizales heard nothing, and

decided to let his commission expire.

But the day before he was to be discharged, he was informed that there was a

spot for him in the medical training program. Twenty-four hours before leaving the

Air Force forever, he re-enlisted and signed on for medical school.

(MORE)
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III had decided to stay on because even though the Air Force would temporarJ.ly

reduce my commission to that of second lieutenant, I would receive full salary, and

they would pay for my books, supplies and tuition fees," Carrizales said.

In the fall of 1974, Carrizales started medical school at the University of

Minnesota-Duluth, and remained nearly two years before transferring to the Twin

Cities campus, where he graduated this quarter, having gone through the entire three

year program without pause.

Upon completion of his medical training, Carrizales was reinstated as an Air

Force Captain and was transferred to Fort Worth, Texas, Air Force Medical Center,

where he is specializing in family practice.

"The first year of medical school," Carrizales said, "was filled with doubts and

worries about learning the vast amount of information thrust at us in a short time.

Test anxiety was strong. There was no outside pressure on us--it was all put on Us

by ourselves to do the best we were capable of. I put my all into doing the best I

could."

That was his biggest mistake, Carrizales said. "It was so easy to become

completely enme~hed in medical school and just exclude evp-rything else in my life.

In my devotion to medical school I completely ignored my family. I came very close

to divorce and the reconciliation was very painful," he said.

"Money," Carrizales said, !lisn't the bie~est barrier between minorities and

professional edu~ation. I got the feeling that money was available through loans

for most students thst wanted them." A more formidable barrier was the slight

emphasis on education many mdnority children receive, Carrizales said.

IlMany Jewish men, for example, have been impressed with the idea since their

early youth that when they get out of undergraduate college they are going into

professional schools. For them it's reinforced early in their lives," he said.

"Minority parents didn't seem to care that much about education in the past, al

though I thirut there is more emphasis in that direction now.

(MORE)
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to a certain goal is going to help. If children are oriented when they are young

towards this professionalapproach t it would make it easier in the long run. There

should be an emphasis in junior and senior high school in math and the sciences for

those who want to go the professional way," he said.

Carrizales said he will be forever grateful to his parents for saVing all of

their money so they would be able to buy a house in a school district where their

children would be exposed to bthers thinking about and planning for higher education.

It was hard for him and his brothers and sisters to leave their Chicano neigh-

borhood, and he says he would not advocate that same move for anyone else, but he

does feel that the chance to attend North St. Paul High School was a big step in

bringing him toward his current career.

He is happy with his career choice, and feels medicine will be interesting,

challenging and demanding. In reflecting on his three years as a medical student,

he recalls the sorrow of watching a couple's child die, arid the joy in a father's

face as he observed the birth of his and his wife's son.

-UNS-
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PRODUCER, REPORTER
TO SPEAK AT U OF M

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

An Emmy award-winning producer and a television network reporter will help cele-

brate the fifth anniversary of one of the nation's largest broadcast scholarship

programs for minorities.

Leslie Edwards, producer at WTOP-TV, Washington, D.C., and winner of the 1976

Emmy for television documentary; and Sam Ford, CBS News reporter, will speak in

Murphy Hall on the University of Minnesota campus at 11 a.m. Tuesday (Dec. 6).

Both Edwards and Ford are graduates of the University's Minorities in Broad-

casting Program which is funded by Midwest Radio Television, Inc. (MRT). MRT owns

the WCCO stations in Minneapolis.

In the five years since the program began, 21 minority-group students have

received scholarships which involve a $2,500 cash grant and an internship at WCCO

as well as special counseling at the University. The program is supervised by

Everette E. Dennis, associate professor of journalism.

During that period the WCCO stations have contributed $155,000 to the program

and have pledged about $30,000 more. "This is the largest single contribution by a

commercial broadcasting company to a minority scholarship program anywhere in the

United States," said Robert L. Jones, director of the School of Journalism and Hass

Communication, which administers the scholarships.

Evaluations of the program after five years indicate that it has been "re-

markably successful," Jones said. Most students who have completed the program have

entered the broadcast field in jobs ranging from cameraman to producer to reporter.

(MORE)
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MEMO TO NEWS PEOPLE

Monthly meetings of the University of Minnesota Board of Regents will be held

on both the Minneapolis and St. Paul campuses Thursday and Friday (Dec. 8 and 9).

The meeting of the committee of the whole and the full board meeting will be

Friday morning beginning at 8:30 a.m. in 239 Gortner Laboratory on the St. Paul

campus.

Among the agenda items are the naming of a successor to former University Vice

President Walter Bruning, student representation on the committee of the whole, and

a discussion of assumptions to be used in developing the 1979 legislative request.

The faculty consultative committee will meet with the board to discuss their

perceptions of the faculty climate and the possible involvement of faculty members

in the University's legislative relations. This meeting will begin at 7:30 p.m.

Thursday in room 606 of the Campus Club in Coffman Union in Minneapolis.

The regents' committee meetings will be Thursday in Minneapolis. They are:

--physical plant and investments committee, special meeting to continue land

holdings inventory and discuss purchasing procedures, 10 a.m. in 238 Morrill Hall.

--student concerns committee, 1:15 p.m. in 238 Morrill Hall.

--educational policy and long-range planning committee, 1:15 p.m. in 300

Morrill Hall.

--physical plant and investments committee, 3 p.m. in 238 Morrill Hall.

--faculty and staff affairs committee, 3 p.m. in 300 Morrill Hall.

-UNS-
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SENIOR CITIZENS NO LONGER STUCK
IN SHUFFLEBOARD, CONFERENCE REPORTS

By Jeannie Hanson
University News Service

Drop bingo and shuffleboard. Consult a legislative "blue book." Send more in-

formation to local news media. Sign up for volunteer work in local schools.

Advice like this was given to nearly 200 senior citizens at a recent University

of Minnesota conference on political action for older adults. Conference partici-

pants came from throughout the state, many bringing with them some organizational

and political experience to build on.

Speakers at the two-day Continuing Education and Extension conference included

William Hutton, director of the National Council of Senior Citizens; Mary Schertler,

University Regent and constituent information coordinator for Congressman Bruce

Vento; Gene Mammenga, director of governmental relations for the Minnesota Education

Association; several metropolitan area journalists, and Congressman Albert Quie.

liSenior citizens are getting tired of playing bridge and hand-painting little

china figurines," said Hutton, whose council is composed of 3,800 local senior

citizen activist clubs across the country. He urged involvement in national issues

such as health security, mandatory retirement, and other 'Ipeople issues affecting

older and younger people."

Hutton cited four issues now before Congress where senior citizens still have

time to make their influence felt: (1) use of loans from general revenue funds to

help the Social Security system in times of high unemployment, (2) liberalization

of the "retirement test," so that older people can earn up to $6,000 a year without

losing their Social Security benefits, (3) welfare reform so that people who marry

do not lose benefits, and (4) national health security. Hutton's National Council

is in favor of all these positions, he said.

(MORE)
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The largest round of applause from the senior citizens came when Hutton said

his National Council had moved its convention away from Kansas City because Missouri

had not ratified the Equal Rights Amendment.

The focus on practical political involvement, especially at the state level,

was continued by Schertler. She urged participants to consult legislative "blue

books," contact their Senate and House information offices, get to know their legis

lators' staffs and the staffs of relevant committees, and find copies of important

bills at House and Senate index offices.

Conference participants were also provided with charts and other information on

how to follow a bill, which subcommittees often deal with senior citizen issues,

some rules for lobbying, and bills for later mock legislative hearings.

More information on lobbying was provided by Mammenga, who announced that he

was "glad to relinquish his organization's reputed title as the most powerful Minne

sota lobby to you senior citizens." He urged the group members to present a united

front to their legislators, focus on three or four key issues each legislative

session and to contact their legislators "in an avalanche--which could be 20 phone

calls."

Practical hints on publicizing senior citizen issues were offered by five

metro-area journalists, including CYnthia Boyd of the St. Paul Pioneer Press, Joe

Blade of the Minneapolis Star, and Larry Schmidt of WCCO-TV. The panel was chaired

by Nancy Paulu of the Star and Gayle Hendrickson of Continuing Education and Exten

sion at the University.

All agreed that older people are a "hot topic now" and should be sending more

written news information to local news media.

The growing power of senior citizens in the U.S. House of Representatives was

cited by Congressman Quie. His own positions include preventing senior citizens

from being iltaxed out of their homes" or forced to weatherize their homes before

selling them, and mOVing against Medicare fraud and mandatory retirement.

(MORE)
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In an interview, Quie added that older people are needed as community volun

teers for agencies like Meals on Wheels, in schools, and in child care. He also

stressed "good interaction between older pe.ople and college students. I:

By the end of the conference, many participants seemed ready for further

political involvement. One white-haired man commented about his forced retirement

and said 111 think I'll really get into this damned thing now."

-UNS-
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SOCIOBIOLOGY: CLUES TO
UNDERSTANDING BEHAVIOR

By Nancy Johnston Hall
University News Service
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Sociobiology is one of the hottest subjects to be tossed into the intellectual

arena in a long time.

Controversy swirls around this new theory, which is interpreted by some to mean

that animal and human behavior is directed by a great master-controller--the gene.

The theory has been attacked by its critics as racist, anti-feminist, and like

its theoretical grandfather--evolution--it has been called anti-God.

A visiting lecturer speaking against sociobiology at the University of Minne-

sota last year drew a standing-room-only crowd.

Even the word ;: sociobiology'l has a certain puzzling power of its own. Several

years ago, when University of Minnesota anthropologist Harvey Sarles suggested

teaching the same topic under the title "Human Ethology," nobody was interested.

Now everyone is receptive to a course in "sociobiology."

Hoping to attract students to the course, which will be team-taught winter

quarter by five University of Minnesota instructors, Sarles, the coordinator, has

run a one-word ad for several weeks in the IlPersonals" column of the Minnesota Daily.

That word? Simply--SOCIOBIOLOGY.

What is this theory which turns on the minds of so many? And why is it so

controversial?

Two Harvard University biologists, Edward Wilson and Robert Trivers, have be-

come the unofficial gurus of this fledgling discipline. Wilson's book, Sociobiology,

The New Synthesis, started the theoretical ball rolling.

The theory which they propose, and which has been embraced by a fair number of

biologists and social scientists, sees social behavior--human as well as animal--as

influenced by genes.
(MORE)
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In the case of humans, this means that many actions which were previously seen

as culturally taught, or as exercises of free will, are now viewed as genetically

motivated.

The gene, they conclude, is selfish and interested in its own perpetuation.

Certain behaviors have evolved through the millenia, because they have been bene

ficial to genetic survival.

Feminist critics fear the theory will be used to back the argument that male

dominance is genetically based, not culturally taught. Others don't like implica

tions that certain races and social classes may be superior or inferior by genetic

destiny.

But the final word has not been spoken on the meanings and implications of

sociobiology. The five University of Minnesota instructors--two biologists, two

anthropologists, and an anthropologist-philosopher--are ready to take on the old

guard, and perhaps even do some redefining.

"We're not willing to yield to a small group which claims to have a definition

for sociobiology," said biologist Nate Flesness.

"We've decided that the word "sociobiology," and the direction of the movement

isn't owned by them. In five or ten years, the views that come to be associated with

sociobiology may be completely different from what it stands for right now."

The Minnesota sociobiology team comes to the subject with varying backgrounds

and opinions, but they agree on two basic things: that a lot of questions in socio

biology have not yet been answered, and that it's all right for the group to disagree.

"We're struggling with the issues ourselves, and we want to bring others into

our struggles," said anthropologist Steven Machalow.

To focus on their differing opinions, the five plan to teach the class in dia

logue form. They will discuss and disagree in front of the class, hoping to draw

students into the arguments.

Most sociobiologists agree that an examination of other animal species gives us

insights into human nature. But the Minnesota group sees the present sociobiology

argument as too narrow and limiting.

(HORE)
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"I claim that a redefinition of human nature is taking place. Sociobiology is

the code word for it," Sarles said.

Other sociobiologists think that if behavior is gene-determined,it is therefore

simple, and fixed. This group views things differently. "Other animals are more

complex than we once thought," Sarles said. lithe more we study them, the more we

can see that they live moral, lawful lives. We assume that we invented morality and

lawfulness."

Research on animal communication--such as studies on chimps who have learned to

"talk" by using sign language--have shown that communication isn't an ability which

humans alone have.

"The human uniqueness argument is up for question right now," Sarles said.

"Some say that no comparison between humans and other animals is legitimate. We're

saying that not only is comparison legitimate, but necessary."

The group recognizes how controversial these views are, particularly when

attacked on religious grounds.

"Evolution is always seen as an argument against Creation. Though sociobiology

hasn't yet included a God notion, one could see God as the Ultimate Geneticist,"

Sarles said.

"We can ask, 'Are genes God's encoded message for each of us?'" Machalow said.

To the accusation that the theory is antifeminist, Sarles responds, "We think

the feminists have good reason to be upset. So far anyway--and especially as it

appears in one book--this is a male-oriented theory."

The five instructors definitely do not plan to "stand in front of sociobiology

and catch the tomatoes," as Flesness put it. They hope to deal with all the con

troversies critically, and with an open mind.

Anthropologist-philosopher Jane Phillips summarized the feelings of the group.

"If something that calls itself a theory doesn't allow for evidence against it, then

it's being sold as a religion, not as a science."

-UNS-
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PSYCHIC PHEN~IA:

GAINING NEW RESPECTABILITY?

By Vivien Bacaner
University News Service

Is the world only what we perceive through the five senses of sight, hearing,

smell, taste and touch? Have all the seers and mystics throughout the ages been

frauds, madmen, or misguided do-gooders? Or is there "something" out there?

Physics, one of the most basic of the sciences, has long been used as a tool to

investigate such "unknowns. 1I Physics probes the smallest particles of matter as well

as things in space, huge beyond measure, which cannot be directly sensed with ordi-

nary sight, hearing, smell, taste or touch. So it is only natural that some physi-

cists have long been interested in psychic phenomena.

Recently, in a University of rlinnesota physics class, the professor was trying

to get across the concept of probability. He took his class on an interesting side-

track into the realm of psychic phenomena.

Choosing ten cards out of a deck, he asked the students to guess the color of

each card. As statisticians would expect, the guesses fell from high to low in

accuracy. Most students, according to probability theory, actually guessed right in

the middle--about average.

But what of the two individuals who got 9 and 10 right answers out of 10? Such

answers defy the laws of probability. Were these two just lucky guessers? They were

tested again--and again scored well above average.

To some this was just a streak of luck and more luck. Others saw it as some

sort of freak occurrence. For others, it was an obvious example of extrasensory

perception (ESP)--the ability to see physical events or read the thoughts of others

without the use of the physical eye.

At the University of Minnesota, curious students have been able to investigate

ESP. and other psychical phenomena (psi) in a College of Liberal Arts course taught

(HORE)
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by Eleanor McGill and Mulford Sibley. The course is also broadcast for extension

credit over the University radio station p KUOH, three times a week.

According to t1cGill. the study of ESP and other psychic experiences has just

begun to gain scientific credibility after a long history of ill repute.

The rise in respectability was acknowledged in 1969, when the American Associa

tion for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) extended associate membership to the

field of parapsychology. ::Scientists have now begun to investigate how and why psi

phenomena work but only after they spent 50 years of proving that it really existed

within the scientific world p
ll NcGi11 said.

In one experiment conducted over the radio, KUOM producer Steve Benson chose a

picture that was then sealed in an envelope and hidden in the radio station. Lis

teners were asked to try to "see" the hidden object. Guesses tolere sent in and opened

on the air by lIcGill.

The picture showed a little girl staring intently at a rose. Out of 20 re

sponses p IlcGill considered five to be close. Two people actually suggested a rose,

one drew a rose leaf, and the rest suggested plants of approximately the right

shape. l1cGili expected a certain percentage of correct guesses, but she was in

trigued by another factor in the response. If people got the rose, why not the

little girl or the whole picture?

She considers the outcome quite representative of psi phenomena in general.

ilThere ¥ s something going on but it 1 S hard to make out any sort of order or construct

any theories. 1

Modern investigations have approached psi phenomena from two directions~ ex

periments and case studies.

McGill emphasizes the laboratory approach in class. Students must design their

own investigation of a chosen phenomenon including rigorous controls. 11cGili feels

it extremely important that students learn to set up an experiment that will elimi

nate all possible normal explanations.

There is a drawback to laboratory investigations, however, in that such

phenomena are not controllable in the same way that one can control the amount of
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light exposure. The laboratory investigator is restricted by his or her ability to
}

design an environment where such unpredictable phenomena will occur.

Thus there is need for the second, or case study, method. It is used to ob

serve the nature of the beast on its own ground. According to McGill, who does

intensive personal investigation on reports of inexplicable occurrences, it is a

drawn-out, often frustrating, waiting game. I1It requires a great deal of patience

and curiosity to keep plugging on towards very elusive goals.1?

McGill says she finds a wide range of attitudes in her students, from very

derisive and not willing to admit the curiosity that brought them in, to those who

will believe everything. She says the latter worry her the most because they are

easily taken in and from her experience she knows that there are plenty of pro

claimed spiritualists ready to do just that. Ideally she would like to inspire a

sense of open-mindedness mixed with a healthy skepticism.

McGill believes that everyone has some measure of psychic talent but that

individual ability varies considerably. "It's like playing the piano; everyone can

achieve technical facility if they work hard enough but not all can become pianists.

HI would like students to take from my class a sense of awe and wonderment at

the abilities we seem to have and do not use,1I she said.

-UNS-
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REGENTS SEAT NOli-VOTING STUDENT
ON THEIR COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

A non-voting student will once again sit with the University of Minnesota Board

of Regents when it meets as a committee of the whole, as the result of action taken

Friday by the board.

The committee of the whole meets prior to each monthly board meeting and passes

on such major policies as budgets, tuition, legislative requests, and major admin-

istrative appointments.

Two non-voting student positions on the committee were eliminated by the board

in 1976 when Michael Unger was appointed a student regent by former Gov. Wendell

Anderson. Unger was elected to a six-year term on the board in 1977.

Debate on the issue of seating a student representative on the committee of the

whole focused on Unger's role as a student regent. Unger has said that no one stu-

dent can claim to represent the views of the University's 55,000 students.

Regent David Lebedoff, a Minneapolis attorney, argued that the purpose of

electing Unger was to represent students' views on the board, and that was why the

Legislature passed the law requiring one regent to be a student or a recent graduate

of the University.

Lebedoff said that some legislators feel that Unger has been acting in "bad

faith" by stating that he is not the student representative on the Board of Regents.

"There was no other reason why they had that particular addition to the board and

no one can come up with another reason for one,H Lebedoff said.

Robert Latz, a Golden Valley attorney, said that the student regent is the only

board member selected to represent a parochial viewpoint on the board.

(MORE)
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"With all due credit to Regent Unger for whom I have the greatest respect, I

don't see how he can avoid being the student representative on the board," Latz said.

Latz said that he could not support the additional student without adding repre

sentation of faculty and civil service employees of the University to the committee.

"I perhaps made a mistake in terminology when I said that I did not represent

students as opposed to providing a student perspective on the board," Unger said.

IlWhen legislators ask me how can one student represent the entire student body, I

respond, that he cannot. I;

Unger said that he recalled "a few ll-to-l votes" on the l2-member board that

indicated his support of the student viewpoint over that of other board members.

Regent Lauris Krenik, who attended the meeting by telephone, said that he sat

next to a student representative to a regents' committee for a year. "I don't think

I suffered any from it," he said.

The action was taken after a four~ember committee the day before could not

reach a consensus on the seating of the non-voting student.

As an alternative to seating a student on the committee of the whole,committee

chairman David C. Utz proposed that the student representatives be given special

briefings on the issues going to the committee of the whole, time to present a

position on any items they wished to discuss, opportunity to present a regular

report to the board, and future consideration of the seating of a student as a

regular member of the student concerns committee.

The key vote on the issue was 7-5 against Utz' proposal, with Regents Krenik

and Neil Sherburne joining the meeting by telephone. Regents Lloyd Peterson,

Sherburne, Latz and Wenda Moore dissented.

Regent Erwin Goldfine of Duluth then presented his "minority report" in the

form of a motion to seat the student. It passed 9-3, with Utz, Sherburne and Latz

dissenting.

Two student representatives have been allowed to sit with each of the regents'

committees in a non-voting capacity since 1971. With today's decision, the chair

person elected from that group of eight students will be designated to sit on the
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committee of the whole.

In other action, the Board of Regents rejected a proposed bachelor of science

program in dental hygiene at the Duluth campus.

Regent Charles McGuiggan, a ~farshall dentist, was sharply critical of the

program which Utz said would provide an opportunity for practicing dental hygienists

and students in northeastern Minnesota, at little or no extra cost over the present

three-year program.

McGuiggan said he did not want to add the program until an additional internal

manpower study showing a need for more dental hygienists in the state could be

completed.

-UNS-
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STEIN NAMED lUI

VICE PRESIDENT

(FOR ~~mDIATE RELEASE)

Robert A. Stein was named vice president for administrative operations at the

University of Minnesota Friday by the Board of Regents.

Stein, 39, who 'was named associate dean of the University Law School last year.

has been on the Law School faculty since 1964.

IiIn recent years Bob Stein has played a major role on various faculty and Uni-

versity committees that deal with some of the practical issues we are now cc~frcnt-

ting," President C. Peter Magrath said in a letter to the regents.

Stein is a member of Magrath's task force on intercollegiate athletics, and was

a member of the committee that studied faculty consultantships several years ago.

For ten years, he was chairman of a committee to propose and work for the new Law

School building which is scheduled to open in January.

"His general legal background would be extremely helpful to me in view of the

many legal and quasi-legal issues we face these days, not the least of which are the

very complicated questions involving collective bargaining," Magrath said.

Stein is the director of a multi-state study of probate administration for the

American Bar Foundation. He has been a visiting professor at the University of

Chicago and the University of California, Los Angeles, law schools, and a consultant

to several Minnesota state agencies.

Stein is also the author of a two-volume law book on probate and the 1977 sup-

plement to the book. He is the author of several articles on probate and probate

administration.

Stein's appointment is effective Jan. 1. He succeeds Walter H. Bruning, who

left the University in August to become an executive with the Control Data Corpora-

tion. The position includes responsibilities for intercollegiate athletics, campus

police, data processing, and the personnel department.
(AO,1,8,28;Bl,6;CO,1) -UNS-
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By Jeannie Hanson
University News Service

Adults of all ages will be reading paperless books. Children will go to public

"research and development institutes" to work on their projects. College students

will congregate at the beach or stay at home while they watch and talk to their pro-

fessors, who appear on wristwatch television monitors that pick up beams from the

"'education satellite. 11

This is not a science fiction version of IIWelcome Back, Kotter," or "The Paper

Chase." Education could become like this in less than 12 years, according to Arthur

Harkins, associate professor of education at the University of Minnesota, Twin

Cities, and teacher of a course called Societies of the Future.

The technology for an education revolution is near completion. And energy

shortages, rising expenses, and declining enrollments are exerting pressure on educa

tional institutions, pushing them toward the revolution, Harkins said.

Elementary schools and high schools could be quite different by 1989, he said-

more like public utilities than like box-like sets of classrooms and teachers.

iiThere will be fewer teachers, and those remaining could well be more comparable to

public research directors,1I Harkins said. Even young children will be working on

"real world'l issues like pollution and crime, learning the 3 R's as they do so.

Background information for the students' studies will be supplied from libraries

and agencies allover the world when the students "punch up" requests on their

institutes' computers, attached to a series of video display screens. With the time

saved here, students will be able to do field work and present their study results

directly to legislators. Giant two-way TV screens will enable the groups to see

each other.

This will not be expensive, according to Harkins. "Even one teacher's salary

will buy a roomful of sophisticated video equipment in 10 years,1I he said.

Of course, a real education satellite, complete with the capacity for thousands

of TV channels' worth of courses, would cost more. But it would also save more in

salaries and in building costs, Harkins said. Such a satellite could help elementary

and secondary students, but would probably be most useful to college and vocational

students, including adults, he said.

(l10RE)
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The satellite could easily provide courses to anyone with a wrist or arm receiv

er for TV or radio signals, Harkins said. Twelve color channels, available 24 hours

a day, could be designed for two-way communication between teachers and students.

The price tag would be about $100 million, he said, and could be paid for by selling

a few buildings at a few college campuses and by not replacing a few teachers ready

to retire.

The satellite's energy use would be a bargain, too, he said. Launched by the

space shuttle and operated by solar cells already developed at NASA, the education

satellite would also save gasoline. More students would stay home to "go to school,"

at least part of the time, and the 'lneighborhood school" might be revived as college

students and adults congregate at a local church or even the beach to watch and learn.

Trips to the library in 40 below zero temperatures could end, too, when "paper

less books" are available at home, Harkins said. The home computer could call up any

book, which could be read at any pace. Electronic book banks could simplify copy

right problems by simply charging a small fee to every home 'tpunching up" the book.

Simpler home computers, already available for around $1,000, so far have been bought

by up to 100,000 people, according to the Wall Street Journal.

With the home TV monitors, tied to the computers, likely to be available in 12

years, Harkins said, there should be no family fights and more sociability. A IO-by

10-foot TV picture projected onto the wall by colored laser beams could split down

the middle so that two, three or four channels could be watched at once, yet could be

heard separately with earphones. Only X-rated films would require special glasses

to see. A set-up like this wouldn't even require a satellite, Harkins said.

If 12 years sounds awfully short for development of paperless books, education

satellites, research and development institutes and laser TV's, Harkins said.

remember that 12 years ago few people would have believed today's mini-computers

possible.

In 25 years, we may even have robots to clean the house, feed the dog and fix a

gourmet dinner, while the whole family watches TV, he said.

-UNS-
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By Nancy Johnston Hall
University News Service

Ever heard of the Dead Moose River? Or the Bottle River or the Embarrass?

How about Bee Creek, Bug Creek or Solid Bottom Creek?

All of these rivers and streams can be found in Minnesota. They are a part of

a great "running water" system that flows through Minnesota's bogs and swamps, flat

prairies and deep forests.

l1innesota is luckier than most states, says Thomas Waters, professor of fisher-

ies at the University of Minnesota, because a fair number of its rivers are still

close to their natural state.

Waters, who has just written a book, The Streams and Rivers of Minnesota,

(University Press, 1977) says, however, that keeping them that way will require a

lot more than luck.

Minnesota's lakes have been responsible, in a way, for preserving its rivers

and streams from destructive development.

'IOther states, which don't have our lakes for recreation, have heavily devel-

oped their rivers," Waters said. "But recently there has been an increase in the

number of commercial campgrounds, private cabins and resorts along Minnesota's

rivers."

Development doesn't have to be damaging, however, Waters said. Laws restrict-

ing and controlling development along the rivers can reduce the negative impact.

Here again, Hinnesotans are lucky. I:Compared to many states, Minnesota is quite

advanced in its river protection system," Waters said. I;But we still have a lot

more to do. 1i

Protection is pursued aggressively in Ilinnesota, Waters said, by a group of

young, well-trained people in the Rivers Section of the Department of Natural

Resources. (HORE)
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Many environmentalists would say the number

kept off the flood Plains so that

Corps of Engineers, the dam

This group and environmentalists

County laws are more lenient than state laws, however, he said. "The closer the

politics are to the developer, the more lenient laws are."

But the state regulation, officially known as the Wild Scenic and Recreational

Rivers System, is stricter. tiinnesota rivers which still have that tenuous quality,

natural beauty, can be preserved in their wild state, or close to it, through

designation in this program.

The Kettle River, the North Fork of the Crow River and part of the Mississippi

River are included in the system so far. The Rum River and part of the Minnesota

are close to designation, while several others are being studied now for possible

inclusion in the system.

Designation does not prevent private owners from enjoying their property, Waters

said. But it does prevent evidence of civilization such as high-rises, shopping

centers and dumps, from marring the beauty of the river.

Dams are another threat to the natural state of rivers, according to Waters.

llSome dams have been valuable over the short term,1l he said. "But we've lost

tremendous resources in this country by the building of big dams.

'lThey were built in the earlier days because we had the feeling that the earth

was something we had to conquer. Unfortunately that feeling has carried over to the

present," Waters said.

Minnesota now has about 1,000 dams.

is about 1,000 too many.

irA lot of these are in disrepair and present a real problem," Waters said. 'But

buildings and even towns have been built on the flood plains below them now, so

there's intense vested interest in those dams. II

Waters would like to see expensive development

rivers can be allowed to flood naturally. The Army

builders in this country, sees things differently.

have locked horns many times over this issue.

"A lot of us think that many of their projects are created just to keep the

organization going. They claim that all of their dams are initiated by public re

quests. But it may not be that simple.

"Some of us feel that projects may be initiated by the Corps itself, or by

politicians who like to have dams named after them," Waters said.

At the present time, the Army Corps of Engineers is proposing two flood control

dams in Minnesota--on the Wild Rice and Red Lake Rivers.
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By Nancy Johnston Hall
University News Service

The holidays are here. Sour cream dip, chips and nuts, mincemeat pie, Christmas

cookies, Grandma's special caramels, and a few glasses of Christmas cheer--just a few

--to wash it all down.

Yes, it's time for all those holiday goodies. But when you step on the scale in

January, will you be calling them those holiday "baddies"?

If you need help getting through the holidays without damaging your figure too

seriously, consider the approach that nutritionist Wanda Thorpe takes with partici-

pants in the Mr. Fit Program for heart research at the University of f1innesota.

The major goal of the four-year-old program is to find out whether heart disease

rates can be lowered by reducing certain risk factors--smoking, high blood pressure,

high serum cholesterol levels, and obesity.

Thorpe counsels participants who need to lower their cholesterol and calorie 1n-

take. But rather than put her people on I1diets," she helps them establish eating

habits they can live with permanently.

"When you're trying to change behavior and life-style habits, you have to be

realistic and face the fact that holiday seasons are going to be a problem," Thorpe

said.

During the holidays there are environmental cues everywhere telling us to eat;

unbearably rich recipes in newspapers and magazines, mouthwatering foods displayed

in stores and bakeries, plates of cookies and boxes of candy sent over by skinny

next-door neighbors.

Thorpe lists several holiday situations that the weight watcher must recognize

as calorie traps.

(MORE)
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Holiday Baking

'INothin' says lovin I like something from the oven." For many women, baking

at Christmas is an important way of showing love to their families and of keeping

family traditions alive. But baking is a calorie trap, both for the family and for

the baker.

Thorpe says to go ahead and make those special recipes, but make small cookies

instead of big ones, and two dozen instead of twelve dozen.

Freeze baked treats, preferably in a locked freezer in the basement. Make

them hard to get and certainly never keep a plate of goodies on the kitchen counter,

where even the strongest of willpowers will melt at the sight.

Alcohol Consumption

Drinking is a problem for two reasons, Thorpe says. Alcohol is high in

calories, and drinking reduces one's motivation to eat carefully. Willpower dis

appears a sip at a time.

Thorpe suggests choosing drinks which are lower in alcohol and calories; a

Bloody Mary or a glass of wine, for instance, instead of a brandy Manhattan or a

martini. And beware of liqueurs and eggnog. Sip drinks slowly, and put them down

between sips.

More Home Enter.taini~

If you're having a holiday party yourself, don't load the table with four

kinds of cakes and ten kinds of cookies. Your guests are probably watching their

weight, so all those fattening goodies will be left after the party for you to eat.

Thorpe suggests mal~ing 'one nice dessert instead. Your guests will appreciate

it, and so will your figure. Give away fattening left-overs to departing guests,

or freeze them immediately for unexpected company.

More Parties To Attend

Cocktail parties can be treacherous. For several hours tempting snack foods

are only a reach away.

(HORE)
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Thorpe suggests eating a small meal at home before the party, so that fattening

foods don't look so appealing.

During the party, stand as far away from the food table as possible. Fill

your plate with less food. Sometimes a taste of each item will be enough. Put the

plate down between bites.

Learn to refuse. Thorpe said that many people tell her they are afraid they

will insult the hostess by refusing fattening foods. She calls this an excuse to

eat.

"So many people are on diets for health reasons now. Most hostesses will

understand,"she said.

It may help to remember that it is you, not your hostess, who will be carrying

those extra pounds around tomorrow.
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CIA RELEASES SPARSE
INFORMATION ON PROJECT

(FOR IMNEDIATE RELEASE)

NEWS PEOPLE: For further information
contact BILL HUNTZICKER, 373-7512

The Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) has released another set of documents

that shed little light on CIA commissioned research at the University of Minnesota

in the 1950s.

The information is on a project called ARTICHOKE, a predecessor to MKULTRA,

the mind-control research project for which a University researcher conducted hyp

nosis experiments.

The new information is contained in 31 pages of documents in which all the

names of people and places have been blanked out. The name "University of 11inne

sota" was written over the blanked places in which it had appeared.

The documents contain the minutes of a Feb. 19, 1953, meeting of the chiefs of

several CIA divisions interested in research on the use of drugs and lie-detection

equipment during interrogations.

"(Name deleted)stated that at the present time they have five major points at

which chemicals are being tested and ARTICHOKE work is being carried out," the

minutes stated. The University was last on the list of five universities and

hospitals.

"At this point, (name deleted) asked the nature of (deletion) work in the above

hospitals and (name deleted) explained it involved the testing of any developed

psycho-chemicals," the minutes stated.

Like the 11KULTRA materials the CIA released earlier this'year, the ARTICHOKE

documents contain little specific information about the nature of the research that

was done at the University of Uinnesota.

Sixteen of the 31 pages are the transcript of an interview between a CIA in

vestigator and a University anesthesiologist about the possibility of his doing

ARTICHOKE research for the CIA.

The materials indicate that the person was on the staff of University Hospitals

in anesthesiology in the School of Medicine. Other information about his employment

has been blanked out.

The anesthesiologist indicated that he would be interested in doing CIA

sponsored research and that he would rather do it in the open than covertly, which

would require covering the source of the funding as was done in the later }~ULTRA

project.
(MORE)
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There is no indication in the materials that this person ever did any CIA

sponsored research and, if so, whether the funding source was publicly acknowledged.

The material does indicate that the CtA was very interested in the research in

narco-ana1ysis being done at the University of Minnesota. Narco-analysis involved

the use of drugs and lie-detection equipment in the interrogation of suspects.

The interview indicates that the anesthesiologist had done some work in narco

analysis or "truth serums."

"I have engaged in some research and Hanscom and I have worked one actual case.

This case we regarded as unsuccessful and very rare since the subject was totally

negativistic," the researcher told the CIA interviewer.

Hanscom, whose name was inadvertently left in the document by the CIA, refers

to C. B. Hanscom, former director of the University police department. In the

1950s, Hanscom was involved in research for Minnesota police departments involving

the use of chemicals and lie-detectors in the interrogation of criminal suspects.

Contacted by phone Monday, Hanscom acknowledged that he did narco-analysis in

cooperation with Twin Cities police departments but he said that he never did any

work for the CIA.

Hanscom said the work was done "a long time ago," and that he couldn't even

remember what drugs were used in the techniques. He said he did some work with

James. H. Matthews in anesthesiology, but there is no indication Matthews did any

work for the CIA either.

The CIA was not funding any of their research, Hanscom said. "My flat state

ment is that it was not. If they did it, they did it with somebody else and I

don't think that they did. 1I

Hanscom, who lives in ~tlnneapolis, retired in 1971 after 32 years with the

University and Matthews died in 1971.
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U OF MINNESOTA TO TRAIN
BEHAVORIAL HEART SPECIALISTS

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Human behavior that affects cardiovascular diseases is the focus of a new

interdisciplinary graduate program at the University of Minnesota.
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Researchers from the fields of psychology, communication, nutrition, pharmacy

and medicine will be trained to study the human behavior that affects the onset,

treatment, adjustment to or recovery from cardiovascular diseases.

Trainees, whether from behavioral or health science fields, will have extensive

course-work outside their primary area of expertise.

The department of social pharmacy in the College of Pharmacy, and the Laboratory

of Physiological Hygiene in the School of Public Health have established three-year

programs for both pre- and post-doctoral degree trainees.

According to co-director Dr. C. Anderson Johnson, both programs are designed

to produce graduates skilled in University-level teaching and research.

The programs are financed through a $395,000 five-year grant from the National

Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute.

Applications for one pre-doctoral and two post-doctoral openings should be

sent to Dr. Johnson at Box 715, University of Minnesota Hospitals, 420 Delaware

Street SE., Minneapolis, Minn. 55455.
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TURN HOLIDAY 'BLUES'
INTO SmmTHING GOOD

By Jeannie Hanson
University News Service

The Ilred-and-green blues" and the Ilparty-hat blahs" are not inevitable, although

they afflict many people during the holiday season.

But the holiday blues do not have to drag you down low. As a matter of fact,

they can be transformed into something else entirely by cultivating "natural psycho-

logical highs, II according to a psychologist affiliated with the University of Minne-

sota and in private practice in Minneapolis.

Alan Briskin finds that holiday depression and stresses affect people who fall

into four basic personality stages. All four stages are common in the general

public; most everyone falls into one of them, he said. Briskin's stages are based on

the work of other psychologists from Piaget to Kohlberg to Loevinger, and on his own

work.

Holidays threaten some "Stage Oneu people, who are especially concerned with

authority and can feel upset by holiday deadlines and chaos, he said. They need to

feel that situations are under control, and holidays are often confusing times.

To reduce their holiday problems, people like this should put themselves in

charge of organized activities like the office party, the cookie operation at home

or a service providing toys to children, Briskin said.

IiStage Two" people can become depressed during the holidays for an entirely

different reason. These people are especially interested in personal enjoyment and

satisfaction. nIf there's no snow for skiing over a holiday weekend, for example,

people like this can feel the holiday is ruined, I' he said.

Holiday remedies for "Stage Two" people are never in short supply, and are pro-

vided by airlines, ski tour organizers and the whole range of consumer operations,

Briskin said.
(MORE)
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The "Stage Three" person, who needs to be part of a support system such as a

family, can be depressed when holiday ga~herings and traditions are lacking. "Al

though middle-aged and older people sometimes feel this way, depression at this stage

is most common in the 23 to 35 year old age group," Briskin said. Single or newly

married, these people suffer if they can't get home or are on bad terms with their

parents. Older people may be alone, but have had more time to find alternative

support systems, Briskin said.

A good strategy here is to make sure the holidays are not spent alone. "Because

this is sometimes difficult, more businesses and churches should counsel people at

holiday times as well as prOVide more holiday programs," Briskin said. Communities

could organize parties for those within their boundaries without a place to go, he

said.

The IIS tage Four" person can develop still another kind of holiday depression,

he said. Stage Four people are oriented toward religious and moral values and re

lationships and can become discouraged at "tinselized Christmas" and stories about

Star Wars toys being sold out, he said.

People at this stage should focus on family and religious traditions and resist

firmly the influence of football bowl games, Briskin said. They may be helped by

watching other kinds of television celebrations of the holidays, like the l>Nut

cracker Suite. il

Holiday depressions at all stages should not necessarily be considered negative,

Briskin said. Often depression indicates a healthy self-awareness thet family,

tradition and religion are important to the person. liDepression is only dangerous

1£ no one listens," he said.

Transforming depression by cultivating Ilnatural psychological highs It is another

approach--one that applies to all personality stages, Briskin said. He discusses

these four "highs" or "excitabilities" in a course he teaches through Continuing

Education for Women at the University.

(MORE)
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Holidays are a good time for "emotional excitabilities,1I he said. People can

feel better by sharing and caring for others at home, church, work and in their

communities, thus experiencing a natural high.

Another kind of "high" readily available at holiday time is "imaginative

excitability, I: Briskin said. Opportunities to do and see creative things can include

making decorations and attending Christmas plays.

"Sensual excitabilities"can be achieved by appreciating sensory delight from

dazzling lights to gingerbread people. I~ntellectual excitabilitiesl~re the result

of efforts toward organizing and completing projects, from invitations to hors

d'oeuvres.

Holidays also provide i;physical excitabilities, Ii Briskin said. A natural high

can come from brisk skiing or singing with gusto.

"It's no wonder that, in spite of some depression, most people relish the

holidays," he said.
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MARRIAGE LEADS TO
EXCHANGE OF ARTISTS

By Judy Vick
University News Service

A young red-haired Irish colleen from County Lietrim has become ultimately

responsible for the first foreign exchange program of the University of Minnesota

studio arts department.

Moira Wrynn was a secretary at the State University of New York, New Paltz,

N.Y., when she met David Feinberg, an art student from Brooklyn, N.Y., whom she

later married and who was to become an assistant professor of studio arts at Minne-

sota. Because of Moira's Irish background and her family, the Feinbergs made bi-

ennial trips back to the Emerald Isle.

On one of these first trips, David Feinberg took time to look into the world

of art and art education in Ireland. In Dublin he made friends at the National

College of Art and Design (NCAD) and that led to the development of the exchange

program which will culminate this spring when Feinberg spends a quarter teaching at

the national college and Michael O'Sullivan, an NCAD sculpture-turned-painter, joins

the staff at 11innesota. Each will be accompanied by four students from their

schools, and both will teach drawing and painting.

IlIreland has many things to offer us in terms of new teaching methods in art,

their devotion as a people to the arts, and their European tradition,!! Feinberg

said. "Also, Dublin is becoming an international art center because of new tax

laws that are easy on artists and because it is one of the few European cities where

the galleries haven't been taken over by the bureaucracy.

"I think we have some things to offer the Irish, too," he added.

The Irish apparently agree and have greeted the exchange program with enthus-

iasm. Last spring Campbell Bruce, head of the NCAD fine arts division, spent two

(MORE)
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weeks at Minnesota, working out plans with the faculty here. Bruce also arranged

for an exhibition of the works of Minnesota faculty members at the Project Arts

Centre in Dublin. One of the Minnesota artists, visiting professor Mary Abbott,

traveled to Dublin for the opening.

"You have a sense of openness, of modernness here that we don't have, since

most of our students are of Celtic, Catholic background,tI Bruce said. IIBut, there

is also a lack of depth provided by historical background and tradition, and maybe

we can show that to American students."

"We are both searching for something in art,1I Feinberg said. "We Americans

are taking a lot of information, a lot of innovation and moving toward a pinpoint.

The Irish are opening up and moving away from a pinpoint. 1I

One of the experiences Feinberg is looking forward to this spring is working

with students on a one-to-one basis. At the NCAD there are no formal classes; the

teachers work as tutors. "It will be interesting to see if that might work here,"

he said.

Feinberg hopes the Irish exchange will be an on-going project, supported by

the University. At this point, NCAD is actually providing more funds for the ex

change faculty than the University is. (Feinberg may have to provide his own travel

money and plans for assisting the exchange students financially have not been worked

out.)

The next step in the project will probably be an exhibition of the Irish

faculty art works in Minnesota.

And Moira Feinberg? She's happy about the project, not only because it is

expanding the knowledge of the culture of her home country in America, but also

because she will return to spend the spring in Ireland with her husband.
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